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FOREWORD

This book is an invaluable piece of work on elections. It may be determined 
through this book that which election strategy will be helpful for a politician. 
The book deals with issues surrounding exit polls and opinion polls.

It is commendable that a book of this type has come out through which 
we can decide that employment of which strategy through social media and 
other campaigns could lead to better results for a political party. In this book 
Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency has been studied in detail with a survey 
conducted in the area. Every Vidhan Sabha constituency was visited and 
people from these constituencies were interviewed. Some important data 
has been generated regarding the educational status and socio-economic 
status of the voters. This study has some important research questions related 
to the situation of women during elections, transparency of elections, and 
which issues should be focused on by the Election Commission to make 
this process of elections are more accountable one to the public.

An important pillar of democracy is- journalism. Elections and media 
use have been highlighted well in this book. This will prove useful to a 
psephologist and a journalist who may understand what the people really 
would like to watch during election coverage. It can also help a politician 
understand which issues should be focused on during elections and what 
areas to work on for the common man. This is a good analysis on all 
such themes.

This book is good not only for a politician or a journalist but also for 
the common man and those making election strategies.

Devendra Singh ‘Bhole’
Member of Parliament,  

Akbarpur Lok Sabha Constituency, 2014-19
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PREFACE

This book has been written in mind keeping the needs of such students 
who study the relationship between media and politics and find that the 
relationship is ever changing and evolving. Media coverage of elections 
has undergone a sea change in the last decade or two. Since the times it 
was fought mainly on the streets, elections are now fought on the media 
through good election campaigns and strategies. This makes the issue of 
media involvement in electoral process ever more complex bringing to 
the fore the issue of even paid news or political advertising in newspapers.

The book discusses the main themes around such media coverage, 
voting behavior theories, agenda-setting, spiral of silence theory and 
propaganda around election coverage. The book proceeds in a systematic 
manner with a chapter on introduction, literature review, research design, 
findings, analysis and discussion. Each chapter has a detailed analysis of 
each component. Chapter 1 deals with opinion polls and exit polls and 
why it is good they have been stopped by the Election Commission. In 
order to have an informed, unbiased electorate it is important that there 
should be least interference of the media in influencing and wavering 
public opinion. Chapter 2 discusses the various theories and studies done 
globally and nationally on elections and media. Chapter 3 discusses the 
research design of the study and the hypothesis that has been undertaken 
to conduct the study- it discusses how the sample was decided and 500 
respondents were interviewed and Focus Group Discussions were conducted 
with 12 such sub-groups who are active socially and politically and find 
that elections are not truly representative of the society. Chapter 4 has all 
the tabulated graphs and charts which are analysed in Chapter 5. Chapter 
6 has conclusions and recommendations for future researches.

I hope the book will be useful to all those who are trying to understand 
the complex relationship between the media coverage and voting behavior 
and see how the electorate psychology works- do they get influenced 
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by media or do they influence the media polls. It is often proved that 
media pundits have gone wrong while the results of elections have given 
a different verdict. If this book has moved an inch towards understanding 
such complex electoral issues and propelled you to think about democratic 
reforms, I feel my aim is accomplished. Please email me your views and 
feedback at navoditapande@gmail.com.
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affected voting (horse-race coverage, candidate coverage, issue coverage, 
party affiliations) by the electorate is studied. Sixthly, the kind of election 
coverage (agenda-setting, priming, framing, game frame) that existed in 
parliamentary elections 2014 is analysed. Seventhly, the study analyses how 
role of Election Commission may be improved and how conduct of elections 
may be improved in future. The study has proposed recommendations that 
election coverage in India should be revised by media organisations. This 
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Chapter-1

INTRODUCTION

The history of mass media and its influence on elections through public 
opinion and opinion polling is well researched in literature (McCombs, 
2013; Shirky, 2011; Chomsky and Herman 2010). Koch-Baumgarten 
and Voltmer (2010) argue that before the invention of scientific opinion 
polling, politicians and voters made use of media coverage and media 
results on polling, as a proxy to understand public opinion. O’ Connor 
et al (2010), on the other hand, contend that the invention of opinion 
polling and scientific polling methods led to the use of these methods as 
a part of their general coverage of politics. However, the primary question 
which most researchers pose is if media reflects public opinion by using 
opinion polls or if media shapes public opinion by using opinion polls. 
Hence this study is undertaken to understand such nuances of media use 
during elections.

In India primary source of promoting images and messages in a political 
and social context is the media (Acharya et al, 2010). Political behaviour 
in a multilingual, multi-ethnic and multi-religious country like India is 
dominated by various factors. Ever since its independence from Britain 
in the year 1947, India has remained a democratic nation with similarities 
associated with American federalism (Malcom, 2011). A report in the Times 
of India (2009) identifies India as the world’s largest democratic country 
with 714 million people forming the electorate which is more than the 
combination of United States and European Union. However, Acharya et al, 
(2010) note that there has been a steep decline in the political participation 
and voter turnout in India similar to that of numerous developed countries 
in the West. The study attempts to understand voter turnout and voting 
behaviour of Indian citizens.

In the last four decades, voting preference and agenda-setting studies 
have dominated political communication literature in the United States 
and other Western Countries (Wei et al, 2011; Hilligus, 2011; Moy et 
al, 2012). However, when considered from an Indian perspective very 
limited empirical evidences are available to support voter behaviour 
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and the association to polling data presented by the media (Roy, 2013; 
Beasley and Burgees, 2001). It is observed that the focus of research in 
Indian literature has limited contributions in terms of behavioural and 
cognitive effect of the media on the resultant political participation of the 
voters (Mazzarella, 2010). The decline in political participation among 
the Americans has been mentioned in Robert Putnam’s thesis (1993) and 
Phar and Putnam (2000). These authors are of the view that the decline 
in civic and political participation is controlled by the television media. 
The impact of television on the citizens is to such a level that they start 
to isolate themselves from civic engagement thereby leading to decline 
in the social capital (Phar and Putnam, 2000). With the decline in social 
capital, political disengagement increases thereby resulting in political 
lethargy among younger generation aged between 18 and 29 (Sanders 
and Putnam, 2010).

Druckman and Parkin (2005) on the other hand blame media influences 
on public disengagement due to increased prevalence of bias associated 
with the media expressed opinion. According to Donsbach and Traugott 
(2008) public opinion is not defined clearly in social sciences with limited 
knowledge on the accuracy of instruments used. The authors argue that the 
core concept of public opinion in itself is largely contested and unclear in 
nature. Therefore, it is observed that the core concept of public opinion is 
further complicated by the role of media in reflecting or shaping public 
opinion. Herbest (1998) on the other hand argues that the core concept 
of public opinion is difficult to define as there is no clear methodology 
available. This is supported by other authors who indicate that there is 
limited evidence available with respect to sampling, wording, context and 
question ambiguity (Weisberg, 2008). Bishop (2005) and Moore (2008) 
argue that opinion polls cannot be considered to be a true representation 
of the public opinion. Nabi and Oliver (2009) on the other hand indicate 
that though media is able to exert considerable influence on the public, 
most processes are contingent on the message of the media, characteristics 
of the audience and the associated contextual factors. Therefore, these 
authors indicate that media to an extent is able to provide a message which 
reflects the public opinion. This research is inspired by such studies that 
look into media effect on public opinion.

However researchers argue that public opinion is an important factor 
impacting democracies and the use of opinion polls is ubiquitous in the 
media coverage of politics in general and election campaigns in particular 
(Chomsky and Herman, 2010; Bishop 2005; Malcolm, 2011).

1.1. POLITICAL COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

This section will examine the role and importance of political 
communication, growth of television communication in India, media and 
political communication, public opinion and media use.

1.1.1. Importance of Political Communication
Modern societies (Bell & Newby, 1976; Steinfield & Salvaggio, 1989) 

are characterised as “information societies”. In general terms, with social 
processes being carried out by exchanging information, communication 
is found to be the primary constituent of all societies. The control of 
information and communication has become a powerful factor in determining 
the political power and social structure like never before (McNair, 2011). 
An individual’s and parties’ communication skills determine their success 
or failure. Franklin and Murphy (1998) argue that the field of political 
communication involves the examination of the interactions between 
media and political systems at a local, national and international level. 
Additionally they state that the focus of the political communication is 
on the analysis of the following:
 1. Political content of the media
 2. Actors and agencies involved in the production of content
 3. The effect of political involvement on public opinion
 4. The impact of the political system on the media system
 5. The impact of the media system on the political system.

Studies related to political communication were found to evolve from 
contemporary communication studies as early as 1900s. However, the 
beginning of political communication can be traced back to numerous 
centuries. Some of the earliest works on political communication are found 
to date back to the ancient time traced back to the works of Aristotle and 
Plato (Potter and Baum, 2010). Despite the ancient texts, the focus of 
research on political communication began in the 1950s and is till date 
considered being a cross-disciplinary field of study. According to Kaid 
(2004), the presence of evolving political communication and scholarship 
was felt in all parts of the world. Swanson & Mancini (1996) further 
identify that there is a need to acknowledge the differences in political, 
social, cultural and media systems.

Many scholars in their respective fields of political science, 
communications and allied social sciences, consider political communication 
as the prime factor impacting voter behaviour (Garcia, 2011; Van-Aelst 
et al., 2012; Potter and Baum, 2010). Kaid (2004) is of the view that 
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the term “political communication” was coined to describe the process 
of interaction between political institutions and citizens along with the 
transmission of mobilised political influences. According to Swanson 
(1999), the past 30 years have seen tremendous growth in the influence 
of political communication on the political and social system. According 
to the political communication scholars and researchers there are rapid and 
profound changes pertaining to political communication in many countries 
in the world which can be considered to be profoundly influenced by a core 
group of actors leading to perception of bias (Esser and Hanitzsch, 2012).

For smooth working of the political system in representative 
democracies, communication between leaders (i.e., government leaders 
and politicians) and citizens is mandatory (Balmas et al., 2012). Information 
should be passed on to the voters about the political policy, issues and 
political alternatives represented by the party or the candidates of the party 
which helps in their process of opinion formation. Similarly, political 
representatives should be informed about the desires and requirements of 
those they are supposed to govern (interest mediation) (Esser and Hanitzsch, 
2012). The governed and the government are connected by the political party 
in the world of modern mass democracy. Citizens in advanced democracies 
are symbolized through and by parties (Sartori, 1991). The author further 
argues that such symbolisation leads to communication occurring from 
and through the political party. However, for the purpose of this study 
Indian democracy functions in a different way due to its multi-cultural, 
multi-ethnic large population. It was complex to understand such a diverse 
polity. Sarcinelli (1998) (cited in Potter and Baum, 2010) describes a 
“communicative hinge function” that exists between the parties and the 
public in the democratic function. This is because they act as informants 
between the state and its citizens in promoting combined activities of 
opinion formation and interest mediation.

1.1.2. Growth of Indian Media and Criticism

Between 2006 and 2010, the daily print newspaper circulation has 
shown a decline at the global level with 17 per cent decline in the United 
States, 11.8 per cent in the Western Europe and a 10 per cent decline in 
Eastern and Central Europe (Riess, 2011). Over the same period, a 16 
per cent rise was observed in the Asia-Pacific region along with a 4.5 per 
cent in Latin America (ibid). WAN (2009) has credited India and China 
as the ‘world’s absolute leaders in the newspaper industry’ where nearly 
three-fourths of the world’s 100 top-selling daily newspapers are published 

with the current circulations crossing 110 million copies in each case. In 
India, the regional language Hindi tops the circulation and readership 
growth. This has been made possible due to under-pricing of the cover 
prices that has resulted in hundreds of copies finding their way straight to 
the market. Hence there is no necessity to exaggerate the implications of 
these developments on the voter decision making (Ram, 2011).

Parallel to this growth is the growth of the Indian telecommunication 
industry. During the initial phase, there was some commitment from the 
experiments with tele-clubs, urban community-viewing centre, school 
television and the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) towards 
the promotion of public service goals (Johnson, 2001). However, television 
as an agent of social change to be used for development and education did 
not take off with the focus of Indian broadcast being on entertainment (Ram, 
1994). This led to abandoning of the idea of introducing television with 
serious intellectual content thereby opening doors for the tabloidisation and 
dumbing down of the media in the late 1970s (ibid). This was soon followed 
by the growth of soap-operas in Indian television. Ram (2000) has stated that 
the soap-opera led the commercial programming field making worthwhile 
profit in the market. Recently, with the introduction of the two state-funded 
television channels, the Lok Sabha TV and the Rajya Sabha TV, has introduced 
the audience to some brilliant public service programming, but that is just a 
small piece in the big picture (Ram, 2011). The content of these channels is 
non-serious as compared to news content on other news channels.

Countries like India, China and a few other developing nations have 
shown buoyant growth rate in using satellite television. In the year 2011, 
out of 141 million televisions in the Indian households, 116 million of 
them had connections through cable operators while 26 million used direct-
to-home services (TAM 2011). Ram (2011) has pointed out the scope for 
the growth in the television sector taking into consideration that the total 
number of households in India is estimated to be 231 million.

The media landscape has undergone significant changes with the 
entry of multi-channel private satellite television that has no regulations 
in place. Initial look brings us the picture of the satellite television that 
broadcasts close to 600 channels of which there are 100 new channels 
alone (Batabyal, 2012). They have exhibited press tradition, dominating 
the state-controlled radio and television. Arguably, the satellite television 
channels lack the experience of journalism making them function in an 
immature environment. In such a scenario one needs to be more careful 
in understanding audience perception of news content on channels.
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There is tremendous pressure in terms of methods for newsgathering, 
analysis and content put forth by the 24/7 cycle. A study on private satellite 
television in South Asia by Page & Crawley (2001) has revealed the 
impact they have on relatively smaller towns through increased number 
of viewing options. The satellite television growth and propagation has 
not been accompanied with the provision of offering a better and richer 
choice of content. It has promoted increased fragmentation of the television 
audience. Recently Sashi Kumar (2011), in his study revealed that there 
is restriction in terms of viewing the content from ‘entry barrier at the 
distribution end’ which is predominantly ruled by the local market. 
The results show “peculiarly skewed and distorted” development of the 
Indian television industry with cable TV and DTH operators charging 
unregulated and randomly varying fees. This was accompanied by these 
operators denying access to small and medium sized broadcast ventures 
that look for a ‘fighting chance’ in achieving viability by reaching the 
audience (ibid).

Plenty of concerns related to accuracy, taste, decency, rationality 
and brazen class bias have been raised with respect to the content of 
satellite news in India. Batabyal (2012) holds that the Indian media mainly 
contributes to the sensationalisation of news, the associated class bias, and 
other ailments that has invoked a lot of public criticism.

1.1.3. Media and Political Communication
The way in which the political institutions, public and the media 

relate to one another is responsible for concrete and apprehensive nature 
of political action (Habermas, 2006). Public sphere is managed politically 
through the media which establishes a societal carrier. Media plays a critical 
role in controlling the government and politics which is evident from 
the fact that media acts as a link to enable the communication between 
politicians and their constituencies (Moy et al., 2012). Furthermore, with 
their ability to commander supreme economic and political power, media 
has established itself as the key to government and political operations 
(Bennet and Iyengar, 2008).

The desperate need for reform in the media has become evident in 
the last few years. Altheide (2004) is of the opinion that there have been 
significant changes to the news content patterns. These patterns of change 
occur due to media packaging the events more appealingly to the audiences. 
According to McChesney (2011), the absence of substance in news content 
is largely related to barriers which are structural and organisational in 
nature. McCombs (2013) also identifies that modern news cycle is made 

up of a model within historical and political contexts, intrinsic judgment 
of the reporter and the news gathering routine of the organisation.

Political parties end up adopting media logic for their public 
communication because they are heavily reliant on media to bring forward 
their public view in most Western countries and South European countries 
(ibid). In these countries there is limited control in media ownership. 
However, in North and Central European countries there are differences in 
the mode of Americanisation. In these countries, power still remains with 
the political parties. There exists a lack of open communication between 
party members, its constituencies and the public due to the sharing of 
select information. This ultimately proves the power of political parties in 
influencing the role of media (Papatanaspoulos, 2007). However in Central 
Europe, Asia and Africa the traditional methods of political communication 
such as parliament, direct contact with citizens had been replaced by the 
explosive growth in media and the general tele-craziness in these countries 
(McChesney, 2011). The Indian media scenario is similar to that of Central 
Europe and Asia with the increase in tele-craziness and an associated 
increase in party-backed television channels.

1.1.4. Political Communication, Media and Parties
From a party research perspective political communication is a focal 

point. The biggest question here would be how political parties are adjusting 
to the changes and demands the media system and the media society put 
on them (Dalton, 2008). Major portion of the discussion is focussed on the 
downfall of the mass party and its replacement of the organisation with 
new models (Green-Pedersen et al., 2010). This shows that the parties are 
now keen to focus on outward concerns with their voters and not on the 
inward concerns of party members and activists. The ever increasing role 
of political consultants, computer databases, telephone opinion polling 
and the media which constitute the core aspects of the professionalisation 
process has resulted in decreasing the party’s roles as mobilisers or direct 
conduits for participation and opinion formation (Rommell and Copeland, 
2013). This kind of professionalised campaigning is considered to have 
reached its peak in American politics; observers consider that this might 
decrease the party relevance and vitality. According to Ram (2011), such 
a situation is fast evolving in India with increase in media presence in the 
form of live television channels and expanding horizons of information and 
communication technologies (ICT). Johnson-Cartee and Copeland (1997) 
on the other hand note that parties have seen ‘destruction of their statuses’ 
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over the past few years, which does not necessarily mean that all parties are 
doomed. Other authors prefer to take a less dramatic approach rather than 
talk about the total decline of the party role because of professionalisation.

According to Roy (2013), a variety of factors including technological 
improvements, TVs as a visual communication medium and political 
messages that cater to personal needs act as an ‘information shortcut’ in 
political candidate views and perceptions on current complex policies 
(Popkin, 1994). India is a region which is known for its regional politics 
as discussed further on in this chapter. In regionalist politics the growth 
of individual leaders (e.g., Tamil Nadu) and the increasing number of 
channels which represent the interests of these individual leaders and their 
parties has led to the perception of media bias. With demands pouring in 
from media society, the challenge is to see how the political parties adapt 
to changes and demands from them. This would be a good field to study 
in a dynamic media democracy.

In the United States, credits were given to the Republicans who 
showed professionalism in campaigning decades before the Democrats 
took over. Similar to this, Britain in the late 1970s promoted new 
campaigning style with constant resistance from the Labours. In the 
year 1998, Germany under the leadership of Gerhard Schroder who 
campaigned from the Social Democratic Party (SPD) was seen to mark 
a new era of professionalised campaign in the country, although stirrings 
were detected in the Christian Democratic Union in 1972 itself. In India, 
the political parties at a national level are found to show greater reach in 
professionalisation by reducing their influence on media and ensuring 
that they use different media channels for communication (De Leon et 
al, 2009). However, such credits cannot be observed at a regional level. 
It is observed that apart from the bias of media and ownership stakes 
the role of media in professionalising party political communication has 
been promoted. According to Gibson and Römmele (2001), the argument 
on parties’ role in professionalising the political communication is more 
active than before. The parties whose primary goal is to receive maximum 
votes will retort to new techniques according to the part goal literature. 
In order to raise the party’s vote share, major electoral strategy is put in 
place. Therefore, Tandon (2011) concludes that professional campaigning 
is more readily embraced by the large catch-all type of parties when 
compared to smaller parties as observed in developing countries. This 
is true in the case of the two large parties- Bharatiya Janata Party and 
the Indian National Congress in India.

Therefore this research has focused on the importance of ‘staying on 
message’ by the parties along with organisation of permanent campaign 
for elections. With the growth of television, there is more importance 
showered on the candidate and the party. With new campaigning styles, 
the political parties are forced to adapt their organisational dynamics 
along with their communication strategies to the media. Although this 
does not imply that the parties have become weaker as a consequence, 
the fact that they are expected to adapt themselves has become evident. 
Given this perspective, it is important to examine if the party affiliation, 
participation and their media related activities impacts the promotion of 
the party by the media.

1.2. GENERAL ELECTIONS IN INDIA

1.2.1. Elections in India
Structure of Elections in India

The independence of India in 1947 led to the birth of a democratic nation 
governed by parliamentary bodies. Apart from the brief disruption that the 
country faced during the national emergency period (1975-1977) India has 
had a well established governance system where the representatives of the 
Lok Sabha and the state legislative assemblies govern the country (Nag 
and Murthy, 2012). The system of election has been the greatest power 
to the country and is the pillar of the democratic regime. The authors also 
indicate that the promotion of elections throughout India will govern the 
essence of the Indian democratic polity.

Elections in India are carried out at different hierarchical levels. Nation-
wide elections for Lok Sabha are carried out throughout the country to elect 
545 members. Of these 545 members, 543 are elected by the people from 
different constituencies based on the single member electorate system (Kondo, 
2007). The other two members are appointed by the President of the Anglo-
Indian community. There are constituencies reserved for Scheduled Castes.

Elections and Politics in India
The state and the Lok Sabha elections were simultaneously conducted 

in India till the 1967 elections. The overall political process of India and 
the electoral politics is set by both the levels of elections. During the 
Nehru era, politics in the country was mostly stable. The only problems 
that the country faced were the failure and turmoil caused due to the 
border war with China in 1962. However, the death of Nehru in 1964 
resulted in a change in the political paradigm of the Indian electoral 
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Most of the case studies on elections are often presented from the 
vantage point of a relatively limited political territory. These territories 
may include villages (Somjee 1959), city, the constituency, district or 
the state. Election studies in terms of case studies have largely been 
from the perspective of political science. These studies have helped 
identify the role of politics in India, the impact of the Indian electorate 
on governance and the science of elections thereby bridging the gap 
between political science and politics (Karandikar et al., 2002). This 
research will now examine certain case studies associated with electoral 
studies across India.

Brass (1985) conducted an in-depth case study analysis of elections 
in India. His concentration was on politics in Uttar Pradesh. The choice of 
this state was defended by the author, because it was the largest constituent 
state in India. He presented detailed monographs on the Uttar Pradesh 
elections in 1977 and 1980. In 1985, he published the research paper 
which identified the patterns of election in five selected constituencies. 
In his research the author explains the choice of constituencies, their 
previous electoral history and how these constituencies have contributed 
to social conflicts in UP. Through the case study, the author is able to 
provide detailed information on the elections conducted in the area, the 
associated processes and the electoral pattern of voting.

Banerjee (2007) on the other hand identifies research focusing on the 
links between anthropology and elections. Anthropological studies are 
found to focus on small political territories like villages and identifying 
the means or process of voting. The primary aim of these studies is to 
understand how the electoral process is perceived by the voter. Studies 
in this area relate to the reasons behind voting, how it impacts their lives 
and the associated symbolism of voting. The author further contends 
that democracy when observed from this symbolic perspective can be 
an untrue but important myth in the society whose primary role is to 
promote the social cohesion of the individuals. This process of cohesion 
is promoted by elections whose role is to restore equilibrium and act 
as a regular ritual enactment. Hauser and Singer (1986) on the other 
hand indicate that the ritual of elections in India is to be considered as a 
series of ceremonies and performances. The authors claim that in India 
there are four primary rituals including the endorsement of the party, 
the actual campaigning process, the day of polling and elections and the 
final public announcement of the winners of the election. Hauser and 
Singer (1986) present a study on election in Bihar in the 1980s. This 

system (Tawa Lama-Rewal, 2009). The Congress system was found to 
be very powerful until the mid 1960s in India. This was attributed to the 
dominant social groups of the party, their networking and the prominent 
role played by the party during the independence movement (Brass 1965). 
This system was considered to be an effective channel to mobilise the 
support available for the State legislative assemblies and the Lok Sabha 
(Brass, 1985). However, in 1967 the stability of the Congress party as a 
leader of the country and the promotion of a one-party dominant system 
was disrupted. In the elections the part suffered major losses at the state 
and the central level. It was during this election that a possible change 
in the ruling party at the centre grew.

In 1975, another major political event occurred which further 
destabilised the Congress system. Between 1975-1977, a national 
emergency was declared leading to the loss of the Congress party at the 
centre in the 1977 elections. It is observed that the period between the 
1967-1977 elections was one which is filled with increasing turbulence 
and fundamental transformations to the Indian political system. It was 
during this period that the marginalised communities in India including 
the SC, ST and Other Backward Classes (OBCs) began to demand more 
representation at the political level (Kohli, 1991). Kohli (1991) further 
argues that during this period of transformation there was an associated 
decline in the ability of the ruling party to govern. By 1977, there was 
complete disappearance of the Congress system and here began the era 
of continued changes in the ruling party. It is further indicated that by 
the end of 1980s regionalist influence on election, development of multi 
party government and promotion of coalition government at the centre 
emerged (ibid). This formed the major pattern of elections in India over 
the last thirty years. The transformation of the party system and ultimate 
impact on election began during this period.

Elections in India: Non Media Related Studies
Literature on election studies in India is varied and is filled with 

complexities and challenges. This is because the country is the world’s 
largest democracy containing over one billion people and has a large 
and complex electoral exercise (Kondo, 2007). The federal nature of the 
country and the additional impact of cultural, linguistic, ethnic and religious 
diversity have made the conduct of elections in India a complex task. The 
studies on elections in India have been extensively carried out from a case 
study or a survey approach (Brass, 1985).
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research defines the election process in the state as a cycle. The authors 
reflect on successive phases in the cycle, draw parallels of associated 
religious rituals and identify that the electoral campaign of a person can 
be compared to a pilgrimage. Their research concludes on the note that 
the festive dimensions of Indian elections need to be taken into account 
while looking at electoral behaviour.

Ahuja and Chhibber (2009) present a series of studies using quantitative 
and qualitative methods. The survey by these authors provides an overview 
of election surveys between 1989-2004 and a series of focus group 
discussions. The primary aim of this approach is to understand patterns 
of electoral turnout in India which can be characterised as a democratic 
upsurge. The authors were able to identify three primary groups in the 
country in relation to voting patterns. According to the authors these 
groups help define the differences in voting pattern of individuals. The 
groups who are on the lower end of the economic spectrum and who are 
largely marginalised consider the act of voting as a right with no further 
inputs on who to vote. This group is the one which is influenced by large 
propagandas made by political parties and candidates for elections. The 
group which is in the middle of the economic spectrum, constituting 
the largest block of Indian political voters look to voting and elections 
as a means to obtain access to the state and the resources that the state 
provides. Finally, at the other end of the economic spectrum, are the 
socially elite people. These people consider the act of voting as a civic 
and moral responsibility (Ahuja and Chibber, 2009). There have been 
studies contrasting these findings.

Roy and Wallace (1999) presented a series of volumes on 
parliamentary elections which are retrospective views of elections. These 
volumes contained aggregate data as those promoted by the Election 
Commission of India. Most of these volumes contain interpretative, 
speculative and critical articles. Dikshit (1993) on the other hand presents 
an interesting outtake on electoral geography by cross election data 
with census data and providing the same on a series of maps. The aim 
of these publications is to identify the existing regional contrasts and 
similarities in the electoral voting pattern. Singer (2007) on the other 
hand is found to make a case for applying social history to elections. 
The author compared national, state and local elections across India 
to show how the election changes or electoral voting pattern has been 
largely influenced by the social changes which the country has undergone 
thereby changing the electorate requirements.

1.2.2. Media Coverage of General Elections in India
Election Studies and Media Polls

The studies which were presented based on a survey approach were 
largely promoted in the form of a close relationship between the media and 
political sciences. An economic journalist Eric Da Costa, who is considered 
as the father of opinion polling in India was the first to provide the basis 
to study polling patterns in the form of survey research. The journalist 
worked in the Indian Institute of Public Opinion and his work along with 
the works of political scientists including Bashiruddin Ahmed, Ramashray 
Roy and Rajni Kothari promoted the basis of electoral studies in relation 
to politics (Butler et al., 1995).

Statistical analysis of elections was promoted by Kothari. Kothari 
(2002) in his memoirs recalls that he gained knowledge and experience in 
psephology i.e., the statistical analysis of elections. The aim was getting 
trained in survey research on elections. Following this statistical analysis, 
Kothari applied the method in the Centre for Study of Development 
Societies. This centre developed a methodology to study elections. This 
CSDS team then applied their survey knowledge to study general elections 
in 1965, 1967, 1971 and 1980.However during this period the reports on 
general elections were limited to polling patterns, polling behaviour and 
rarely polling intent or opinion polls.

Another author who helped revive the role of opinion polls in Indian 
politics is another economic journalist Prannoy Roy. The author was an 
economist by training and learnt survey research and importance of opinion 
polls from the UK. He applied this survey research process to elections in 
India in the late 1980s. A series of volumes were published by the author 
along with Butler and Lahiri which were largely based on opinion polls 
across India through the magazine India today. In 1998, he was able to 
found a new television channel called as the New Delhi TV (NDTV) which 
presented statistical analysis of elections based on opinion polls and exit 
polls (Tawa Lama-Rewal, 2009).

Following this Yogendra Yadav, a young political scientist from 
Chandigarh University helped link psephology, CSDS and NDTV. The 
scientist played a major role in reviving the data unit of CSDS and helped 
promote and supervise a series of electoral studies in India which were 
supported by the print and the visual media. He was able to explain the 
general public the various facets of psephology in both English and Hindi 
(Tawa Lama-Rewal, 2009). He was one of the first experts who provided 
political opinion on elections on live television programmes on NDTV. 
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In the year 1996, to expand the operations of the CSDS team, Yogendra 
Yadav created a network called the Lokniti network. This network is found 
to include scholars across different Indian states whose primary role is to 
work on democracy in general and elections in particular. It can consistently 
observe elections conducted in India since 1996 (Kondo, 2007).

Butler et al (1995) presented statements promoting psephology research 
in India while acknowledging the drawbacks of this research by presenting 
a landmark volume on the subject. The authors indicate that the role of the 
book was to provide an understanding of the “whats” of electoral record 
rather than “whys”. Following this volume on election and opinion polls 
research, CSDS has attempted to understand the reasons behind Indian 
electoral behaviour. The purpose of their research has been to capture the 
accuracy of the electoral behaviour of Indians and the associated explanatory 
factors. Furthermore, the team publications in the early 2000s was to help 
identify trends in democratic politics across India by using elections as 
occasions or as windows (Lokniti Team, 2004).

It is also observed that efforts were made to publish more literature in 
academic circles in order to validate survey research in India in different 
journals including the Economic and Political Weekly (EPW) and Indian 
journals. It is also observed that publications of state election studies have 
been made by the Lokniti network in both English and Hindi in order to 
inform people on voter electoral behaviour (Mohan 2009, Shastri et al., 2009).

Media and General Elections
Recent studies on politics and media identify the impact of the 

media and news on the electorate voting patterns (Banerjee et al, 2010; 
Yadav 1993; Stromback and Kaid, 2008). According to Gupta (2012), 
the growth of the Indian mass media during the 1980s and the 1990s 
led to better political awareness amongst the Indian voters in the form 
of mass media communication and applications. Vakil (1994) (cited in 
Karan, 2009) analysed the 1991 parliamentary elections. The authors 
identify that voters in India who had access to the media had better 
knowledge of politics and the political players when compared to those 
who did not have access to mass media. Similarly, Karan (1994) (cited in 
Karan, 2009) argues that the media during the election was found to help 
follow the campaigns of the different political parties. However, most 
of these researches were on how media contributed to improvement in 
knowledge of voters on the political scenario. They did not concentrate 
on media polls or exit polls.

Three types of relationships can be established between the media 
polls, election studies and politics. These relationships are found to directly 
answer the following questions:
	 •	 How do media polls meet the need of political actors?
	 •	 To what extent are they an offshoot of American political science and 

media representation?
	 •	 What representation of democracy do they support?

To answer these three questions the following evidences are provided. 
Three main issues where the media polls have helped the Indian voter pool 
have been highlighted. According to Butler et al (1995) there was virtually 
no market research system in India in the 1950s. During this period the 
dominance of the Congress party resulted in the lack of efforts to conduct 
political polls by the media.

However during the second non-congress movement at the centre, 
between 1989-1991 the political parties were found to commission 
surveys used to build the strategy of the electorate. It is also observed 
that national pre-polling surveys from the 1991 state elections are found 
to be linked to the uncertainty that political parties felt with regard to 
their national presence. It was during this time that the regional party 
presence grew immensely (Rao, 2009). The author further argues that 
the rise of parties like the Bahujan Samaj Party, All India Anna Dravida 
Munnetra Kazhagam party in regional pockets of the country led to a 
further perception that the political representation needs to be examined 
with smaller social groups and regional parties controlling votes in their 
own electoral blocks. It was during this period that the voter decision to 
look at print and television media for support and knowledge on views 
of others in the form of polls began.

According to Jayal (2006) the role of media in the electoral process was 
to promote criticisms against psephological studies in India. These studies 
were narrow in focus and often presented a rosy picture of free and fair 
elections in the Indian democracy promoted in a qualified and procedural 
manner. The author indicates that most researchers who published reports 
indicate that the democratic values of regular elections, political alternance 
and free press were the unique features of the elections. However, it was 
the media which brought out the non-procedural aspects- cheating, bribery 
and corruption related to elections.

Another important aspect which contributes to the growth of media in 
politics is the focus on the exit polls controversy. The exit poll controversy 
was one of the first debates promoted in political circles in order to 
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understand the voting decision in India (Ahuja, 2005). During the 2004 
parliamentary elections it was observed that the exit polls were found 
to have an influence on the voting decisions of different constituents. 
The voting decisions in elections allowed polling stations to close at 
different time intervals leading to an interesting controversy during this 
time. In 2004, the Election Commission of India requested the Indian 
government to ban all exit polls which were conducted by the media 
during polling. The Commission complained that during the election 
process the media should not publish opinion polls. This is because 
the organisation strongly felt that these polls are likely to influence the 
decisions of the voters leading to associated problems. Arguments were 
made by the Commission’s lawyers that the 2004 national elections 
were to be held in five stages lasting over eight weeks. When exit poll 
results were published after the completion of the first round then there 
is a possibility that it negatively impacts the voters in the second round. 
However, the Attorney General of India was not for banning of exit polls 
(Yadav, 2004). It was held that the exit polls were present to identify the 
fundamental rights to freedom of speech and expression and banning of 
the same will affect the fundamental rights of the people. Furthermore, 
the Attorney-General identified that the provision of information from 
different sources which are divergent and antagonistic will help provide 
the voters with a number of messages leading to an informed choice. 
Following this, the Supreme Court further agreed that a decree banning 
the publication of opinion polls was not possible during election time 
(Stromback and Kaid, 2008).

Finally media is involved in the process of conducting survey polls 
and exit polls because the cost of sampling an appropriate representation 
of the Indian population leads to associated costs which can only be borne 
by large organisations within the media. The survey research in terms 
of opinion polls is largely promoted in an Indian context by the Indian 
media because the media is found to be indispensable during the time of 
elections (Kondo, 2007). It is argued that by predicting results and showing 
the possibility of voting patterns across the state it is seen that the media 
makes itself a vital component of the horse race of the elections. Another 
reason why the media promotes exit polls and surveys apart from the need 
to inform the general public is the associated feel-good factor. The growth 
of the Indian media focus on elections has led to the perception that the 
elections can be unpredictable and that the lack of clear results on opinion 
polls gives the credit to democratic choice (Rao, 2009).

1.3. RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

Researchers (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996) have revealed the lack 
of knowledge on both political leaders and system among the Americans. 
Popkin (1994) adds that, in order to overcome this lack of knowledge, the 
citizens retort to shortcuts to make voting decisions on political issues. 
Predominant heuristics include the association with the party in terms of 
family or workplace influence (Rahn, 1993), ideology (Conover & Feldman, 
1989) and the endorsements of political elites, members of the media, and 
interest organizations. Iyengar & Kinder (1987) are of the opinion that the 
media, with its heuristic cues, has played a significant role in altering the 
perceptions of the public who seem to continue disassociating themselves 
from politics. As a result of this, a theoretical public opinion has been 
presented by the media to its citizens. According to researchers (Ceci & 
Kain, 1982), political decisions made by the citizens are often controlled 
by the poll results. The same has been listed as one of the five commonly 
used heuristics for political decisions.

With the media and political elites asking leading questions or 
cherry picking which polls to disseminate, political scholars have long 
worried about the harmful effects that public opinion polls may have 
on democracy. This has become a cause of concern among the political 
scholars. As early as 1944, Bernays (1945) was strongly opposed to 
the tactics of the pollsters. He quotes that many political leaders along 
with the public, accept the polls as “the voice of God and the will of 
people” arguing that the opinion polls stand in the way of true democracy 
by silencing rebelling voices apart from limiting open discussions and 
eradicating opportunities for compromise (ibid: 264). Herbst (1998) 
presents a study which identifies that polls presented by the media has 
no way reduced the fear among the scholars. They have also revealed 
the intent of the media to project the biased poll results as extremely 
precise and scientific in nature.

According to Heath et al, (1993) the media has also presented a 
perceived difference in voter choice by presenting a reduction in votes 
being promoted purely on choice. These authors identify that in the UK 
6.5 percent to 17 percent of voters did not vote for their choice of parties 
as they thought with the opinion polls these parties had limited chances 
to win the race. Similar results are observed in other countries including 
Canada and the US. Blais et al (2001) in their examination of Canadian 
voting pattern conclude that there media has definitely resulted in an 
increase in the number of strategic voters. Scholars argued that it was 
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strategic consideration under which voters did so, and hence they called 
this phenomenon strategic voting. It can be considered that strategic 
voting is another impact the media and polling has had on the choice of 
the electorate. Even though opinion polls have been banned just before 
voting, these polls being telecast in between phases of voting may have 
an influence on voting behaviour of citizens. Hence the study on media 
coverage of elections.

1.4. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Therefore from the above analysis it can be concluded that it is 
important to study the impact of election coverage in the country. This 
will help understand the repercussions the same has on the voter mindset 
and their voting patterns. From the above analysis, it is also quite clear 
that there is limited research examining the role of media in elections. The 
primary research question of the current study is to understand whether 
or not the election coverage influences voting behaviour in India. Most 
studies in this area either look at media and elections from a personal 
view point of the media or discuss the same from a negative perspective. 
It is argued that the media has both positive and negative attributes which 
help contribute to electoral voting pattern and it is important to look at 
both these aspects. Most studies in this area are in the views of political 
sciences, ethnographic studies, media communication and public opinion. 
There is limited research which will examine the perspective by adopting 
a holistic perspective.

As identified above one view of thought is that the media coverage of 
the election is to promote the transparency associated with the electoral 
process. The purpose of media coverage is to ensure that they cover the 
election, although the subjects which are discussed in this area include both 
positives and negative. ‘Media persons are given special passes to enter 
polling stations to cover the poll process and the counting halls during 
the actual counting of votes’ (www.indian-elections.com).

Another view of thought is that the media are free to conduct opinion 
polls and exit polls during and after elections. The aim of such a literature 
analysis is to identify if there has been any bias in the role of media in 
making polarisation of voter views with respect to different political 
candidates.

The mass media in India and its growth reflects the diversity and 
plurality of the country during the period of elections. However, there 
have been some arguments that the media by adopting opinion polls can 

sometimes distort fair dissemination of information by looking into motives 
of profit and private support specific parties. It is also observed that there 
are over 60,000 publications of different languages across India registered 
with the Registrar of Newspapers of India. There are over 1900, large daily 
newspapers with 40% in Hindi and 10% in English. The growth of the 
television media since the 1990s has resulted in an increase in expansion 
of the TV media industry. The growth of over 20 million television homes 
across the country by 1995 to 1000 million televisions by 2005 along with 
the growth of over 20 news channels all of which reporting on general 
elections has further strengthened the importance of the media during the 
period of elections.

It is argued that a number of civil society organisations around the 
country were worried that given the 2004 Election Commission role on 
using media for political promotion there has been extensive misuse of 
the print and electronic media by various political parties and candidates 
around the world. An examination of the above study factors indicate that 
election related studies have concentrated on positives of elections with 
almost negligible importance given to the negatives of the same. There 
is evidence to suggest the need to distinguish between news, views and 
political campaigning. Some authors on the other hand indicate that the 
media voting and media behaviour in terms of opinion polls maybe inherently 
biased either inadvertently due to attributes of improper representation of 
the overall population is negligible. Another aspect is that there can be 
improper representation and media bias due to the favouring of one party 
over another. Some authors and political experts indicate that the media 
coverage of Indian elections are more or less non-partisan there are possible 
areas where the media has compromised their independence in favour 
of reporting the overall commercial interests of those who they favour. 
Moreover the case of paid news during political coverage raises more 
pertinent issues with regard to standards of journalism within the country.

The aim of this study is to include explanation of such concepts and 
understanding such concepts as studied previously by other major authors. 
This will help in clearly outlining the gaps in those studies. The need for 
the present study is that the role of election coverage in studying the impact 
it has on the audience and voters has rarely been studied. The impact an 
election analysis can have on the minds of the audience is rarely touched 
upon. Research in the past has been on study of elections. This study 
seeks to add to the existent work done on that by studying such patterns 
in parliamentary elections of 2014.
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1.5. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Broad aims of the study are to:
	 •	 Find out what is political communication research 
	 •	 See what are elections around the world and how it is covered
	 •	 Underline the nature of election coverage
	 •	 Outline the main points considered while elections are covered on 

television
	 •	 Clearly understand the impact of election on audience and voters

Specific objectives of the study will be to look at what is the extent 
of media coverage and does media exposure affect voter turnout. Main 
objective is to find out the following details:
	 •	 The effect of election coverage on voting behaviour of electorate
	 •	 Influence of election news coverage on voting behaviour

Some research questions to be answered are:
	 •	 RQ1: To what extent voters are exposed to different media (radio, 

television, internet and social media)?
	 •	 RQ2: Did media exposure affect voter turnout?
	 •	 RQ3: Which other factors affected voter turnout?
	 •	 RQ4: How many women as compared to men voters were influenced 

by media?
	 •	 RQ5: How many illiterate as compared to educated and literate men 

and women were influenced by media?
	 •	 RQ6: Which type of coverage in the media (horse race, candidate, 

and issue) prompted them to vote?
	 •	 RQ7: Which aspect of media coverage (agenda-setting, priming, 

framing, game frame) existed in this election coverage in 2014?
	 •	 RQ8: What was the role of the Election Commission?
	 •	 RQ9: How can the conduct and coverage of election be improved in 

future?

1.6. LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The study is conducted in a single Lok Sabha constituency which is 
difficult to represent the entire state of Uttar Pradesh. Uttar Pradesh is a 
multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and multi-cultural state. So a study in one part 
of the state cannot be replicated in another part.

This research will use the results after the general election of 2014. 
Similarly, voting during General elections 2014 wherein the primary data 

is to be collected from the electorate by using a questionnaire to find out 
how certain different voters and members from the electorate viewed 
these elections. Sample size may be about 500 respondents. The study 
questionnaire and focus groups will be conducted in specific regions of 
the constituency including Kanpur rural area.

1.7. DEFINITIONS OF THE STUDY

Election: “An election is a formal decision-making process by which a 
population chooses an individual to hold public office” (Raunak et al, 2006).

Opinion Poll: “An opinion poll, sometimes simply referred to as a poll, 
is a survey of public opinion from a particular sample. Opinion polls are 
usually designed to represent the opinions of a population by conducting 
a series of questions and then extrapolating generalities in ratio or within 
confidence intervals” (Shapiro and Young, 1989).

Exit Poll: “An election exit poll is a poll of voters taken immediately 
after they have exited the polling stations. Unlike an opinion poll, which 
asks whom the voter plans to vote for or some similar formulation, an exit 
poll asks whom the voter actually voted for” (Traugott & Price, 1992).

Media: “Communication channels through which news, entertainment, 
education, data, or promotional messages are disseminated. Media includes 
every broadcasting and narrowcasting medium such as newspapers, 
magazines, TV, radio, billboards, direct mail, telephone, fax, and internet. 
Media is the plural of medium and can take a plural or singular verb, 
depending on the sense intended” (Business Dictionary, 2013).

Government: “A group of people that governs a community or unit. 
It sets and administers public policy and exercises executive, political and 
sovereign power through customs, institutions, and laws within a state. A 
government can be classified into many types-democracy, republic, monarchy, 
aristocracy, and dictatorship are just a few” (Business Dictionary, 2013).

Bias: “An inclination or preference that influences judgment from 
being balanced or even-handed. Prejudice is bias in pejorative sense.” 
(Business Dictionary, 2013).

1.8. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Electoral participation has found to increase across India due to 
improvements in urbanisation and socio-economic development. This pattern 
of increase in participation is in line with the overall socio-political situation 
of every state. There is found to be an overall increase in electorate number 
which may indicate a reflection in the electoral politics. It is important 
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that there is an improvement in the fundamental faith of a core democratic 
regime, i.e., the election system and identifies the associated impact of the 
media on electoral behaviour. The popularity of large national parties like 
the Congress and the BJP has reduced with a rise in patronage based parties 
and ethnicity parties. There is also an increase in the regional party controls 
on specific electorates. In this process conducting fair media polling may 
not be possible as it is impossible to get a fair population representation. 
This study is the first of its kind to identify the association between voter 
turnout, election results, election perspectives, trends in voter behaviour, 
measures to improve conduct of elections and to understand the degree 
to which there is impact of the elections on the voters and the electorate.

1.9. CHAPTERISATION

This study will contain five chapters.
Chapter One: This chapter discusses the introduction of the study by 

highlighting the background, rationale, problem statement, delimitations, 
limitations and assumptions.

Chapter Two: This chapter discusses the review of associated literature 
including associated theoretical perspective of voting behaviour. The section 
will also identify media bias and understand current studies in other areas 
which reflect the Indian general election process along with the role of 
media in elections.

Chapter Three: This chapter presents analysis of the research design and 
methodology to be adopted in the given study by highlighting questionnaire 
analysis and focus group discussions, the procedure of data collection 
and sample size.

Chapter Four: This chapter presents the results of the study including 
major findings and data interpretation.

Chapter Five: This chapter deals with data analysis, discussion and 
in-depth causes and reasons for the results and findings. It also discusses 
the implications of the stdy.

Chapter Six: This chapter discusses the study’s conclusions, 
recommendations and research directions. It will conclude the study.

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Media coverage of elections and voting behaviour has been studied several 
times in the past, especially in the United States of America and other 
European countries. Some of those significant studies have been indicated 
below with their important findings. As regards the media coverage of 
elections some pertinent questions to be answered are:
	 •	 Is voting behaviour really influenced by media coverage of elections?
	 •	 What are the voting behaviour theories related to media coverage?
	 •	 What is the ‘media effect’ of election news coverage?
	 •	 How have election studies been conducted in a diversified democracy 

like India?
	 •	 What is the background of the Lok Sabha constituency where this 

study is conducted?

2.0 MEDIA COVERAGE OF ELECTIONS

It is important to study the body of literature around such major 
themes related to media

coverage of elections and voting behaviour. The first question is:
	 •	 Is voting behaviour really influenced by media coverage of elections?

Frederick J. Fletcher (1987) in his study of the four parliamentary 
elections in Canada, those of 1974, 1979, 1980 and 1984 studies three 
themes: the interaction of party and media in shaping election campaigns, the 
shifting balance between national and local campaigns and the implications 
of those shifts for parliamentary democracy. He says:

Canadian voting behaviour specialists concede the possibility of 
media influence while remaining sceptical regarding direct influence. 
For their part, communications specialists remain convinced of the 
social power of the media and continue to speculate, as I have done 
here, on the influence of the media on elections and in the general 
evolution of the democratic process (1987: 366).
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Fletcher says that further research on the use of media by local candidates 
would illuminate their role in their political systems, especially if the content 
of political appeals could be systematically analyzed. Elections are decided 
on television and some scholars from the U.S. believe that television is no 
longer as powerful as many politicians think (ibid). Hence this study is a 
good case in point to understand that media coverage influences voting 
behaviour. However there is a Presidentialization of Canadian parliamentary 
elections and the role of televisions has increased. However this research 
fails to understand how local candidates change their media strategies to 
woo the voters. It does not study the content of those election appeals and 
campaigns in much detail.

Schoenbach (1987) argues that media impact on the electorate depends 
heavily on the specific situation of each election. ‘This is not to say that 
there are no patterns of media’s impact on knowledge, attitudes and 
voting behavior, these patterns are largely unknown because of a neglect 
of thorough research on the field’ (1987: 390). This research aims to fill 
such gaps and find out how such impact is made on the electorate in the 
Indian scenario.

He compares the West Germany and the U.S. election campaigns and 
draws three main conclusions- other channels of campaign communication, 
such as direct mail, personal conversations, billboards and the like, may 
still be relatively more important in West Germany than in the United 
States; newspapers may have a more significant role in the German political 
process than, for example, the role of the U.S. press and similar to campaign 
communication in the U.S. media can shape the nature of campaigns 
and, by putting issues and candidates on the agenda, can influence both 
politicians and voters (1987). There may thus be direct and indirect influence 
of media on voters and increased ‘localization’ of news channels with 
more innovative campaign strategies being developed by political parties 
resulting in greater ‘corporatisation’ of democracy. As ‘Americanization’ 
of election campaigns is evident here, the study does not tell us how and 
for what purposes politicians use mass media and to what use do the voters 
put them. It does not truly recognise and understand that what effect do the 
mass media have on political actors and on political system as a whole. 
There is a need to understand more deeply the role of media in this regard.

Della Vigna & Kaplan (2007) mention in their study on media bias and 
voting that Fox News affected voter turnout and the Republican vote share 
in the Senate. They argue that the Fox News effect could be a temporary 
learning effect for rational voters, or a permanent effect for non rational 
voters subject to persuasion (ibid).

From a policy perspective, if media bias alters voting behavior, 
deregulation of media markets may have a large impact on political outcomes 
(ibid). Media bias thus affects voting behaviour to a large extent which 
has been called ‘Fox News effect’. However this study does not take into 
account the effect of other sources of media bias- local newspapers and 
radio talk shows.

It is found that campaign events, and particularly media coverage 
of those events significantly affect the candidates’ chances for electoral 
success (Shaw &  Roberts, 2000). Studying the six recent mayoral elections 
they argue that there is little evidence of a gender bias in their coverage. 
Their findings are consistent with other research showing a decline in the 
level of electoral disadvantage faced by women candidates, especially in 
fund-raising (Uhlaner and Schlozman 1986; Baxter and Lansing 1980). 
Research on campaign effects suggests that competitive women candidates 
lead to greater political engagement by female citizens (Atkeson 2003). 
Hence media coverage of elections plays a role in how many and which 
voters come out and vote. The method of this study is interesting where 
independent variables fall into three categories- campaign events, media 
measures and control variables while dependent variable is candidate 
support measure as against tracking polls. Tracking poll movement is 
not necessarily proof that campaigns influence election results. Here the 
dependent variable provides a daily indicator of candidates’ likely electoral 
success that avoids many of the measurement problems associated with 
the use of tracking polls in campaign studies. This study is more about 
campaign coverage than the influence on voting behaviour.

Abramowitz (1984) studies 1980 and 1982 US congressional elections 
to find that most of the increase in the Republican share of the national 
popular vote for the House of Representatives in 1980 can be attributed 
to the direct effect of presidential candidate evaluations on voting for 
House candidate. In 1982, a national issue-the electorate’s evaluations of 
President Reagan’s economic policies-also had a substantial impact on 
voting decisions in House elections (ibid). The findings suggest that the 
strategic decisions of congressional candidates and campaign contributors 
are based on reality: voters do respond to national issues in congressional 
election (ibid). Media positively affects voting behaviour but this study 
does not show how voters get influenced in congressional elections or 
what is the profile of voters being talked about.

Fridkin Kahn (1991) studies the news campaign coverage of the Senate 
from 1984 and 1986 and argues that it is far from being homogeneous. 
Certain Senate candidates get far more press coverage than other candidates. 
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This suggests that some voters will be flooded with information on 
candidates while other voters will struggle to get even a bit of information 
about their election candidates. Similarly voters living in large states 
during Presidential election years will have more opportunity to become 
informed than will voters living in small states with off-year Senate 
elections (1991: 369). This study also illustrates the striking variation in 
campaign coverage across different levels of elective office (ibid). Press 
coverage of presidential campaigns emphasizes the horse race, while 
policy considerations dominate coverage of Senate elections (ibid). This 
difference suggests that voters may use different criteria when voting 
for president and for U.S. senator (ibid). In particular, voters may weigh 
viability concerns more heavily when evaluating presidential candidates, 
while issue concerns may play a more central role in voters’ evaluations 
of Senate candidates (ibid). Hence while voting several patterns have 
been noticed of whom issue-based voting is considered to be an important 
element. This study is a good descriptive and a content analysis study to 
gauge how election studies may be biased towards a few candidates and 
regions but it fails to completely determine whether voting behaviour 
is influenced by media coverage because it is only a content analysis 
of what the newspaper reports covered without focussing on how such 
meanings were truly interpreted by the electorate.

Barrett & Cook (1991) examine the relationship between expressed 
preferences for social welfare programmes and votes for social welfare 
legislation. They use measures of representatives’ attitudes, their voting, 
and a number of political and district characteristics to address two 
questions. First, to what extent are personal policy preferences influenced 
by political and district factors and to what extent is voting behavior 
influenced by these same factors? Second and more importantly, what 
impact do personal policy preferences have on congressional voting 
decisions (ibid). Their results show that overall members’ actions are 
consistent with their attitudes-members who believe a policy is good are 
likely to back it up with their votes (ibid: 390). In this study the policies 
of the various political parties influences the voters’ voting pattern. 
In this study we get to know in detail how and what are the voting 
preferences and behaviours of voters. However it only looks at ‘social 
welfare policies’ and not at parliamentary or presidential elections. The 
study does not answer the question as to why a party plays a greater role 
in predicting attitudes among social welfare leaders than among other 
members of Congress.

A study by Elaine Windrich (1994) on U.S. media coverage of 1992 
Angolan elections dispels certain myths about such coverage which 
was based on a number of misconceptions which were derived from an 
enduring Cold War perspective, deference to the Bush administration 
agenda and a conviction that free and fair elections were synonymous 
with “democracy”. A misconception was that the elections in Angola 
had been made possible by the military aid provided to UNITA (National 
Union for the Total Independence of Angola) by the Reagan/Bush 
administrations, directly or indirectly, over the previous decade. In 
the right-wing publications, the elections were hailed as a victory for 
the Reagan Doctrine’s policy of arming “anti-communist” movements 
throughout the Third World. Another misconception about Angola’s 
election was that the MPLA government had refused to call an election 
during its 16-year rule because its hold on power was dependent not 
on popular support but on the protecting presence of Cuban troops, 
although it was not acknowledged that the real threat came from the 
SADF (South African military). Windrich argues:

On the whole, most of the media praised the organization and conduct 
of the Angolan elections, accepted the UN verdict of “generally 
free and fair” and condemned Savimbi for rejecting the results and 
returning to war. While there was certainly no welcome for the MPLA 
victory, as this would have required abandoning Cold War stereotypes 
and exposing the folly of their government’s support for Savimbi, 
there was a grudging admission that the new Angolan government, 
having been freely elected, was entitled to the diplomatic recognition 
which only the U.S. and South Africa had withheld (1994: 21-22).

He believes that once the elections were over, and the U. S.-supported 
candidate lost, the correspondents departed and Angola ceased to be a news 
story (ibid). This story focuses on how voting remained a concern while the 
U.S. media was present at the time of voting. However the moment voting 
finished, media ceased to cover the election story, there was no concern 
whatsoever in the minds of the voter. This raises a significant question as 
to whether elections occur mainly within the media and less on the streets 
in reality. This study brings us to the point that elections in most cases are 
like a dramatic play of a democratic process and once the media finishes 
covering the event, the election itself ceases to be of interest to the electorate. 
It may be said that people like to view the elections through the lens of 
the media which serves as a ‘reconstruction of the election’ for the voters.
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Ramsden (1996) studying the media coverage of elections believes 
that because of the media’s enormous influence it is worth asking how 
issue and candidate coverage should be balanced. He argues:

Since the media tell voters what issues to think about, what bases 
to evaluate the candidates on, and which candidates are worth 
considering, their message is worth worrying about. Unless the 
media communicate an appropriate balance of issue and candidate 
coverage, they may inhibit the average voter’s ability to make good 
choices on election day. If this is the case, then the media’s influence 
is thwarting democracy rather than accommodating it (1996: 68).

So it may be argued that issue and candidate coverage remain an 
important subject of concern for voters so long as the media covers it. 
The democracy is kept alive through the election coverage by the media, 
otherwise the electorate is left clueless about the elections. The question 
is whether this is keeping the democratic process alive or thwarting it. 
This study draws our attention to the point that media should not cover 
only a few candidates and issues. Instead each and every candidate must 
be shown in the media as not giving information about certain means the 
electorate is not being informed about candidates in equal measure. Thus 
media exposure of voters tends to lead to a biased opinion about some 
candidates and issues in fray.

According to Kelley & Kelley:

The voter canvasses his likes and dislikes of the leading candidates 
and major parties involved in an election. Weighing each like and 
dislike equally, he votes for the candidate toward whom he has 
the greatest net number of favorable attitudes, if there is such a 
candidate. If no candidate has such an advantage, the voter votes 
consistently with his party affiliation, if he has one. If his attitudes 
do not incline him toward one candidate more than toward another, 
and if he does not identify with one of the major parties, the voter 
reaches a null decision (2014: 11).

Ramsden further argues that ‘once the process of coverage gets rolling 
and voters start expressing preferences in the primaries then the media can 
start looking to the process for cues about how to allocate coverage’ (1996: 
81). There is thus a significant shift between the media and the electorate’s 
choice of candidates. Goldenberg and Traugott (1987) studying the role 
of mass media in U.S. congressional elections argue that strategically, 

candidates both attempt to control the flow and content of news coverage 
and develop and transmit paid political messages; increasingly attentive to 
their dealings with the press, incumbents direct steady streams of information 
back to their constituencies, maintaining visibility and the perception that 
they are actively working on behalf of those who elected them and when 
the campaign period begins, then, most incumbents start with a substantial 
recognition advantage over their challengers (1987: 334-35). It is for this 
reason that media plays an important role for every political candidate in 
the election contest. Media may be more advantageous for the incumbent 
than the challenger. This study highlights the role of media in Congressional 
elections and discusses the bias towards certain candidates and especially 
those living in certain select areas.The use of paid media by challengers 
leads to a fierce contest in campaign coverage of news items forcing each 
side to contest harder.

Smith III & Verrall (1985) study the Australian television coverage 
of election opinion polls during the 1980 federal election campaign and 
find that five main aspects of the coverage-extent, focus, completeness, 
accuracy and critical balance are seriously flawed. They argue:

It must be stressed, however, that the conflict between the nature of 
opinion polls and the constraints of television journalism is real and 
fundamental. Thus it may be the case that television news cannot 
provide accurate coverage of opinion polls and other complex and 
subtle events. This, in turn raises fundamental questions about the 
adequacy of television as a primary source of news (1985: 78).

 This draws home the point of biased election coverage on television 
focussing on the significant role of opinion polls. It also suggests that to 
avoid such reporting, ‘accurate’ poll reporting is required which should 
have guidelines for including minimum information needed in ‘secondary’ 
reports of poll results; journalists need to be trained accordingly and a 
new way should be devised for the use of television as a source of primary 
news on elections. Researchers have failed to yet find a way of making 
such election reporting completely unbiased and free of ‘subjectivity’.

Terkildsen & Damore (1999) conducted a content analysis of newspaper 
articles during 1990 and 1992 congressional election cycles and discuss 
the implications that racialized media coverage present for the success 
of African-American candidates. They conclude that there is evidence to 
support their racial dualism hypotheses- that is, that media coverage of 
African-American candidates suppresses the use of race among candidates 
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and surrogates while simultaneously highlighting intercandidate racial 
differences. Their results suggest that while black politicians are willing 
to refer to themselves racially when competing against other blacks, they 
refrain from doing so when competing against white opponents. They 
conclude:

While our effort is notable in that it provides the first systematic 
evidence regarding the differences in coverage given to black and 
white candidates, clearly more research, particularly assessing the 
impact that racialized coverage has on candidate evaluations, is 
needed. Only then will we be able to comprehensively understand 
the obstacles hindering the ability of blacks to win elective office 
(1999: 697).

The content analysis method in this article is used well to prove the 
hypotheses. However the study should have included immigrants of all 
ethnicities including Asians living in the United States. There is little 
coverage given to Asians and that may prove useful for all immigrants 
to the US in general. This research does not look into the impact that 
racialised coverage has on candidate evaluations. Such studies are required 
to comprehensively understand obstacles hindering the ability of blacks 
to win elective office.

Research by Stroud and Kenski (2007) suggests that media play an 
important role in generating public interest about a topic. The theory of 
agenda-setting assumes that ‘media may not be successful much of the 
time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in 
telling its readers what to think about’ (ibid). Their study suggests that 
media coverage of the 2004 presidential election was related to refusals 
to a survey about politics. It explains a causal relationship between media 
coverage and refusal rates- more coverage led to lower refusal rates. 
Moreover this study does not talk about any theoretical mechanism 
underlying such a response.

It is found that journalists cynically treat the election as sports and 
play. Tim Crouse in ‘TheBoys on the Bus’ says:

A lot of people look at this coverage as if it were some kind of 
cross-country race- you gotta get two paragraphs in when he stops at 
Indianapolis and two more when he stops at Newark (Crouse, 1973).

Crouse attributes this to the notorious phenomenon called ‘pack 
journalism’ or ‘herd journalism’ or ‘fuslage journalism’. This sort of 
journalism is becoming all the more prevalent with every successive election.

As Okigbo (1992) discusses the media construction of the elections 
in Nigeria but only focuses on horse-race coverage and issues. Okigbo 
in his study says:

In these days of nonpersonalized communication, the mass media 
are the most convenient and economic means of reaching mass 
voters who must rely on them (the media) for most of their election 
information. What the voters see as the campaign is not the real 
campaign, but journalists’ version of it. In effect, journalists are 
involved daily in the reconstruction of reality for the voters, many of 
whom never stop to wonder about the validity of such reconstructed 
realities (1992: 349-50).

This study barely tells the reader about the implications of political 
communication being of a playful nature from the point of view of media 
effects on voters. The study taken up fills the gap as it studies the media 
effects of such coverage directly on voters.

Jackson (1983) argues that many people heard projections of the 
presidential election outcome before the local polls closed, that hearing news 
of the projected outcome decreased the likelihood of voting among those who 
had not already voted, and that exposure affected the likelihood of turnout 
among Republicans more than among Democrats (although Democrats were 
less likely than Republicans to vote late on election day). Therefore a section 
of researchers said that media coverage of election should be revoked at the 
time when voting is going on in phases in different parts of the country. This 
paper also shows that television channels giving away the results too early 
may dissuade voters from coming out to vote at times making them cynical. 
This shows that people’s likelihood of voting is related to their perception of 
the value of their vote in determining the election’s outcome.

Temin & Smith (2002) conducted their study in Ghana at the time of 
2000 elections. They found that while media are extremely important to 
certain segments of the Ghanaian elections, they are virtually irrelevant to 
others. Their findings indicate that media’s reach and impact are limited by 
a number of factors- inaccessibility and illiteracy being the prime movers. 
This study has a similarity with the Indian social scenario.

Studies conducted in Canada, the United States and Australia indicate 
that a strategic meta narrative, called the game frame, structures much 
election coverage by print and electronic news organizations (Cappella 
and Jamieson, 1997: 37-57; Fletcher, 1981; Fletcher and Everett, 1991; 
Gilsdorf and Bernier, 1991; Mendelsohn, 1996; Patterson, 1994: 53-93; 
Taras, 1990: 152-54; Wilson, 1980-1981).
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Trimble & Sampert (2004) studied the 2000 Canadian elections and 
discuss the role of game frames in such election coverage in the newspapers 
The Globe and Mail and TheNational Post. They argue:

Both newspapers’ headlines framed the election as a game, focusing on 
leaders, strategies, poll results and nuances of party support. Neither 
newspaper engaged in substantive issue framing, as headlines paid 
little attention to party ideology, policy pronouncements or issues 
of concern to the voting public (2004: 60).

The method of content analysis of two national newspapers clearly 
spelling out the findings has been used well telling the reader about the 
game frames used in election coverage. However 2000 Canadian elections 
should have been studied with respect to the role of immigrants who form 
a substantial part of the electorate.

Conducting a content analysis coverage of ten U.S. Senate campaigns 
in 2004, Ridout & Smith (2008) find that press coverage of political 
advertising is considerable, candidate advertising is often the primary 
focus of newspaper articles, negative advertisements get more coverage 
while positive advertisements are overlooked. Another important finding 
is that of increased ad amplification especially on the internet, where 
Web sites such as youtube.com allow viewers to see political ads from 
across the country with one click, and blogs routinely highlight political 
ads favourable to the candidates they support and unfavourable to the 
candidates they oppose. As West puts it:

Media devote considerable time to rebroadcasting negative ads, 
which reinforces the widespread public view about the negativity 
of television ads” (2005: 76).

However this paper focuses more on political advertising and real 
campaigning being done through media.

An interesting study of the Russian elections of 1999-2000 by 
White, Oates & McAllister (2005) finds that the state itself may exercise 
a disproportionate influence upon the electoral process in newly established 
systems in which social structures and political allegiances remain fluid. 
These findings fare well for states like Russia where democracies work very 
differently than in India. Forgette & Morris (2006) find that conflict-laden 
television coverage decreases public evaluations of political institutions, 
trust in leadership, and overall support for political parties and the system 
as a whole. Their findings have implications for public opinion in an era 
of increased abundance of high-conflict cable news talk shows that turn 

the political process into a contact sport. They also talk about gaps in 
research that must be made in future to study the impact of news formats in 
influencing the public. They say it is important to find out how prolonged 
passive exposure to different forms of political news influences American 
viewers. This research does not cover how realities of such stimuli influence 
the public in a real-world setting.

Banducci and Karp (2003) examine the extent to which attention to 
media coverage, campaign activity and electoral outcomes can mobilize 
support for the political system in the context of an election campaign.They 
conduct a pre-election and post-election analysis of the United States, Britain 
and New Zealand. They find that aggregate shifts during a campaign tend 
to be small and that campaign can cause short-term changes in efficacy 
and trust. There is also some evidence to suggest that the impact of media 
attention on system support depends on the particular medium (ibid). While 
the results show the potential for the campaign to have both a mobilizing 
and demobilizing impact on system support, the question remains as to 
whether the changes are long lived or whether they dissipate away weeks 
or months after the election. The panel design does not cover such an effect.

Ladd (2010) finds out in his study that ‘media distrust leads voters 
to discount campaign news and increasingly rely on their partisan 
predispositions as cues’. This suggests that increasing aggregate levels of 
media distrust are an important source of great partisan voting (2010: 567). 
The author studies party identification and vote choice, media influence 
on public opinion and voting and the role of source credibility in attitude-
change to argue that partisan voting will be greater among those who 
distrust the media. He also says that ‘political behaviour depends not 
just on the volume and content of media messages, but also on attitude 
towards the press itself’ (2010: 581). Thus in a lot of occasions media 
coverage of election affects the voter turnout itself. People many times 
tend to be cynical towards media coverage of elections. In India there are 
few studies that relate to constant changes in the news media’s institutional 
reputation which can produce important effects on beliefs, opinions and 
voting preferences. Given the dramatic changes in the American public’s 
views on the media in the last several decades, these indirect media effects 
are likely to be increasingly important, sometimes more important than 
direct effects. Hence the study attempts to look into such effects. 

Lupia (1994) in his survey of California voters who faced five 
complicated insurance reform ballot initiatives found that conditions under 
which voters who lack encyclopaedic information about the content of 
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electoral debates can nevertheless use information shortcuts to vote as 
though they were well-informed. This means that ‘learning effects’ of media 
are few and a lot of uninformed votes exist. This research shows that there 
needs to be a deeper understanding of how people adapt to the uncertainty 
that characterizes many of their important decisions. This suggests that 
directing the efforts into the provision of credible and widely accessible 
“signals” may be a more effective and cost-efficient way to ensure the 
responsiveness of electoral outcomes to the electorate’s preferences.

Kyle Dodson (2010) argues in the study of 1988 to 2004 presidential 
elections that party polarization represents a key mechanism that links 
citizens to the larger political process and that changes in the electoral 
environment account for almost 80 percent of the total increase in voter 
turnout. His results suggest that weakening social involvement may not 
lead to weakening political involvement. Instead political institutions can 
play a central role in incorporating citizens in the political process (ibid). 
However in India there are many people who are remotely connected to 
political institutions. They exercise their vote mostly out of peer pressure 
or in hope of getting benefits after elections. Hence this study looks into 
such gaps in Indian literature on voting behaviour.

Abbe, Goodliffe, Herrnson & Patterson (2003) argue in their study 
of the 1998 House elections the effect of campaign and issues on voting 
behavior. The study assesses the impact of campaign-specific variables 
on citizens’ voting decisions, while controlling for relevant attitudinal and 
demographic factors. They find that when a candidate and voter agree on 
what is the most important issue in the election, the voter is more likely 
to vote for that candidate if that candidate’s party “owns” the issue. The 
effects of shared issue priorities are especially strong for independent voters 
(ibid). The study also indicates that candidates who succeed in dominating 
the issue agenda enjoy important advantages at the polls (ibid). Issues play 
an important role in deciding who is voted to power.

An interesting study by Inglehart & Norris (2000) shows that gender 
differences in electoral behaviour have been realigning with women wing 
toward the left of men throughout advanced industrial societies (though not 
in post communist and developing countries) and explores the reasons for 
this development, including the role of structural and cultural factors. The 
survey that took place in around sixty countries of the world in early 1980s 
and early and mid-1990s demonstrated that in postindustrial societies the 
modern gender gap was strongest among the younger age groups while 
the traditional gender gap was evident among the elderly. Findings also 

suggest that the modern gender gap is more strongly the product of cultural 
differences between women and men in their value orientations, especially 
attitudes towards postmaterialism and the women’s movement, rather than 
differences in their lifestyles (ibid). The gender gap in the United States 
has served to expand media attention and public debate about gendered 
issues, to heighten party competition in the attempt to gain “the women’s 
vote,” and to increase the attractions of nominating women for public office 
(ibid). However this study does not look into whether women voters are 
encouraged to vote if there is a woman candidate. Present research looks 
into whether there were more women voters or did media influence women 
voters to come out and vote if a woman candidate contested the election.

Darrell M. West (1991) indicates in his cross-election (1980 presidential 
election and 1986 state referendum) study of the effects of pre-election polls 
on voting choices that his findings demonstrate the importance of institutional 
structure and electoral context for voting behavior. He found that party 
identification and impressions of the candidates were much stronger in the 
poll results in influencing presidential voting. While polls may be useful in 
providing relevant information about candidate or policy seriousness, many 
fear that excessive reliance on surveys would accentuate the already-strong 
tendency in American elections to base voting decisions on nonsubstantive 
considerations. This could result in considerable damage to the representative 
quality of contemporary elections. He exhorts future researchers to investigate 
the impact of polls in a variety of election campaigns to determine how 
and when polls matter (ibid). In order to fill this gap, the current study 
is undertaken. The study looks into the impact of polls in 2014 election 
campaign to determine how polls are an important democratic exercise. 
Stromback & Kaid say that ‘campaign practices can often distort rather 
than realign political power in line with the wishes of the electorate’. Hence 
a study is required to look into the effects of the campaigns on electorate.

Lieske in his 1989 study of council elections suggests that a candidate’s 
political following may play a role in local elections similar to the stabilizing 
function of party-identification in national elections. As party identification 
continues to be an important determinant in voting behaviour, there is 
a need to study on what lines are the Indian rural votes divided-caste, 
social class or education and literacy. In Uttar Pradesh the votes seem to 
be divided on lines of caste and development in rural areas.

Ikeda et al. (2005) conduct a longitudinal study of voting in Japan 
and New Zealand and indicate that stability of party identification 
predicted voting consistency in both countries, whereas stability of 
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interpersonal political environment made an independent contribution 
to voting consistency in Japan only. There were cultural differences in 
levels of interpersonal political environment stability, but the amount of 
political discussion and ideological stability did not make independent 
contributions to any of the three main variables- social networks, social 
identification and voting behavior (ibid). However this study does not 
look into whether individuals perceive greater changes in themselves, 
or in the social environment formed by significant others around them 
incase of a stable political environment; whether perceived change in the 
social network is perceived to originate from significant others and is this 
accurate. Even if it is not accurate, could it be the source of social change, 
like an imagined consensus sweeping over the land?

Downs (1957) examines how vote-seeking parties will compete with 
each other under different conditions. He discusses the idea that elasticity 
will provide firms (parties) incentive to present slightly different products 
(platforms) to the public. It may be shown through the diagram below that 
parties will converge at the midpoint in the distribution of voters’ preferences:

Diagram 1: Critical re-alignments and the public opinion poll 
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This diagram shows that when a change occurs rational parties 
should still compete at the centre of the distribution by rapidly adjusting 
their position in an effort to maximize support. The parties, therefore, 
should quickly adopt similar positions in the new distribution of opinion 
in order to maximize votes. Geer says that if parties adjust quickly and 
continue to offer similar views along this dimension electorate will not 
have sufficient incentive to adopt new partisan loyalties (1991: 440). 
This study is good to understand that critical realignments occur when 
the leadership within parties adopt polarized positions on a concern 
highly salient to the public after which significant partisan change 
unfolds and the party that correctly estimates public opinion becomes 
the majority party. It would be good to use this model against election 
scenario.

Reagan’s campaign strategy against Jimmy Carter was shaped directly 
by information from polls (ibid).

Margolis (1984) argues that modern opinion analysts who use polling 
data tend to ignore questions of importance (like are people adequately 
informed, will they give their true opinions and do representatives have 
to be bound by public opinion) and instead focus on patterns of attitudes 
among various groups in the population. Thus political attitudes of the 
electorate can be an important aspect of study.

While restrictions on publishing and showing opinion polls and exit 
polls a day before the voting is a violation of the freedom of the press 
yet electorate needs to be insulated to such media exposure which may 
influence their voting pattern- in order to develop that balance, exit polling 
and opinion polling viewership must be curtailed along the west coast 
(ibid). Similar voices may be heard in India.

2.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.2.1 Voting behaviour and election studies
This brings us to the question:

	 •	 What are the voting behaviour theories and pertinent studies related 
to such voting behaviour patterns?
Voting behaviour is the result of the interaction of long-term and 

short-term forces (Campbell, Converse, Miller & Stokes, 1960). Long-
term factors include family and other agents of political socialization, 
past voting history, and strength of party identification (ibid). Short-term 
factors involve candidates’ personal attributes and the particular issues 
of the day (ibid).
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Hugh A. Bone (1967) mentions that the seminal work of The People’s 
Choice (1948) which employed the panel technique of repeated interviews 
with the same respondent had a revolutionary effect. A massive study The 
American Voter, produced in 1960 by associates of the Michigan Research 
Survey Centre, became and still is the major theoretical work on voting 
behavior. Such a study needs to be replicated in other nations. He says 
that the concept of ‘rational political man’ is subject to harsh scrutiny by 
researchers. However a more systemized approach is required to be able 
to deeply study voter behaviour. There is still a gap in our knowledge of 
factors entering into a voting decision on propositions. There are few studies 
that understand voting based on propositions as opposed to candidates.

Weaver (1996) discusses in detail what voters learn from the media 
and highlights the agenda-setting effect of the media. He says that through 
the figure (Figure 1) below it is clear what voters will learn from the media 
during elections- awareness, information, attitudes and behaviours are all 
affected by the news in the media. However by making some information 
more salient than others, news reports can influence voter opinions and 
evaluations indirectly. This process has often been defined by some scholars 
as “priming”.

Awareness Information Attitudes Behaviour

Figure 1: Sequence of learning from media
Source: Maxwell E. McCombs and Donald L. Shaw (1972)

Weaver (1996) focuses on various learning effects of the media- political 
interest and voting, candidate images, debates, new media, issue positions, 
images, candidates and agenda-setting. McCombs & Shaw (1972) for 
example, found very strong correlations between media rankings of issues 
and voters’ ranking of these issues, suggesting either media influence on 
voters or media sensitivity to voters’ concerns or both.

Weaver (1996) argues that it is easier to learn about candidate images 
than about issues. Voter learning also involves the positions taken on issues 
by various candidates and groups. This is an important aspect of media effects 
for the voters and the electorate, especially the ones who rarely depend on 
the media for their political views. However this study fails to clearly tell 
the reader why and how does media influence shape public opinion. Such 
a research related to media influence reflecting public opinion is needed.

An interesting finding is by Cappella & Jamieson (1994) that news 
coverage emphasizing campaign strategy over issues results in somewhat 
more voter cynicism about politics and even a tendency to be less likely 
to vote in an election. Cynicism during election is a common feature in 
advanced democracies.

An early literature, much impressed by the success of the Nazis and 
their ‘big lie’, had suggested that the role of the media was normally decisive 
in the shaping of political attitudes and values (ibid).The work of Berelson 
in the United States, for instance, found that ordinary people chose forms 
of communication that were ‘congenial to their predispositions’, and took 
decisions that were ‘in line with their latent attitudes’ (ibid). Klapper, in 
an influential review, pointed to the measure of agreement that had been 
reached on the importance of the ‘nexus of mediating factors’ that stood 
between the media and their audiences (Klapper, 1960); some, indeed, went 
so far as to suggest that it was the ‘public that manipulated the media’, not 
the reverse (Gunter, 2000). Butler (2009) mentions ‘momentum’ as being 
an important factor in presidential campaigns. Momentum occurs when one 
candidate utilizes campaign successes to go ahead in an unsurmountable 
lead over his rivals.

According to rational expectation theories, voters filter out bias in 
reporting without being persuaded on average. Alternatively, behavioural 
theories and cognitive linguistics theories suggest that voters are subject 
to media persuasion (Della Vigna & Kaplan, 2007). It is this aspect 
of media persuasion that is going to be an important point to study in 
this research, does media reflect public opinion or does it shape public 
opinion?

Studying the 1992 presidential campaigns, Palazzolo & Theriault 
(1996) speech is a fundamental means of communication between 
candidates and voters where one goal of the speeches is to persuade the 
voter. Previous studies on voting behavior indicate that issues play a 
minor role as determinants of voting choice in presidential elections, not 
as much as the role of party identification and candidate personality and 
image (Margolis, 1977). There is an ongoing debate over the importance 
of issues versus personal character istics in the voting behaviour literature. 
The authors of The American Voter found that while party identification 
was a stable and reliable factor in explaining voting behaviour, some 
voters responded to short-term stimuli that emerge during a campaign. 
They found that while voters did evaluate personal characteristics of 
candidates, they lacked the sophistication to vote on the basis of issues 
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(Palazzolo & Theriault, 1996). This has been gauged in the present scenario 
through research.

Another consideration in voting behaviour is the role of retrospective 
voting in elections. There are a variety of retrospective voting theories, 
but they all incorporate at least two basic elements: Voters are rational 
actors and individuals vote on the basis of their evaluation of a party’s 
or an incumbent’s performance in office. V. O. Key (1964) argued that 
voters decide on an incumbent simply on the basis of their approval or 
disapproval of the incumbent’s performance. Thus, the voter acts as 
a “rational god of vengeance and of reward” (ibid). Anthony Downs 
(1957) asserts that voters base their prospective view of a candidate/ 
party on their retrospective evaluation of how the candidate/party 
performed in office (ibid). It is argued that voters’ party loyalties are 
derived from a series of political evaluations of performance over 
time (ibid).

One final consideration on voter choice is that of symbolism. 
Sandman (1989) maintains that “the presidential candidate, who best 
articulates, verbally and symbolically, the visions and values most 
traditional to American society, of the broadest section of the middle 
class, will win the presidential election.” Such a symbolism was quite 
characteristic of the 2014 general election in which Narendra Modi 
emerged as winner. Modi symbolised a hope in otherwise and desperate 
political situation and at the same time somebody who is strongly non-
secular and a hardcore Hindu nationalist. His image of a stentorian 
and a strict leader won him accolades by a large part of the electorate 
who viewed him as a symbol of a new hope and good nationalist who 
believed in development.

Voting behaviour connotes today more than examination of voting 
records, compilation of voting statistics, and computation of electoral 
shifts (Eldersveld, 1951). Students are deeply immersed in analysis of 
individual psychological processes (perception, emotion, motivation), 
and their relation to the vote-decision, of group structures and functions 
and their relation to political action, as well as of institutional patterns, 
such as the communication process, and their impact on elections (ibid). 
In Eldersveld’s study of theories and voting behaviour it is mentioned 
how hypotheses in voting behaviour must be grounded in an assessment 
of the present status of such research as well as in the requirements of 
knowledge. He exhorts researchers to use the basic rules of scientific 
measurement- problem formulation, review of knowledge, preliminary 

observation, theory construction and verification and an additional stage 
of application. However there is very little research planning that leads 
to integrated theory construction. Hence this study aims to look into such 
hypothesis-testing research. For the purpose the hypothesis is media 
influences voting behaviour where media coverage is the independent 
variable and voting behaviour the dependent variable.

It is important to study the context in which voting behaviour theories 
are discussed. As it is said ‘what is different in studying political behaviour 
or voting behaviour is not the principle of behaviour, or the content of 
behaviour, but rather the context in which the individual’s behaviour 
is being examined; namely, the context of governmental institutions’ 
(ibid). Voting behaviour research works on certain assumptions- it can 
be systematically and quantitatively tested and measured (as used by 
Titus, 1935), more definitive conclusions have been reached than in 
other political science research and theory construction has reached 
a higher level of sophistication in this field. The family, the group, 
the social and economic class of the voter, as well as the individual’s 
perceptions or motivations or his value system or his integration into the 
community - all these have appeared on the scene recently as possible 
determinants of voting behavior (ibid). In this study, too, the different 
demographic variables will be taken into account- gender, average 
income, caste, marital status, age and education status. Titus says, ‘no 
other phenomenon seems to possess as many advantages for scientific 
analysis as this process of voting’ (1935, 1-2).Today, with survey and 
polling techniques presumably refined, it is almost taken for granted that 
political relationships and variables can be explored most fruitfully in 
connection with an election-situation (ibid).

Aristotle’s analysis of man’s motivations, Calvin’s opposition to popular 
representation, Burke’s theory of political parties, Locke and majority rule, 
Rousseau and the general will, Bentham and stimulus-response, Austin 
and the parliamentary responsibility of the House of Commons-all these 
are examples of political theory which border on hypothesizing about 
voting behaviour, but fall far short of integrated theory construction in 
this field (ibid).

Six types of voting behaviour research can be discerned- the 
hypothesis-testing exploratory study, the mass tabulation case study, 
the comparative statistical survey, the single hypothesis trend study, 
hypothesis-testing factorial analysis and the community dynamics type 
(like the one by Lazarsfeld, Berelson & Gaudet, 1944). There are certain 
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criticisms cited against voting behaviour theories- it is not completely 
scientific nor does it have definite stages of progression, failed attempt 
to target problems of political behaviour implicit in the voting process, 
there is little research planning leading to integrated theory construction, 
most political scientists do not cooperate with other researchers in 
fields of social science in order to research into political behaviour, 
the research is often characterized by poor techniques or the rule of 
thumb improperly applied and that voting behaviour researchers have 
sometimes a peculiar conception of the meaning of verification. Key 
& Cummings wrote that:

Voters are not fools. To be sure many individual voters act in odd 
ways indeed; yet in the large the electorate behaves about as rationally 
and as responsibly as we should expect, given the clarity of the 
alternatives presented to it and the character of the information 
available to it (Key & Cummings, 1966: 7).

It is to understand this purpose and different relationships that exist 
between voting behaviour and media habits of the people that this research 
is undertaken.

Chandler (1988) discusses two models of voting behavior in survey 
research – Michigan model and the Burnham model. While Michigan 
model identifies partisan model of voting behaviour- retrospective 
voting model Burnham model views elections as a part of historical 
process and is characterized by six principles- meaning of an election 
is determined by relationship between political institutions, such 
institutions are influenced by cultural forces and historical events, 
political attitudes are symptoms of underlying conflicts, these may be 
revealed in examination of the historical record and the fundamental 
process determining the outcome of American elections is the struggle 
between the American party system and the development of modern 
industrial capitalism (ibid). This model also claims that every 36 to 
40 years a short period of realignment occurs when the electorate is 
highly volatile and intensely politically active (ibid). Moreover the 
method used here is survey which is considered to be more successful 
in understanding past elections than future ones. The author recognizes 
three clusters under Michigan model which have also been used for this 
study-partisanship, candidate evaluation and issue positions. Taking 
the arrows to represent one-way (recursive) causation the Partisan 
voting presents the picture of vote choice thus:
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Figure 2: Vote choice based on partisan voting model
Source: Asher, 1983: 32

This figure shows how vote choice is affected by the following three 
factors- issue attitudes, party identification and candidate attitudes. However 
in a country like India, there can never be one-size-fits-all approach so a 
new model needs to be made in order to understand the voting behaviour. 
In the current study the sample picked up is the rural area so one-size-fits-
all works on that rural ground of the voters.

Ikeda et al. (2005) take the position that social identifications and 
interpersonal ties form a dynamic feedback loop. They present a dynamic 
model of interpersonal political environment stability, party identification 
stability, and voting consistency thus:

Voting
consistency

political

Interpersonal political  
environment stability dicussion

Party Identification

Ideological
stability
(Japan)

Demograph
 stabilityic
 variables

Figure 2: Dynamic model of interpersonal political environment 
stability,	party	identification	stability,	and	voting	consistency

Source: Ikeda et al (2005: 518)
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It is shown in this model how voting consistency is determined by 
various factors- political discussion, ideological stability, demographic 
variables, party identification stability and interpersonal political 
environmental stability.

Morwitz & Pluzinski (1996) present their paper on 1992 U.S. 
presidential election and 1993 New York mayoral election to demonstrate 
that political polls do alter voting behaviour. Voters use political polls 
as a way to maintain or move to a state of cognitive consistency. Polls 
can lead voters to change their expectations about who will win, or lead 
voters to actually change their preferences and their voting behaviour and 
the results of this study has important implications for policy and survey 
methodology (ibid). Based on Granberg & Brent (1983) they show a triad 
below which goes on to prove that voters (P) who favour a given candidate 
are more likely to expect that candidate to win (X). Polls provide the voter 
(P) with information about how the electorate (O) feels about the matter 
of who should be president (X):

candidate are more likely to expect that candidate to win (X). Polls provide the voter (P) with 
information about how the electorate (O) feels about the matter of who should be president 
(X): 
 
Figure 4: Balance theory conceptualization of voter behaviour 
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Using the cognitive dissonance theory background the authors Morwitz 
and Pluzinski (1996) argue that even though polls largely have been viewed 
as instruments for measuring the political views of voters, when polls are 
provided to voters whose attitudes towards the candidates are labile, they 
can alter attitudes (ibid). Depending on preference and expectations, polls 
can serve to reinforce existing expectations and attitudes, alter voters’ 
expectations who will win the election, cause changes in attitudes towards 
the candidates in a manner that favours the leading candidate (ibid). This 
study gives a true picture about voter attitudes in an electorate. The study 

had public policy implications about restricting political opinion polling. The 
theoretical implications in this article suggest that exposure to information 
about the popularity of different brands will affect consumers’ expectations, 
preferences and purchase behaviour in this case the brands being various 
parties. However this does not show how exposure to claims about the 
popularity of different brands affects consumer’s opinions about how 
popular different brands are, their perceptions about the validity of the 
advertising claim and purchase behaviour.

Chapman & Palda’s (1984) study of eight Canadian provincial 
elections shows the relationship between campaign efforts and voting 
behaviour- ‘own’ communications efforts (as proxied by campaign 
expenditures) have a positive impact on votes received, while competitive 
communications efforts draw votes away from a candidate. They apply the 
electoral market model to the study of Canadian elections. The principal 
finding is that there is a substantial influence of campaign expenditure on 
voting behavior. Hence this paper shows an integrated and comprehensive 
framework for assessing many important interrelationships- votes, 
expenditures, candidates and turnout and exhibited patterns of consistency 
across election events. However the authors remained influenced by 
marketing thought.

King et al. (2008) in their Weimar election study indicate that the 
elections that put Adolf Hitler in power are subject to the same ordinary 
voting behavior explanations as are most other democratic elections 
worldwide. Authors say:

For decades following World War II, the main lesson philosophers, 
commentators, and social scientists took from these elections was that 
democracy should be limited in some way so that the impressionable 
masses might be protected from demagogues. In recent years dominant 
opinion seems to have switched back to preferring democracy and 
freedom to be maximized. In contrast, the empirical results offered 
here may suggest that focus should be on the output, not the input. 
That is, if we are interested in the likely reactions of voters and 
parties, we may want to focus more on governmental successes and 
failures in choosing and implementing public policies than on the 
degree of intellectual versus demagogic appeals of the candidates 
(2008: 988-89).

This study is crucial in highlighting the swing vote. The dynamics 
of Weimar Republic’s electoral swing between 1924 and 1933 to Hitler 
and the Nazi party can be equalled to the swing vote seen in the general 
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election 2014 in favour of the Modi government which were swept off 
by the Bharatiya Janata Party. Poor economic situation and corruption in 
various Ministries of the UPA further helped the BJP get the swing vote 
in its favour. It seems that Narendra Modi’s election as prime minister 
followed the same voting behaviour pattern that elects the leaders in a 
large democracy. The focus should be more on democratic institutions 
rather than his appeal as a demagogue. Various schemes now like the 
Pradhanmantri Jan Dhan Yojana seem to make him a popular leader and 
favourite of the electorate. The big questions is- is he being projected as 
a leader or are these readings within the media?

2.2.2 Voting behaviour types
This study uses the theories of voting behaviour as a theoretical 

background on which to base this study. Current body of literature does 
not provide explicit types of voting behaviour. However, research following 
the Cypriot referendum of 2004, identified four distinct voting behaviours 
depending on the election type. Citizens use different decision criteria if 
they are called to exercise their right to vote in presidential, legislative, 
local elections or in a referendum (Andreadis & Chadjipadelis, 2005). 
In this case parliamentary (law-making) elections are a subject of study. 
Rui Antunes (2010) reviews the main theoretical models that explain the 
electoral behaviour, sociological model of voting behaviour, psychosocial 
model of voting behaviour and rational choice theory, stressing the 
continuity and theoretical complementarily between them. It also proposes 
a reconceptualization of the concept of partisanship in order to integrate 
all relevant contributions of the three main models of voting behaviour 
in a holistic approach to electoral behaviour.

A growing literature on the significance of affect in politics finds that 
affective states play a role in public voting behaviour that can be both 
beneficial and biasing. Affect here refers to the experience of emotion or 
feeling, which is often described in contrast to cognition. This work largely 
follows from findings in psychology regarding the ways in which affective 
states are involved in human judgment and decision-making (Winkielman & 
Knutson, 2008). Non-rational theories of studying mass political behaviour 
have been ignored in the political studies. Many affective states such as 
anxiety, enthusiasm and specific emotions such as surprise, anger, anxiety, 
fear and pride have been studied on voting behaviour (Healey et al, 2010; 
Parker & Isbell, 2010; Ladd & Lenz, 2011; Tiedens & Linton, 2001; Finn 
& Glaser, 2010; Panagopoulos, 2010).

The relationship between media campaigning and voting behaviour 
has been the main focus of research in the field of political communication. 
Of the various models and theories, Thomas Harrop’s model (1983) has 
been widely discussed and accepted. Harrop identifies three models of 
voting behavior:
 1. Party identification model
 2. The radical model
 3. The issue model

The first one stresses the importance of family socialization as a 
mechanism linking social cleavages to individual choice. It suggests that 
party identification is passed from parents to children along with other 
loyalties, partnership strengthens with age, sustained by interactions with 
people of similar views as electors come to rely on their allegiance to solve 
the problem of interpreting complex political information. The radical 
model believes that people vote according to their social interests, though 
political parties and the mass media both influence the interpretation of 
these interests. The issue voting model treats the voter as an informed 
consumer, choosing between parties on the basis of which comes closest to 
or is least distant from voters’ own conceptions of what governments should 
do. This model looks at voters acting individually and not collectively or 
expressively. The broad concept of issues can be divided into three parts, 
viz., party’s ideology, party’s specific policies and party’s competence. 
According to Harrop, the mass media play a major role in the radical 
model of voting. Television and press are believed to define what are to 
count as acceptable political

views, to influence citizens into similar modes of thinking and so to 
create a stream of messages which can favour one particular party. By 
contrast, the party identification model views media as just a reinforcing 
influence on voting decisions, providing materials which are selectively 
interpreted by the voters whose standing commitment to a party insulates 
them from the effects of the media. In the issue voting model, the media 
are seen more as a source of information than values.

According to Harrop’s thesis, media can influence the voting behaviour 
in four situations:
 I.  When party loyalties are weak
 2. There are new subjects to cover
 3. Coverage is credible
 4. People rarely discuss politics
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This may have been noticed in case of the emergence of Aam Admi 
Party in India where they came up with new subjects to cover in their 
manifesto. They got credible coverage by the Indian media and began as 
a social movement across the country under Anna Hazare.

Television according to Harrop has strengthened the credibility of 
the media and supplanted conversation as a major channel of political 
communication. However a great void exists in voting behaviour theories 
and election studies in the Indian context, hence the study in its current 
form. This brings us to the question:
	 •		What is the ‘media effect’ of election news coverage?

2.4 EFFECTS OF MEDIA COVERAGE OF ELECTIONS

It is important to study the effects of election coverage by the media 
especially if one believes that media in democratic societies should function 
as both objective conveyors of information and to create an informed 
electorate and watchdogs of government to illuminate and deter corruption. 
There is strong evidence that American media are successful in setting 
the public’s agenda about issues (McCombs, 2013) as well as in framing 
politics (Iyengar, 1991; Reese, Gandy & Grant, 2001) and that the media 
do succeed in transferring some political knowledge to citizens (Drew 
and Weaver, 2006; Norris, 2000).

Sotirovic and McLeod concur in this view of news media effectiveness 
in the United States:

 Almost 90% of the public in the last presidential election indicated 
that they feel they learned enough about the candidates and the issues 
to make informed choices. Despite all the popular and academic 
criticism of media performance and the low public esteem of press 
conduct in campaigns, both subjective estimates and evidence we 
presented in this chapter indicate that the coverage of campaigns 
contributes to learning (2008: 36).

Contemporary research emphasizes various cognitive and affective 
processes through which news media indirectly influence citizens’ 
political participation and preferences (McLeod et al., 2002). These 
processes are central in four types of media effects that have recently 
received considerable attention in the election context: agenda-setting, 
priming, framing, and, knowledge gain (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). 
While agenda-setting effects are produced by frequent media coverage 
of certain issues prioritized by candidates and the public’s adoption of 

those issues as the most important in elections (Weaver, McCombs & 
Shaw, 2004), priming effects are considered to be a consequence of 
agenda-setting effects because the news media, by calling attention to 
some matters while ignoring others, set the standards and influence 
the criteria by which people evaluate and judge election candidates 
(Iyengar & Kinder, 1987). Frequent presentations of certain attributes 
of a candidate, such as issue positions, biographical information, 
qualifications, personality, integrity may lead the public to think about 
those attributes as more important (McCombs, Lopez-Escobar, & Llamas, 
2000). Framing effects result from the media’s consistent use of various 
symbolic (example, (catchphrases) and reasoning (example causes and 
consequences) devices to focus public attention on particular aspects of 
the issues and problems and promote their corresponding definitions, 
interpretations, evaluations, and treatment recommendations (Gamson, 
1992; Entman, 1993).

Media coverage of election campaigns provides an abundance of 
various types of information that public says it wants: candidates’ stands on 
issues, their records, experience, public demeanour and character (Project 
for Excellence in Journalism, 2001; Lipsitz, Trost, Grossmann, & Sides, 
2005). In the recent election to the Lok Sabha there was a substantial 
use of the stature and demeanour of Modi, his work as chief minister in 
Gujarat and other characteristics of his. There was a detailed discussion 
on his personality and his works among the media and consequently the 
voters. He almost got unduly more advantage over other candidates based 
on such discussions.

Drew and Weaver (2006) found that attention to television news, 
televised debates, and Internet news are important predictors of voter 
learning of candidate issue positions and voter interest in the election 
campaigns. This study does not consider into account the role of voters 
as individuals who think independent of the media, which is more often 
the case in India where media penetration is not to such a large extent. 
Media exposure and media penetration are two aspects that need to be 
looked into when talking about the coverage of candidates on television. 
Voters most often form their own independent view.

Gidengil (2008) also shows optimism about the results of news exposure 
in Canada concluding that news coverage may have strong learning effects 
on issues. This is true as far as election coverage in India is concerned. 
Through television, newspapers and radio voters learn a lot about various 
candidates, their backgrounds and their parties.
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In order to show that opinion polls have an effect, using a multi-method 
approach, Andre Blais and his colleagues (Blais, Gidengil, & Nevitte, 
2006) showed that polls influenced voters’ assessments of the parties’ 
chances of winning the 1988 election. They had an effect on strategic 
voting: some voters became less likely to support their preferred party when 
they perceived that it had little or no chance of winning. Polls also had an 
impact on the vote but there was little evidence of any bandwagon effect.

The 2000 federal election qualified as Canada’s first internet election. 
The verdict of Paul Attallah and Angela Burton (2001) at the time was that 
‘the Internet stands today where television stood in the 1950s and radio 
in the 1920s: a new medium, still overshadowed by its predecessors. And 
still seeking its own voice and form.’ Its effects have been studied little as 
Internet is still not the main source of information for a large section of 
the voters. Such an important role is played in India by the mobile phone 
or the smartphone and the increased use of social media.

Norris et al and their study of the British elections (1999) provided 
powerful experimental evidence that exposure to favourable (positive) news 
benefits the featured party or leader; conversely exposure to negative news 
had far less impact, a finding that once again contrasts with the conclusions 
of U.S. research. Norris et al (1999: 185) concluded that ‘what matters 
is how favourably parties are depicted in television news, in particular 
with positive coverage, rather than how much coverage they receive or 
on what topics’. Hence media may be highly significant in influencing 
voting preferences.

In their study of the Spanish elections of 2004 Lopez-Escobar, Sudaba 
& Zugasti mention the six coverage models as shown in Table 3.

Table-3: Election coverage models: attempted typology

Types or styles of election news coverage Main focus

Horse-race coverage Which candidate is ahead

Issues coverage Parties’ proposals

Personalization coverage Candidates’ image

Quoting coverage Statements and counter statements

Civic journalism coverage Audience’s participation

Campaign strategies’ coverage Campaign’s tricks and devices

Entrenched coverage Taking sides, “militancy”

Source:  Lopez-Escobar, Sadaba & Zugasti (2008: 184)

The authors suggest an additional model called ‘entrenched 
journalism’ meaning a journalism that clearly takes sides with the media 
playing a militant role. This model explains that since the media are 
very effective in promoting knowledge about the political candidates, 
they promote at the same time more or less favourable images of those 
candidates. Each candidate is framed by the media in a different light 
possibly due to the editorial policy or guided by the intense competition. 
Another interesting finding by the authors is how was the media coverage 
regarding the government in those 2004 days. It has been shown in the 
table below:

Table-4: Spain: How was the media coverage regarding government?

Favorable I n 
between

Unfavorable DA/
DK

N=

Television TV 1 19 21 34 27 454
Antena 3 17 18 34 31 284
Tele 5 28 17 27 28 424
ETB 2 40 10 16 34 206

Dailies D. Navarra 21 20 32 27 572
El Mundo 21 25 30 24 57
El Pais 30 18 24 28 96
D.Noticias 35 16 24 25 218

Radio COPE 16 21 37 26 128
Onda 0 18 26 35 22 133
RNE 25 19 28 29 120
SER 33 16 24 27 130

Source:  Lopez-Escobar, Sadaba & Zugasti, 2008: 188

This table clearly indicated that consumers of media who are less 
favourable towards the government (Tele 5, ETB 2, El Pais, D. Noticias 
and SER) thought the media had carried out coverage more favourable 
towards the government than consumers of media more in favour of the 
government, who were less satisfied with the coverage.

In Israeli elections Sheafer (2007) demonstrates that the public’s 
naming of an issue as the most important issue (the dependent variable 
in agenda-setting studies) is strongly and negatively influenced by the 
valence of this issue’s news coverage: the more negative the presentation, 
the stronger the agenda-setting effect. Sheafer and Weimann (2005b) 
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respond to the priming effect in a different way- their analysis is focused 
on priming effects on electoral behavior, rather than on evaluations of the 
incumbent’s performance (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). They demonstrate 
that the priming effect might have an influence on an individual’s voting 
decision (ibid). By emphasizing certain issues and not others, the media may 
thus influence electoral results, because it appears that people tend to vote 
for parties that ‘own’ the issues primed by the media (ibid). A substantial 
amount of research is also dedicated to the level of political engagement 
which is an effect of the news coverage. It is argued that exposure to 
negative and personalized campaigns and to their sensationalized and 
trivialized “strategic” news coverage negatively affects voter turnout and 
other forms of participation (Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1995). It is also 
argued that media depictions of politicians as motivated by self-interest 
cultivate cynicism and mistrust towards politics (Cappella & Jamieson, 
1997). Other studies present opposite findings, indicating that exposure 
to negative campaigns actually increases voter turnout (Finkel & Geer, 
1998; Freedman & Goldstein, 1999). There are thus confusing sets of 
data. Such an influence of media will be studied on voter turnout in a 
single constituency.

Shaefer, Weimann and Tsfati’s (2008) study indicates that Israeli 
campaigns and their coverage have grown more negative and personalized 
over the years, and more focused on election polling and on political 
strategies. Citizens’ exposure to political advertising and to campaign 
news coverage has decreased over the years. Israelis tend to hold negative 
opinions regarding news media coverage of campaigns, and to be relatively 
distrustful of mainstream news media. This may or may not be true of India.

Studying the indirect media effects the authors Sotirovic & McLeod 
argue that the media are likely to have their most pronounced effect on 
public evaluations of the economy when economic signals are mixed 
and, subsequently, subject to a variety of interpretations (i.e., the 1992 
U.S. presidential elections). If, in this type of situation, the media 
overemphasize the negative, the public will also view the economy 
more negatively.

Thus horserace factors (polls, leadership and, where they have occurred, 
television debates) have always enjoyed a greater prominence than they 
deserved relative to serious political problems. This is true of Indian 
television where certain debates, the likes of Arnab Goswami’s debates 
on Times Now bear little fruit but have become subject of hot, televised 
debates on any issue- especially so before and during the election.

David H. Weaver (1996) studied American voters and the media to 
argue that even the earliest election studies from the 1940s suggested 
that voters do indeed learn about politics from the mass media, even if 
very few citizens change opinions or attitudes. Information does not lead 
immediately to attitude change, because the cognitive aspects of political 
attitudes typically are built up slowly (1996: 43).

2.4.1 Media logic and election coverage
The adoption of media logic in campaign coverage is quite clear in 

most countries. Figure 2 shows the ‘horserace’ coverage as the dominant 
type of coverage in most countries (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). This 
means that the news media have adopted coverage habits that favour 
reports of campaign strategy, polling, and ‘game frames’ over analysis 
of substantive policy issues (ibid). Identified several decades ago as a 
feature of the U.S. system, the tendency to focus on who is ahead and 
who is behind, on poll results, and on the campaign itself, rather than 
on substantive issues has been described as typical in almost every 
electoral system where it has been investigated (ibid). This was true 
about most Indian television channels. Indian newspapers, too, seem 
to be following suit with more discussions on candidates and parties 
and scandals related to these instead of real democratic issues being 
discussed.

However the tendency to cover election as a kind of horserace is 
not a standardized practice across all countries (ibid). The Netherlands 
has retained a concentration on issues in its news coverage of elections; 
election coverage in newspapers in Sweden and Japan is characterized 
by, comparatively speaking, rather substantive issue coverage, whereas 
election coverage on television in these two countries is dominated by the 
“game frame” and horserace coverage (ibid). Bulgaria and Mexico report 
media coverage that is more oriented toward emphasizing the candidates’ 
personalities than the horserace, although still at the expense of substantive 
issue coverage (ibid).

Table-5: Characteristics of election coverage

Country Dominant 
Medium

Regulation of 
election news 
coverage

Restrict polls Type of coverage

United 
States

TV No No Horserace
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Country Dominant 
Medium

Regulation of 
election news 
coverage

Restrict polls Type of coverage

Australia TV Yes No Horserace/
strategy

Brazil TV Requires 
accuracy and 
balance

No Strategy

Britain TV Requires equal 
treatment

None on election 
day

Mixture of issue 
and game frame

Bulgaria TV of candidates 
and parties

No Horserace

Canada TV Must be fair 
and equitable

Prohibited on 
election day; 
published method

Strategy

France TV Extreme 
balance 
requirements  
monitored

Yes High percentage 
of

Germany TV No 
appearance in 
entertainment 
shows

No but must 
specify 
representativeness

strategy/game/
horserace

Greece TV Yes; time 
allocated 
among parties

Banned one week 
before election

Candidate image 
more than issues

Hungary TV Carry on equal 
footing in the 
news

Polls forbidden 
8 days before 
election

Not available

India TV Yes No Not available

Israel TV Prohibit 
election 
propaganda 
during last 60 
days

No Balance issue and 
game frames; 
game frame 
usually dominant

Italy TV Must have 
balanced 
coverage

No polls 15 days 
before election

Not available

Country Dominant 
Medium

Regulation of 
election news 
coverage

Restrict polls Type of coverage

Japan TV Directives 
call for 
impartiality; 
no side taking

No Issues in 
newspapers; 
game frame and 
negativity in TV

Mexico TV No Polls not 
published one 
week before 
election

Candidates; not 
game frame or 
issues

Netherlan 
ds

TV No No Substantive issues

Poland TV No Election silence- 
no polls day 
before the 
election

Horse race- polls

Russia TV Yes Yes Not available

Serbia TV Requires 
objective, fair, 
equal

Poll reports must 
give methods

Not available

South 
Africa

Radio Yes; required 
to give equal 
treatment to 
parties

Polls cannot be 
published during 
last 6 weeks

Emphasis 
on polls and 
horserace

Spain TV Neutral 
coverage and 
reporting; 
proportional 
according to 
previous vote 
totals

Prohibited 5 
days before 
election; provide 
methodological 
details

Mixed

Sweden TV Should be 
impartial 
on TV, but 
no detailed 
regulations

No Issues more than 
game frame in 
newspapers and 
public tv but 
game frame more 
in commercial tv 
and tabloids

Source: Stromback & Kaid (2008: 424)
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Most evidence suggests that horse race is the most dominant form of 
election coverage in most countries, it is more common in the United States 
(Stromback & Dimitrova, 2006; Stromback & Shehata, 2007; Stromback 
& Aalberg, 2008).

Another aspect of media logic is the tendency of the media to present 
politics and political leaders in a negative light (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). 
Observers suggest that this is a natural outcome of the fact that journalists 
often perceive their role as one of a “watchdog” over government (ibid). This 
stance can lead to critical or negative coverage even though investigative 
journalism does not need to be negative or critical. In many countries there 
is not yet sufficient empirical research on content of election coverage to 
identify definite trends (ibid). In American coverage of elections, there is 
much stronger evidence that television coverage has become increasingly 
negative in tone over the past several elections. Citizens exposed to the 
cynicism found in media portrayals of political candidates and public 
officials may become increasingly negatively disposed towards politics and 
government (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Hetherington, 2001). Americans 
generally and journalists in particular were rocked by twin scandals of 
governmental deceit: Vietnam and Watergate (Gergen, 2000; Neustadt, 
1990). Reporters have ever since viewed government pronouncements 
with suspicion and skepticism and have resolved never to be fooled again 
(Kurtz, 1998; Sabato, 2000).

In a study of favourable and unfavourable references to major party 
nominees in Time and Newsweek Patterson (1994) found a dramatic trend 
towards negativity in recent decades. A majority of references were negative 
in 1980 and the figure rose to 60% negative in 1992 (ibid). Historically 
the complaint of superficiality and negativism of campaign news has 
been raised most often by Republicans, who see the national media as 
presenting the perspectives of liberals and Democrats (Bozell & Baker, 
1990; Rusher, 1988). Journalists, however, argue that their professionalism 
prevents their personal politics from influencing their coverage in any 
overt or systematic fashion (Deakin, 1983; Hunt, 1985).

In media coverage of Israel election polls scholars argue that one of the 
most notable characteristics of horse race coverage and the game frame is 
a focus on the issue of “sleaze” (Blumler & Gurevitch, 2001) resulting in 
attacks against candidates and in general, an increase in negative coverage 
of the campaign (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Patterson, 1994; Swanson & 
Mancini, 1996). Tamir Shaefer, Gabriel Weimann and Yariv Tsfati (2008) 
have also reported negative coverage of candidates and parties in Israel, 

totalling as much as 60% negative news in the 2003 election. There was 
not such a large extent of negative news in Indian election but when the 
opposition speaks negatively about a political party, that is covered more 
than any other type of news.

In the media coverage of elections in Germany there has been a clear 
trend towards negativism in election coverage in the German press- both 
in quality papers (Reinemann & Wilke, 2007b) and the largest tabloid Bild 
(Semetko & Schonbach, 2003). In all newspapers, notwithstanding their 
editorial policies or political preferences, there is a clear predominance 
of negative articles about both the incumbents and challengers (Esser & 
Hemmer, 2008). There is broad agreement that negative coverage has risen 
(Holtz-Bacha, 1999) if only parallel to the general increase in election-
related media coverage (Schulz & Zeh, 2006). It is observed that while 
negativity is proliferating, it is not so much the journalists who voice 
criticism, but rather other politicians, experts or citizens quoted in the 
media. This analysis is supported by Donsbach & Jandura (2003) who 
investigated the link between parties’ press releases and media coverage 
and found that many media outlets did not adapt the rather destructive 
and negative rhetoric of most press releases: While the majority of press 
releases attacked the opponent, media reports often had a neutralizing 
tendency. This was more pronounced on television where Schulz and 
Zeh (2006) registered a surplus of references with a positive tendency 
towards both candidates. There is reporting of negative quotes or attacks 
by candidates, their parties or other campaign sources rather than negative 
evaluations by journalists themselves.

2.4.2 Media bias in election coverage
Another concern about media coverage of elections is the possibility that 

the media exhibit bias, particularly for or against political parties or candidates. 
If voters must rely on the media for most of their information in making 
electoral choices, then objectivity or impartiality of that information is an 
important presumption of democratic systems. There is, however, little empirical 
evidence to suggest such a bias in election coverage. If the media in a particular 
country cover an election in a way that favours one or several parties over one 
or several other parties, it does not necessarily prove that media is politically 
biased. It could also be due to the journalistic norms in combination with the 
particular circumstances of news production (Graber, 2006).

The first empirical research studies on television news bias were 
done in the 1970s and generally concluded that there was little identifiable 
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partisan bias in the coverage of national networks ABC, CBS and 
NBC (Frank, 1973; Hofstetter, 1976). This has also been outlined 
in their research findings by Sotirovic and McLeod (2008). Stephen 
Farnsworth and Robert Lichter (2008) identified coverage imbalances 
that favoured Democratic candidates in several recent U.S. elections 
and concluded thus:

In sum, a general pattern of negativism on network news has coincided 
with an intermittent tendency toward more favourable press for 
Democrats than Republicans. In four of the past nine elections for 
which exhaustive systematic content analysis data are available 
(1980, 1988, 1998 and 2000), both sides received mainly negative 
notices. In the other five (1984, 1992, 1996 and 2004), Democrats 
fared substantially better on the evening news programmes than did 
Republicans (2008: 53).

Sarah Oates (2008) makes it clear that Russia’s political system still 
suffers from extensive government domination that severely constrains, if 
not prohibits, objectivity during elections. Willnat and Aw (2008) discovered 
that media coverage of elections in India is often biased towards the ruling 
party. Similar bias toward the ruling party has been found in Mexican 
elections by Lawson (2008):

All told, television coverage of campaigns has two faces. On 
the one hand, reporting is technically expert, serious, and at 
first glance, non-partisan. On the other hand, the relationships 
between broadcasters and the government can produce biases 
that are not readily apparent in content analysis of campaign 
coverage (2008: 378).

However what needs to be looked at whether such a coverage exists 
in India. Such a voting trend has to be studied in the world’s largest 
democracy.

In South Africa the national broadcasting system has come under 
fire for giving more media attention to the ruling party. In South African 
elections the bias was more towards the white voters. Jacobs argues:

Media do not reflect the opinions of the majority of the population but 
merely cater to the opinions of white voters. The issues singled out by the 
media were the issues that were important to white voters; for example, 
whites focused on crime as a problem and blacks on jobs, but the media 
only referred to crime as a problem (1999: 150).

In 2004 elections in the country SABC, the national broadcaster, 
was accused of having a bias in favour of the African National Congress 
(ANC) when it aired live coverage of the ANC election manifesto and did 
not give other parties the same opportunity. The opposition parties did not 
take kindly to this perceived favouritism. The matter was eventually taken to 
the Independent Communications Authority (ICASA) that ruled in the favour 
of the SABC on the grounds that the election period had not yet started and 
therefore it could not have been unfair coverage (Davis, 2005: 234).

In East Europe more severe problems have been identified in such 
emerging democracies. Raycheva and Dimitrova (2008) express optimism 
that tendencies toward media bias in Bulgaria have decreased as the media 
and political system have developed and matured. However, serious 
problems remain. As Stromback and Kaid argue that:

It is interesting to note also that journalists admit that they may 
sometimes publish facts without verification, take payment for positive 
political coverage of a political party or candidate, or withhold pre-
election information due to personal biases. As a result, Bulgarian 
political news coverage is sometimes inaccurate, politicized, and 
opinionated (2008: 426-27).

In Poland researchers report that content analyses of newspapers, 
magazines and television news support “the claim that the mass media 
are in the main free and independent”. Nonetheless some bias is apparent, 
usually in favour of established parties:

The public broadcasters often did not accept the principles of objectivity, 
factuality, and impartiality. The presentations of parties and candidates 
were in many cases not neutral and balanced (2008: 427).

Sanjay Kumar & P. Rai (2010) says that there has not been any 
comprehensive research done to gauge the bandwagon or the underdog 
effect in Indian elections, still CSDS tried to find its effect and impact in 
one of its election surveys. The survey fidning in 1996 General Election 
showed that an overwhelming majority of ordinary voters had not read 
or heard about opinion-poll based election forecasts made by CSDS in an 
earlier survey. Yogendra Yadav said that there is no sufficient evidence in 
this country to prove such hypotheses (The Tribune, August 28, 1999).

This again brings us to the question:
	 •	 How have election studies been conducted in a diversified democracy 

like India?
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2.3. MEDIA AND ELECTION STUDIES IN INDIA

The field of political communication studies is much less developed 
in India than comparable studies in East Asia, the United States, or in 
Europe. The earliest studies, which can be traced as far back as the late 
1960s, concentrated mostly on descriptive analyses of political parties, 
candidates, policies, campaigns and voting behavior (Brass, 1986; Eldersveld 
& Ahmed, 1978; Meyer, 1989; Pattabhiraman, 1967; Prasad & Kinni, 1968; 
Sheth, 1975; Siriskar, 1965, 1973; Varma & Narain, 1973; Weiner & Field, 
1974-77). Accounting for the unique social and cultural environment found 
in India, some election studies also considered the influence of religion, 
caste, community and interpersonal communication on voting behavior in 
rural and urban India besides the socio-economic variables like age, sex, 
education and income (Ahmed, 1970; Brass, 1984; Kaur, 1989).

Varma and Bhambri’s (1967) analysis of the campaign techniques used 
in the 1962 parliamentary election, for example, showed that rural voters 
had a more developed political consciousness than urban voters- a finding 
confirmed in two later studies on voters in Rajasthan (Bhambri & Varma, 
1973; Varma & Narain, 1973). As expected, Varma and Bhambri (1967) 
found that newspapers were more popular sources for political information 
in urban areas, while rural people mostly depended on grassroots workers, 
rallies and public meetings with candidates and leaders for information about 
politics. Similarly Kaur’s (1989) study of voters in the city of Hyderabad 
found that newspapers were the main source of information for more than 
three-quarters (77%) of the respondents. Overall political communication 
studies conducted in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s primarily described 
Indian elections and voting behaviour during that period. While many of 
these studies analyzed the potential impact of demographic background 
factors on voting behavior, most studies did not move beyond reporting 
on ‘who voted for whom’. Moreover given India’s size, variability and 
plurality the generalizations that emerged from such studies had only 
limited application at the macro level (Suri, 2006).

More recent studies of political media effects have stressed the growing 
importance of news media in Indian elections and their impact on voting 
behaviour (Kumar, 1991; Ahuja & Paul, 1992; Pathak, 1992; Prasad, 
2003). Karan (1994) argues that with the growth of Indian mass media 
during the 1980s and 1990s, political awareness increased rapidly among 
Indian voters, now able to access more extensive and diverse election 
media coverage. Vakil’s (1994) analysis of the 1991 parliamentary election, 
for example, found higher levels of political awareness among urban 

voters in India who used mass media and interpersonal communication to 
gather political information. Karan’s (1994) analysis of the 1991 election 
documented high levels of interest among the voters who followed the 
campaign in the media, particularly through newspapers and television. 
Interpersonal communication was an important factor in voting decisions 
when candidates and political workers approached people through door-
to-door campaigns or public rallies and meetings.

Indian voters have, however, traditionally been concerned with very 
different political issues than voters in more developed nations. Election 
polls conducted in 1996, for example, show that Indian voters attached a 
high importance to problems such as development and poverty, education, 
drinking water, electricity, transport, housing, food and clothing. According 
to Suri (2006) ‘most people in India seem to give priority to the fulfilment 
of their basic needs, unlike people in the postmodern societies of the 
industrialized west’.

A number of election studies recently also showed that political parties 
in India have started to use public relations and research companies to run 
and supervise their election campaigns more successfully through the mass 
media (Dua, 1999; Karan, 1994, 2000; Sarwate, 1990). The style of political 
campaigning in India first changed in the 1984 national election when Rajiv 
Gandhi took over the leadership of the INC party after the assassination of 
his mother Indira Gandhi. Gandhi’s INC party won the 1984 election with 
a landslide victory, gaining 415 of the 543 directly elected seats in the Lok 
Sabha (Karan, 1994). It is possible that the sympathy factor helped Gandhi 
to become prime minister in 1984, his professional media campaign was 
recognized by many academic observers as a central factor in his political 
victory (Butler, Lahiri & Roy, 1991; Karan, 1994; Sarwate, 1990).

Western-style media campaigns are a success but social and cultural 
factors have prevented them from becoming all-pervasive. Plasser (2000), 
for example, notes that while India has embraced media and television-
driven politics, the cultural barriers and a general lack of campaign money 
make India a special case. His comparative study of the adoption of US 
campaign techniques in forty countries found that most Indian party and 
campaign managers distance themselves from the U.S. campaign style 
and instead choose campaigns in Britain, Spain and Sweden as possible 
role models for more professional Indian election campaigns. Plasser’s 
interviews with political consultants and leading party managers found 
that only 25% of the party officials in India believed that U.S. campaign 
strategies could be implemented in their country. This compares with 52% 
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in East Central Europe, 58% in Russia and Ukraine, 68% in South Africa 
and 83% in South America. The author says that ‘a profound skepticism 
about foreign campaign know-how currently still dominates among Indian 
party managers’ (Plasser, 2000).

2.3.1 India’s alternative media campaign
There are substantial amount of studies done on Indian campaign 

and elections. Jethwaney (2014) studied the tenth general election and 
argued that both the parties (BJP and the Congress) in fact went in for 
two campaigns, one before the election, and the other after the gruesome 
murder of Rajiv Gandhi. In the first phase, the plank was “stability” for 
the Congress. The objective ofthe campaign was Reinforcement” and 
the desired key response expected from the voters was “I will vote for 
Congress”. The second campaign tried to strike an emotional chord in the 
voters and expected them to go along the sympathy wave

“Together, let’s fulfill his dream”. was the punch line of the post-Rajiv 
Gandhi campaign. The BJP was clear in its objective and the expectations 
they had from the electorate. The strategy was “Ramrajya” and the key 
response desired “I am a Hindu, I shall vote for the BJP”. The objective 
in this campaign was also Reinforcement” [the party had been steadily 
increasing its tally in the Lok sabha since the 1984 election, hence it played 
on the theme of reinforcement]. Campaigns thus hold an important role 
in a country’s election.

Modern, media-based campaigns are undermined by the fact that four out 
of ten Indian voters cannot read or write and live primarily in remote areas of 
the country. In order to reach the largely illiterate voters in rural India, political 
audio and video-cassettes were introduced by the main political parties in 
the 1991 elections ( Karan, 1994). Since political parties were not allowed 
to promote these videos on national television until 2004, the campaigns 
developed trucks equipped with large projection screens that could show 
political videos to large groups of voters at a time. These ‘videos on wheels’ 
moved from village to village to promote the party’s messages even among 
the most remote regions of India (ibid). To make the political videos more 
attractive to Indian voters, they were usually interspersed with popular songs 
or tales based on Indian mythology, all presented in the languages and dialects 
of the regional populations (Dickey, 1993; Karan, 1994).

Indian politics has also been influenced by the prominent role of cinema 
in Indian public life (David, 1983; Dickey, 1993; Forrester, 1976; Hardgrave, 
1975; Pentane, 1992; Pandian, 1992, Rao, 2003; Sivathamby, 1981). Not 

surprisingly several present and past politicians in India have benefitted from 
their popularity as film actors. Maruthur Gopala Ramachandran, one of India’s 
best known movie stars became Chief Minister in Tamil Nadu in 1967 by 
reminding voters of his carefully cultivated movie image as a protector of the 
poor and the weak. Similarly the late Nandamuri Taraka Rama Rao, former 
chief minister of Andhra Pradesh, was closely associated in the voters’ minds 
with the role of the Hindu god Krishna, whom he played throughout his 
successful movie career (Tekwani, 2005). As a consequence Indian politics 
has been very personality-oriented where every major political party is largely 
dependent on ‘charisma’ and ‘public image’ of its individual leaders rather 
than on ideology,  economic or political philosophy. Bhoopathy (2003b: 511) 
argues that ‘the hero-villain mesh of Indian cinema fits in ideally with the 
cult-dominated Indian politics to promote such personalities’. Similarly in 
2014 Lok Sabha election, Smriti Irani, the famous ‘bahu’ in the television 
soap- Kyunki Saas Bhi kabhi Bahu Thi, stood against Rahul Gandhi from 
Amethi for the Lok Sabha seat and gave a challenging competition to Rahul 
Gandhi who won by a narrow margin.

2.3.2 India’s first television election
2004 parliamentary election was the ‘first television election’ and 

‘with the rapid expansion of cable and satellite television throughout 
India in the late 1990s, India’s election campaigns quickly became 
more media-centred’ (Stromback &Kaid, 2008: 135). In March 2004, 
for example, India’s television stations announced more than ten new 
programmes that were exclusively dedicated to the coverage of the 2004 
election (Gupta, 2004). In 2004 election campaign, the ruling BJP created 
the “India Shining” advertising campaign, which emphasized the BJP’s 
successes on the economic front and highlighted the country’s booming 
high-tech industry (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). Such a campaign was biased 
in favour of the ruling BJP party (ibid). According to a study by the 
Viewers Forum and Center for Advocacy and Research (2004), the BJP 
party received 13% more news coverage than the INC from the private 
and public broadcasters (BJP 44.5% and Congress 31.5%). While the top 
six BJP candidates accounted for about 23% of all sound bites found in 
the political news coverage of the public and private broadcasters, the top 
six INC candidates accounted for only 12% of all sound bites (ibid). BJP 
used prerecorded voicemails and SMS messages to reach voters with cell 
phones (ibid). In addition the BJP targeted between 100 and 200 million 
voters through email (Ramaswamy, 2004). This strategy seems to have 
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been repeated in the 2014 general election. There was substantive use of 
the media by the BJP not only through mainstream media like television 
and newspapers but also effective campaigning strategies to reach out to 
the voters not using such media through non-traditional media. Stromback 
& Kaid say:

While the first political party sites were launched by the BJP and 
the INC during the 1998 election, most of these websites were 
geared toward the more educated and wealthier voters living in 
India and abroad. In 2004 most of the larger political parties in 
India maintained websites that allowed voters to directly access 
election-related information (2008: 136).

Tekwani & Shetty’s (2007) study of a sample of 100 political websites 
used during the 2004 election, however, shows that the political reach 
of these websites was rather limited in a country where many voters 
are illiterate and often live in rural areas with minimum access to the 
internet.

The growing importance of television as a campaign medium in India 
became especially evident during the 1998 parliamentary election. India’s 
‘first television election’ allowed voters to follow the campaign round the 
clock on Doordarshan and almost a dozen satellite channels, including 
BBC and CNN (Chopra, 1998). According to Chopra (1998) ‘normally 
taciturn politicians, realizing the immediacy and the impact of television, 
became instantly available. They began to understand that live, two-minute 
sound bites were easier to control than pesky press conferences.’ Similar 
trend was noticed in 2014 general election.

A survey conducted by the Delhi-based Centre for Media Studies (1998) 
supports the notion that Indian television became the dominant political 
medium even in remote areas of India during the 1998 election. The survey 
found that while about a third (32%) of the interviewed respondents in a 
rural pocket of Andhra Pradesh had heard of the INC’s leading political

candidate Sonia Gandhi through the medium of newspapers, almost 
half of the respondents (49%) had heard of her through television. 
Moreover about 49% said that the advertisements had changed their 
attitude towards the 1998 election and its candidates. The study concludes 
that the weight given by television to the role of personalities in the 1998 
election has become the single most important and influential factor 
in public perception of political candidates and their parties in India 
(Media Advocacy Group, 1998). Vijaypur and Balasubramanya (2003) 

argue that mass media exposure during the 1998 election encouraged 
political discussion among a sample of 340 Indians. The study found 
that education and income correlated positively with exposure to 
political content in the mass media. The use of television ranked first 
in providing access to political information, followed by newspapers, 
radio and magazines.

In a similar study by Madhvi (2003) she analyzed the potential impact 
of the mass media on voting behaviour among a sample of 450 female 
respondents who voted in the 1999 state election that took place in Andhra 
Pradesh. The study showed that exposure to newspapers and election 
campaign advertising in less developed district actually decreased the 
likelihood of voting. In the more developed district exposure to radio, 
television and election advertising had a positive effect on voting behavior 
but exposure to newspapers was associated with lower levels of voting. The 
author explains her findings primarily with the different development levels 
of each district- women in the more developed district simply were able 
to access more media sources than women in the less developed district. 
Therefore they were more likely to show positive correlations between 
media use and voting behaviour. The negative associations found between 
media use and voting behaviour, on the other hand, might be explained 
by the fact that women in the less developed district, were more likely to 
prefer entertainment programmes rather than election news. Overall the 
study indicates that political media effects in India are influenced by the 
deep economic and educational divides that still separate India’s rural 
and urban population. 

2.3.3 The 2014 election campaign
Bajpai (2014) argues that what was truly historic about the 2014 

elections was not so much the scale of the BJP’s win as ‘the partisanship 
displayed by the media’. Some have blamed the media for letting the public 
relations agencies of Narendra Modi’s campaign influence their election 
coverage (Gandhi, 2013) while others have argued that TV’s obsession 
with Modi was a result of a ‘convergence between corporate ownership 
of the electronic media and Modi’s corporate ban-rollers (Khare, 2014; 
Hasan, 2014). There may be some truth to these claims but there is no 
evidence to substantiate this.

Verma & Sardesai (2014) argue how individual’s exposure to the 
media effects her or his vote choice and political preferences. Their analysis 
of six rounds of National Election Study (NES) data between 1996 and 
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2014 makes four general conclusions- first, in the last two decades the 
Indian electorate has had more exposure to the media than ever before; 
secondly in the 2014 elections, electorates with higher media exposure 
were more likely to vote for the BJP; thirdly voters with higher media 
exposure were more likely to vote for the BJP in previous Lok Sabha 
elections as well as 2014 elections; fourthly media exposure influences 
people’s political preference. Verma & Sardesai (2014) indicate that 
Indian electorates are more exposed to the media than ever before, and 
it becomes imperative to test the effect of this on election. The earlier 
media studies discounted the effect of mass communication on elections 
but more recent studies conclude that it can have a huge influence on 
election outcomes. They show the media penetration in India through 
this table:

Table-6: Media Penetration in India

Medium Penetration in India

Television The number of TV news channels increased to 393 in 2014 from 
241 in 2009 Of a total of 246.7 million households, 60.7 million 
are DTH subscribers registered with private service providers 
According to Census of India figures, TV ownership increased 
from 32% in 2001 to 47% in 2011

Newspapers There are more than 12, 500 daily newspapers today, compared 
to around 8, 500 in 2009 Total certified circulation of newspapers 
increased from 38.4 million copies in 2006 to 48.29 million in 
2012 Newspaper readership increased from 296 million in 2006 
to 340 million in 2012 Five Hindi newspapers, four regional 
language ones, and one English newspaper are in the list of top 
10 newspapers according to readership

Internet Internet subscription saw a massive increase from 12.8 million in 
2009 to 21.6 million by 2013; 143 million people access the internet 
through mobile phones Of a total of 246.7 million households, 
approximately 10% have computers/laptops, and one-third of those 
with computer/laptops are connected to the internet Facebook: 
In 2010 India had 8 million users. The company claims to have 
crossed 100 million users in March 2014, of which 84 million 
are active users Twitter: The estimates ranged between 18 and 33 
million at the end of 2013

Telephone Tele-density increased from 2.86 per 100 people in 2000 to 73.32 
in 2013 The number of mobile phones increased from 35.6 million 
in 2004 to 867.8 million in 2013

Medium Penetration in India

Radio There are 242 private FM radio station in the country. Radio had 
an audience of around 158 million people in 2012. Of a total 246.7 
million households, 20% has a radio/transistor

Source:  Registrar of Newspapers in India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, Census of India, and various newspaper reports 
in Verma & Sardesai (2014)

This study seeks to find out whether there is such a large media 
penetration or is media exposure limited within Uttar Pradesh.

Verma and Sardesai argue:

The long-standing dictum that Indian elections are not won on television 
may still be true, but the country had never witnessed such a media 
blitzkrieg as in the 2014 elections. Many political parties ran extravagant 
media campaigns. According to a newspaper report, the BJP’s campaign 
cost may have been around Rs. 5000 crore (2014: 83).

It is argued that with ever expanding media penetration; the increasing 
“live coverage” of political rallies and presidential-style campaigning; the 
growing link between political interests and owners of media houses; and 
agenda-setting political debates, Indian politics is likely to become more 
“mediatised” and the electoral process more “Americanised” in coming 
years (Palshikar, 2014; Stromback & Kaid, 2008).

There is a refrain that the 2014 Lok Sabha elections was India’s first 
real media election, or at least a ‘substantially mediatised’ one compared 
to previous polls (Palshikar, 2014). It has been argued that it was ‘media 
logic’ and not ‘political logic’ that determined the outcome of the elections, 
and the Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP) victory was largely due to its high-
voltage media campaign. This study looks into such claims and finds out 
whether media campaign strategies assisted voters or not in their choice 
of candidate and party.

This brings us to the main question:
	 •	  What is the background of the Lok Sabha constituency where this 

study is conducted?

2.5  2014 LOK SABHA ELECTION AND AKBARPUR LOK SABHA 
CONSTITUENCY

The general parliamentary elections in India are held every five years 
with the first general election being held in the year 1952 in which 1874 
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candidates contested the polls. The parliament of India comprises the head 
of state and the two houses which make up the Indian legislature. The 
president of India is elected for a five-year term by an electoral college 
consisting of members of state legislatures and Union territories. The House 
of the People (Lok Sabha) represents citizens of India (as envisaged by the 
Constitution of India, currently the members of Lok Sabha are 545, out 
of which 543 are elected for five-year term and two members represent 
the Anglo-Indian community). The 545 members are elected under the 
plurality (first past the post electoral system). The Council of States or 
Upper House (Rajya Sabha) has 245 members, 233 members elected for 
a six-year term, with one-third retiring every two years. The members are 
indirectly elected this being achieved by the votes of legislators in the state 
and union territories. The elected members are chosen under the system 
of proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote. 
The twelve nominated members are usually an eclectic mix of eminent 
artists (including actors, scientists, jurists, sportspersons, businessmen, 
journalists and common people).

There are a number of political parties that contest the polls in every 
parliamentary election. The focus here, however, is on the most recent 
Lok Sabha elections, those of 2014. Palshikar & Suri (2014) say that the 
‘outcome of the 16th Lok Sabha has evoked a response of relief among 
the political commentators and analysts, if for nothing else, for the fact 
that one party-the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)- has achieved a clear 
majority of seats in the Lok Sabha’ (2014: 39). This departed from previous 
trends in a significant way. Table 7 and Table 8 show that these elections 
were significant in that electoral volatility in 2014 crossed 20% which 
is considered to be high and similar to the political situation during the 
1980s and 1990s, indicating huge shifts that took place in party preferences 
among the voters.

Table-7: Effective number of parties and electoral volatility

Effective number of parties Electoral volatility

Year of election Votes Seats Election period Volatility

1984 4.0 1.7 1980-84 23.9

1989 4.8 4.1 1984-89 28.2

1991 5.1 3.6 1989-91 12.9

Effective number of parties Electoral volatility

Year of election Votes Seats Election period Volatility

1996 7.1 5.8 1991-96 20.7

1998 6.9 5.3 1996-98 20.0

1999 6.7 5.7 1998-99 16.7

2004 7.6 6.5 1999-2004 14.0

2009 7.7 5.0 2004-09 15.6

2014 7.0 3.5 2009-14 22.7

Source:  Palshikar & Suri, 2014: 40

Table-8: Parties represented in the 16th Lok Sabha

Number of seats/Year of election 2014 2009
Parties with only one seat 10 13
With two or three seats 10 7
With more than three but less than ten seats 8 7

With 10 to 19 seats 3 5
With 20 or more than 20 seats 5 4
Effective number of parties (by seats) 3.5 5.0
Total number of parties represented in Lok 
Sabha

36 36

Number of parties that participated in the 
elections

465 363

Source:  Palshikar & Suri, 2014: 40

This means that whereas the number of parties that mattered in the 
electoral fray has remained more or less the same-and to that extent the 
structure of competition appears to be the same as before- the outcome is 
different in that the number of parties that matter in the conduct of the 16th 
Lok Sabha has declined in this election (ibid). The outcome of 2014 elections 
articulates remarkable stability of some aspects of electoral competition 
(ibid) and producing some long-term changes for the Indian polity.

In these elections, in spite of the spatial skew the performance of the 
BJP was impressive. Table 9 shows the low levels of voter satisfaction 
about the performance of the UPA (United Progressive Alliance) since 2011.
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Table-9: Lok Sabha results by regions  
(figures	in	the	row	show	seats/vote	share	for	parties)

South East North-
East

North Central West Overall

Total
seats

132 117 25 151 40 78 543

Congress 19/18.6 6/12.5 8/29.8 6/17.2 3/35.9 2/23.4 44/19.3

Congallies 4/1.4 7/7.4 0/1.5 0/0.7 0/0.0 4/10.7 15/3.7

BJP 22/15.6 37/23.8 8/28.1 125/41.5 37/52.5 53/38.5 282/31.0

BJP allies 18/14.2 9/2.8 1/4.2 6/3.4 0/0.0 19/15.4 53/7.4

Left 8/5.8 2/13.2 2/7.3 0/0.3 0/0.5 0/0.4 12/4.8

BSP 0/0.6 0/1.1 0/0.0 0/11.6 0/3.4 0/2.0 0/4.1

SP 0/0.0 0/0.2 0/0.1 5/11.8 0/0.6 0/0.1 5/3.4

Otherc parties 61/42.8 56/37.6 6/28.0 9/12.7 0/5.6 0/8.3 132/25.2

NOTA 1.0 1.4 1.0 0.8 1.5 1.2 1.1

Source:  Palshikar & Suri, 2014: 41

The train of thinking would lead us to believe that BJP won more 
because of Congress ineptitude and governmental performance. It 
is also noticed that in these elections BJP put up an unprecedented 
effort to unite the vote along caste, class, regional, gender and age 
divide (ibid). Table 10 shows how one-third of the OBCs voted for 
the BJP and constituted nearly 40% of all the votes the BJP got in 
the 2014 elections (ibid)

Table-10: Party preferences by caste and community in the Lok 
Sabha election

Party/social
background

Upper
caste

Upper
(OBC)

Lower
(OBC)

Total
(OBC)

SC ST Muslim Others

Congress

% within 
caste/
community

13 15 16 15 19 28 38 23

% within party 15 19 9 28 16 9 23 9

Party/social
background

Upper
caste

Upper
(OBC)

Lower
(OBC)

Total
(OBC)

SC ST Muslim Others

BJP

% within 
caste/
community % 
within party

47 30 42 34 24 38 9 19
33 25 14 39 13 7 3 5

Source:  NES 1996, NES 1998, NES 1999, NES 2004 and NES 2009 (through 
secondary

Despite such a good and positive electoral mandate, such enthusiastic 
over-readings will pose a challenge to the BJP even as it searches for 
ways to entrench itself as a dominant national party in India (ibid). An 
interesting point to note is that this election did not only see a rejection 
of the Congress (ibid) but also underscored the inefficacy of the caste 
appeal. The emphasis by the electorate was more on basic delivery and 
performance as the necessities of democratic governance.

Chhibber & Verma (2014) consider the various parameters by which 
the BJP win may be judged- upper-caste, Hindu vote along with Modi’s 
leadership as a pro-market leader. They show how there was an ideological 
divide on social and economic issues between the BJP and the Congress 
voters (ibid).	Congress’s	performance	in	the	2014	elections	shows	that 
not everything went right with their welfare schemes during its second 
term (ibid). The NES 2014 (based on secondary literature review) collected 
information on four major schemes implemented by the central government 
and the data indicate that less than one in every five respondents benefitted. 
It is tabulated thus in Figure 5:
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Figure 5: Beneficiaries of welfare schemes and their vote choice 
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Figure	5:	Beneficiaries	of	welfare	schemes	and	their	vote	choice
Source:  NES 2014 (through secondary literature review)
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Congress thus lost support from every segment of the community relative 
to its 2009 performance. This election has clearly shown that ‘the BJP, not 
the Congress, is likely to become the focal point of electoral alignment and 
realignment in the coming elections’ (Chhibber & Verma, 2014).

Despite the fact that BJP managed to gather a clear majority in the 
Lok Sabha instead of the NDA (National Democratic Alliance) regionalist 
parties and regionally-located parties played a role in determining the 
outcome. Kailash (2014) argues that regionally-located parties fared poorly 
as compared to regionalist parties. He argues that the strategy of the BJP 
was favourable to the electoral fortunes of the regionalist parties and 
disadvantageous to the regionally-located parties (ibid). Table 11 shows the 
increase in the number of parties contesting and winning seats regionally.

Table-11:	 Types	of	parties	(1989-2014)	(Figures	in	parentheses	denote	
seats.	UTs	have	also	been	counted	as	states)

Party-type 1989 1991 1996 1998 1999 2004 2009 2014

Regional 19(11) 19(15) 22(16) 33(18) 33(28) 33(21) 32(17) 31(18)

Cross-regional 3(15) 3(14) 4(11) 4(9) 3(9) 2(6) 3(7) 2(6)

Polity-wide 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Source: Calculations from Election Commission reports (based on secondary  
literature review)

The author differentiates regionalist parties from regionally-located 
parties and says that while regionalist parties are regional they don’t all 
have a regionalist agenda (ibid). Regionally-located parties bring up the 
issue of centre-state relations it is more in general terms rather than with 
respect to a particular state (ibid):

Table-12:	 Party	types	(1989-2014)
Author	classification	based	on	secondary	literature	review.	Figures	

in parentheses represent election year. Only parties that have moved 
across	the	spectrum	have	figures	in	parentheses.

Regional

Polity-wide Cross-regional Regionally-located Regionalist

INC, BJP, CPI 
(1989), CPI 
(M) (1991)

BJP (1989, 1991), 
CPI (M), CPI, 
NCP, JD, RSP 
(1996, 1998)

SP, BSP, JD (U), JD
(S), RJD, RSP, CPI
(2014), NCP (2004), 

AIADMK, DMK,
PMK, VCK, DMDK,
MDMK, TDP, TRS, 

Regional

Polity-wide Cross-regional Regionally-located Regionalist

SAP, AD, LJSP,
AAP, RLSP, RPI/
RPI (A), RLD,
AIFB SWP, INLD

MUL,KCM,
KEC, JKPDP,
JKN, SAD,
AGP, SHS, JMM 
JVM, PMK, SDF, 
SSP,
MPP, MNF, GNLF, 
AINRC, WBTC/
AITC,
NPF/NPC, UGDP,
UMFA, MIM, BJD, 
AUDF, YSRC,
MAG, HJC (BL)

 Source: Kailash, 2014: 66

Indian election becomes more complex because of the geographical 
entities. It has been easier for parties in other zones to politicize differences 
and use it as a mobilisational tool (ibid).

Based on this difference between zones it is possible to make a 
distinction between states with space for a regionalist political agenda 
and non-regionalist states (ibid). Table 13 makes such distinction clear:

Table-13: Types of parties with competition space in states Figure in 
parentheses represent the number of Lok Sabha seats

Regionalist Non-regionalist

Tamil Nadu (39), Puducherry (1), 
Andhra Pradesh (25), Telangana (17), 
Kerala (20), Karnataka (28), Jammu 
and Kashmir (6), West Bengal (42), 
Assam (14), Sikkim (1), Maharashtra 
(48), Manipur (2), Meghalaya (2), 
Nagaland (1), Mizoram (1), Tripura 
(1), Jharkhand (14), Odisha (21), Goa 
(2), Punjab (13)

Bihar (40), Rajasthan (25), Uttar 
Pradesh (80), Gujarat (26), Himachal 
Pradesh (4), Haryana (10), Uttarakhand 
(5), Madhya Pradesh (29), Chhattisgarh 
(11)

Source: Kailash, 2014: 66

Since the study is based in Uttar Pradesh the author says that regionally-
located parties are primarily concentrated in U.P. and Bihar and they did 
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relatively poor as compared to 2009 results. In U.P. while the Yadavs 
dominate the SP, the BSP has been captured by the Jatavs (Beg, Kumar & 
Verma, 2014: 250). An examination of caste-based voting patterns shows 
that the BJP has been significantly attracting the support of non-Yadav, 
the non-Jatav, Scheduled Caste (SC) voters (Kailash, 2014). The party 
has been successful in presenting itself as vehicle for the non-dominant 
lower-caste groups, while holding on its own base among theupper castes 
(ibid). Table 14 clearly depicts such voting pattern:

Table-14: Voting pattern of select caste groups for BJP, SP and BSP 
across three Lok Sabha elections in Uttar Pradesh: 2004-14 (vote 

figures	are	in	percentages)

Caste Party 2014 2009 2004 N

Yadav BJP 26 6 5 2014=260

BSP 3 4 9 2009=322

SP 54 70 71 2004=130

Kurmi+Koeri BJP 52 19 29 2014=158

BSP 4 19 19 2009=194

SP 18 18 12 2004=106

Other OBC BJP 58 27 28 2014=462

BSP 11 18 15 2009=363

SP 15 25 28 2004=287

Jatavs BJP 17 4 1 2014=377

BSP 69 79 85 2009=421

SP 4 5 8 2004=225

Other SC BJP 40 8 10 2014=95

BSP 31 57 43 2009=173

SP 13 9 18 2004=107

Source:  CSDS-Lokniti Data Unit (through secondary literature review)

As far as 2014 elections are concerned, the leadership of Narendra 
Modi played a prominent role as compared to other political leaders in 
the fray. Shastri & Syal (2014: 80) argue that: Modi scored the highest 

on all indicators and had a minimum 25 percentage point lead over the 
second name mentioned- Rahul Gandhi (2014: 80).

This is shown in Figure 6:
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A.K. Verma (2014) in his study of the Lok Sabha elections 2014 discusses the role of 

governance and development in Uttar Pradesh. He says that the party made gains across all 

castes, communities and regions, this victory signaled a paradigm shift in voter behavior in 

Uttar Pradesh (see Appendix 1) with a preference for good governance and development 

pushing out the identity politics of caste and community (ibid). In terms of votes all parties, 

except the BJP and Apna Dal lost as shown in Table 15: 
 

Table 15: Performance of political parties in UP Lok Sabha election (2014) 
 

Party Seats Won Change Vote (%) Change 

 contested  from 2009  from2009 

     (%) 
      

Congress 67 2 -19 7.5 -10.8 
      

BJP 78 71 +61 42.3 +24.8 
      

BSP 80 0 -20 19.6 -7.8 
      

SP 78 5 -18 22.2 -1.1 
      

RLD 8 0 -5 0.9 -2.4 
      

AD 2 2 2 1.0 +0.2 
      

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review) 
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Figure 6: Leadership qualities:  Narendra Modi  
and Rahul Gandhi

Source:  Lokniti, CSDS-IBN NES-2014 post-poll study (through secondary  
literature review)

A.K. Verma (2014) in his study of the Lok Sabha elections 2014 
discusses the role of governance and development in Uttar Pradesh. He 
says that the party made gains across all castes, communities and regions, 
this victory signaled a paradigm shift in voter behavior in Uttar Pradesh 
(see Appendix 1) with a preference for good governance and development 
pushing out the identity politics of caste and community (ibid). In terms of 
votes all parties, except the BJP and Apna Dal lost as shown in Table 15:

Table-15: Performance of political parties in UP  
Lok	Sabha	election	(2014)

Party Seats 
contested

Won Change from 
2009

Vote 
(%)

Change from 
2009	(%)

Congress 67 2 -19 7.5 -10.8
BJP 78 11 +61 42.3 +24.8

BSP 80 0 -20 19.6 -7.8
SP 78 5 -18 22.2 -1.1
RLD 8 0 -5 0.9 -204
AD 2 2 2 1.0 +0.2

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review)
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As A.K. Verma says:

The state had a six-phase poll schedule that lasted just over a month 
(10 April to 12 May). The BJP swept the poll, winning 71 of the 78 
seats it contested. Its ally the Apna Dal (AD) won two seats (Mirzapur 
and Pratapgarh). Thus the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) won 
73 seats. The remaining seven were shared by the Congress (Raebareli 
and Amethi) and the SP (Azamgarh, Mainpuri, Kannauj, Badaun 
and Firozabad). Both parties were reduced to a family coterie- the 
Congress to a mother-son duo (Sonia Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi), 
and the SP to Mulayama Singh Yadav, his daughter-in-law Dimple, 
and nephews Dharmendra and Akshay. All others, including the 
BSP, drew a blank (2014: 90).

The 2014 Lok Sabha election was a watershed in the sense that even 
the BJP saw it demolishing many myths about itself (ibid).Tables 16, 
17 and 18 show that the party received massive support from all classes 
including the poor, lower and middle-class voters.

Table-16: Party preference by class- U.P. 2014

Class Cong + RLD BJP + AD BSP SP Others NOTA
Poor 6 31 32 24 5 2
Lower 8 46 19 22 4 1
Middle 11 41 19 22 7 1
Upper 9 51 12 20 7 1

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review)

Table-17: Party preference by education- U.P. 2014

Education Cong + RLD BJP + AD BSP SP Others
Non-literate 6 34 29 25 6
Up to primary 11 39 22 24 4
Up to matric 9 45 18 22 6
College & above 8 51 13 19 7

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review)

Table-18: Party preference by gender- U.P. 2014 

Gender Cong + RLD BJP + AD BSP SP Others
Male 8 41 17 23 6.4
Female 8 42 23 21 5.1

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review)

Table 19 gives region-wise votes and seats obtained by political parties 
in 2014. From BJP’s performance it is noticed that Modi wave had a huge 
impact here as well.

Though the party’s resurgence in UP is again being credited to OBC 
leaders, the BJP strangely had no real leaders with any grassroots 
support in UP and had to import leaders from Gujarat. One can 
surely infer that Modi’s candidature had a lot to do with the BJP’s 
electoral fortunes, not only in west UP but in all the subregions 
(Verma, 2014: 94).

Table-19: Regional variation in Lok Sabha election result, U.P. 2014

Region Total Turnout Congress BJP BSP SP

Seats Won Vote Won Vote Won Vote Won Vote

Rhilkhand 10 61.7 0 4.1 9 42.6 0 17.7 1 31.4

Avadh (Central 
UP)

14 58.1 2 14.4 11 37.6 0 20.8 0 15.9

East 17 54.8 0 4.8 15 37.9 0 21.7 1 21.4

West 9 64.9 0 6.6 9 50.2 0 18.5 0 17.8

Doab (between 
West UP and 
Avadh)

14 59.4 0 4.3 11 46.1 0 18.0 3 25.2

Bundelkhand 4 59.4 0 6.6 4 45.0 0 20.6 0 22.1

Noth-East 12 54.9 0 7.0 12 41.5 0 19.7 0 23.0

Total 80 58.4 2 7.5 71 42.3 0 19.6 5 22.2

Source: CSDS Data Unit (through secondary literature review)

The research method tools- survey questionnaires and focus group 
schedules have been devised keeping this literature in mind. The research 
is conducted in a single Lok Sabha constituency- Akbarpur Lok Sabha 
constituency as a case in point. Hence a brief description about this 
constituency.

2.5.1 Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency
Kanpur Dehat (rural) is situated in Kanpur division in the northern 

state of Uttar Pradesh between 25 degrees 26 ‘ to 26 degrees 58’ north 
and 79 degrees 43’ to 80 degrees 34’ east (see Diagram 3). Due to its 
proximity to Kanpur city there is tremendous scope for improvement. This 
district is surrounded by five districts namely Kanpur Nagar, Kannauj, 
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Auraiyya, Jalaun and Hamirpur; to the east is Kanpur Nagar, to the northwest 
Kannauj, to the west is Auraiyya, to the south are Hamirpur and Jalaun 
(see Diagrams 4 and 5). Towards the south Yamuna river separates this 
district from Jalaun and Hamirpur.

Diagram 3: Map of the state of Uttar Pradesh

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: District Information Office, Kanpur Nagar 
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Source:	District	Information	Office,	Kanpur	Nagar

Diagram 4: Map of Kanpur Nagar constituenciesDiagram 4: Map of Kanpur Nagar constituencies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: District Information Office, Kanpur Nagar 
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Source:	District	Information	Office,	Kanpur	Nagar
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Diagram 5: Map of Kanpur DehatDiagram 5: Map of Kanpur Dehat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: District Information Office, Kanpur Dehat 
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Source:	District	Information	Office,	Kanpur	Dehat

 1.5.1.1 History
Due to the growing population, increasing number of administrative 

problems, backwardness of the rural areas of Kanpur and in order to 
ease the administrative control over the area, this rural district needed 

development. In order that these areas should develop equally with the 
city areas, Kanpur Dehat was created on June 9, 1976. However again due 
to administrative problems the two regions were unified but were again 
separated on April 25, 1981. According to the new division, there was one 
tehsil (Kanpur Sadar) and three development blocks (Kalyanpur, Sarsaul 
and Bidhnoo) within Kanpur Nagar and five tehsils (Bilhaur, Ghatampur, 
Bhognipur, Derapur and Akbarpur) and seventeen development blocks in 
Kanpur Dehat. After reshuffling from time to time, today there are five 
tehsils and ten development blocks.

2.5.1.2  Background
Keeping in mind the fullest development of the area Kanpur dehat 

declared its district headquarter at Akbarpur on April 11, 1994. Some 
relevant details about Kanpur Nagar and Kanpur Dehat have been shown 
in Tables 20 and 21.

Table-20: Details of Kanpur Nagar

Area 3155 sq. km.
Population (based on 2011 census) 4572951

Women (count) 2103837
Men (count) 2469114
Decadal rate in population increase 9.72%
Women-men ratio 852:1000
Density of population 1494 per sq. km.
Literacy 87.0%
Number of municipal boards 2
Number and names of tehsils 3 (Sadar, Bilhaur, Ghatampur)
Number and names of development 
blocks

10 (Vidhuna, Sarsaul, Kalyanpur, 
Pataraa, Ghatampur, Bhitargaon, 
Chaubeypur, Shivrajpur, Bilhaur, 
Part of Kakwan)

Number of villages 899
Principal tourism and historical sites Jajmau, Bithur, Manakpur
Principal industries Defence materials, machinery, 

hosiery, carpets, textiles, ornaments, 
cotton, leather

Source: District Information Office, Kanpur Nagar
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Table-21: Details of Kanpur Dehat

Area 3021 sq. km.
Population (based on 2011 census) 1795092
Women (count) 830808
Men (count) 964284
Decadal rate in population increase 14.2 %
Women-men ratio 862:1000
Density of population 594 per sq. km.
Literacy 89.6%
Number of municipal boards 1 (Pukhrayan)
Number and names of tehsils 5 (Akbarpur, Bhognipur, Sikandra, 

Derapur, Rasulabad)
Number and names of development 
blocks

10 (Akbarpur, Sarvankhera, Maitha, 
Derapur, Jhinjhak, Sandalpur, Rajpur, 
Amraudha, Malasa, Rasulabad)

Number of villages 970
Shukla talab, Baneshwar Mahadeo, Van 
Chetna centre, Aunahan

Handicrafts Hand fans, baskets, durries, blankets, etc.
Principal industries Soaps, enamel paints, vegetable ghee, 

leather, machineries, etc.

Source:	District	Information	Office,	Kanpur	Dehat

Due to administrative efficiency and convenience there are two Lok 
Sabha constituencies within Kanpur- Kanpur nagar and Akbarpur. While 
Kanpur Lok Sabha constituency includes five Vidhan Sabha constituencies 
of Kanpur, Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency includes five Vidhan Sabha 
constituencies, few Vidhan Sabha constituencies (those of Bilhaur, 
Sikandra, Rasulabad, Bhognipur) fall within four other separate Lok Sabha 
constituencies as shown in Table 22.

Table-22: Kanpur Vidhan Sabha constituencies for  
Lok Sabha elections

Vidhan Sabha constituencies of Kanpur Corresponding Lok Sabha 
constituency Nagar/Dehat

Govind Nagar, Sisamau, Arya Nagar, 
Kidwai Nagar, Kanpur cantonment

Kanpur

Akbarpur-Rania, Bithoor, Kalyanpur, 
Maharajpur, Ghatampur (Scheduled 
Caste)

Akbarpur

Bilhaur (Scheduled Caste) along with 
four others from other district

Mishrikh (Scheduled Caste); district 
Sitapur

Sikandra along with four others from 
other district

Etawah (Scheduled Caste)

Rasulabad (Scheduled Caste) along with 
four others from other district

Kannauj

Bhognipur along with four others from 
other district

Jalaun (Scheduled Caste)

Source: Self

For the purpose of study, only a single Lok Sabha constituency has 
been taken up for the survey and for research. Akbarpur constituency 
came into existence in the year 2008 as a part of the implementation of 
delimitation of parliamentary constituencies based on the recommendations 
of the Delimitation Commission of India constituted in 2002. Its boundaries 
have been defined below.

Diagram 6: Map of Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Self (based on boundaries by mapsofindia, online) 
 
Akbarpur comprises five Vidhan Sabha constituencies and had a decent voter turnout – 58% in 

the recent elections (ECI, online). The current Member of Parliament, Devendra Singh alias 
 
‗Bhole‘ of the Bharatiya Janata Party defeated Shri Raja Ram Pal of the Indian National 

Congress by more than two lakh votes. Distribution of constituencies has been shown below 

in Table 23: 
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Source: Self (based on boundaries by mapsofindia, online)
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Akbarpur comprises five Vidhan Sabha constituencies and had a decent 
voter turnout – 58% in the recent elections (ECI, online). The current 
Member of Parliament, Devendra Singh alias

‘Bhole’ of the Bharatiya Janata Party defeated Shri Raja Ram Pal of 
the Indian National Congress by more than two lakh votes. Distribution 
of constituencies has been shown below in Table 23:

Table-23: Assembly segments

Constituency 
number

Name Reserved for 
SC/ST/none

District Number of 
electorates 
(2014)

206 Akbarpur- 
Raniya

None Kanpur Dehat 3, 05, 205

210 Bithoor None Kanpur Nagar 3, 51, 723
211 Kalyanpur None Kanpur Nagar 3, 47, 495
217 Maharajpur None Kanpur Nagar 4, 40, 443
218 Ghatampur SC Kanpur Nagar 3, 21, 912

Total 17, 66, 778

Source: Chief Electoral Office- Uttar Pradesh, online

There was a tremendous voter turnout (see Appendix 2 for details) in 
the state of Uttar Pradesh, almost 58.35% (ibid). In Akbarpur Lok Sabha 
constituency total male voter turnout was 57.27 % while female voter 
turnout was 52.02 % out of a total of 54.92% of voter turnout (ibid). Despite 
the fact that Bithoor, Kalyanpur, Maharajpur and Ghatampur fall under 
Kanpur Nagar district, in accordance with the study of territorial limits 
of urban and rural divisions (of Kanpur City Corporation and rural area) 
approximately one-third (Kalyanpur and half of Maharajpur) of the total 
Lok Sabha constituency falls within the Kanpur urban areas of Kanpur 
City Corporation. The division of each of the Vidhan Sabha constituencies 
has been shown according to Delimitation Commission below in Table 24:

Table-24: Vidhan Sabha constituencies

Akbarpur Rania Circles within Akbarpur tehsil- Akbarpur, Rania, Rura, Shivli 
Kanoongo; Shivli city area, Akbarpur city area and Rura city 
area

Bithoor Bhitargaon Kanoongo circle of Ghatampur tehsil; Kanoongo 
circles ofc Pali, Bidhnoo, Sachendi, Bithoor of Kanpur Sadar 
tehsil; and Bithoor Nagar Panchayat

Kalyanpur Ward numbers 3, 5, 6, 8, 14, 20, 21, 25, 27, 30, 32, 33, 47, 
66, 68, 75 and 104 of Kanpur Nagar Nigam within Kanpur 
Sadar tehsil

Maharajpur Maharajpur and Narwaal Kanoongo circles of Kanpur Sadar 
tehsil; Chakeri (Census city); Ward numbers 9, 25, 31, 35, 
38, 40, 41, 53 and

Ghatampur 77 of Kanpur Nagar NigamRewana, Pataaraa, Ghatampur, 
Baripal Kanoongo circles of Ghatampur tehsil; and Ghatampur 
(Nagar Palika Parishad)

Source: Dainik Jagran (based on the boundaries by Delimitation Commission), 
December 18, 2006

2.5.1.3 Election result 2014
The result of General election 2014 may be shown in tabular form thus:

Table-25: Indian election result 2014

Party Candidate Votes % +-%
BJP Devendra Singh alias

Bhole Singh
4, 81, 584 49.58 +28.10

BSP Anil Shukla Warsi 2, 02, 587 20.94 -4.25
SP Lal Singh Tomar 1, 47, 002 15.20 -2.82
INC Rajaram Pal 96, 827 10.01 -20.21

AAP Arvind Kumar 7, 914 NA New

Majority 2, 78, 997 28.72 +23.69
Turnout 9, 71, 375 56.81 +13.19

BJP gain from INC Swing +28.10

Source: Self (based on reports from Dainik Jagran, May 12, 2014)

In order to understand the trend in voter turnout and in voting among 
female and male candidates, this research is undertaken. The study looks 
into what steps could have been taken for betterment of the conduct of 
election process. It also seeks to understand the voter behaviour trends 
through the survey technique.
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Chapter-3

RESEARCH DESIGN

It may thus be said based on the review of literature above that media 
influence on voting behaviour occurs at three levels:

Chapter 3 
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This model has been kept in mind while conducting the study and the survey. 
 
Statement of the problem: The main argument of the research is that media coverage of 

election influences voting behaviour. Researcher is problematized by the fact that media 

coverage reflects or shapes public opinion. Media coverage of election includes not only the 

mainstream media but the various media campaigns used by the parties during the elections to 

reach out to the voter. 
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Figure-7:	 Media	influence	on	voting	behaviour

This model has been kept in mind while conducting the study and 
the survey.

Statement of the problem: The main argument of the research is 
that media coverage of election influences voting behaviour. Researcher 
is problematized by the fact that media coverage reflects or shapes public 
opinion. Media coverage of election includes not only the mainstream 
media but the various media campaigns used by the parties during the 
elections to reach out to the voter.

3.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Main objectives of the study are to find out the following details:

	 •	 The effect of media coverage of elections on voting behaviour of 
electorate

	 •	 Influence of media coverage of elections on voting behaviour
Some research questions to be answered are:
RQ1: To what extent voters are exposed to different media (radio, 

television, internet and social media)?
RQ2: Did media exposure affect voter turnout?
RQ3: Which other factors affected voter turnout?
RQ4: How many women as compared to men voters were influenced 

by media?
RQ5: How many illiterate as compared to educated and literate men 

and women were influenced by media?
RQ6: Which type of coverage in the media (horse race, candidate, 

and issue) prompted them to vote?
RQ7: Which aspect of media coverage (agenda-setting, priming, 

framing, game frame) existed in this election coverage in 2014?
RQ8: What was the role of the Election Commission?
RQ9: How can the conduct and coverage of election be improved 

in future?

3.2 HYPOTHESES

After much study of the literature, the hypothesis was reached where 
for this study the null and alternate hypotheses are:

Ho= Media coverage of election does not influence voting behavior
Ha=Media coverage of election influences voting behavior
In this case the independent variable is ‘media coverage of election’ 

and the dependent variable is ‘voting behaviour’.

3.3 METHOD

Here the research design of the thesis is discussed in detail. The 
researcher seeks to find answers to the research questions with the help 
of a definite research methodology and specific tools and techniques.

3.3.1 Research methodology
For the purpose of the study, a mixed research methodology is 

undertaken. Survey method is adopted for a quantitative study and focus 
group discussions are taken up for a qualitative study.

Survey methodology studies the sampling of individual units from 
a population and the associated survey data collection techniques, such 
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as questionnaire construction and methods for improving the number 
and accuracy of responses to surveys (Abramson & Abramson, 1999). 
Statistical surveys are undertaken with a view towards making statistical 
inferences about the population being studied, and this depends strongly 
on the survey questions used. Polls about public opinion, public health 
surveys, market research surveys, government surveys and censuses 
are all examples of quantitative research that use contemporary survey 
methodology to answer questions about a population (ibid). Although 
censuses do not include a “sample”, they do include other aspects of 
survey methodology, like questionnaires, interviewers, and non response 
follow-up techniques (ibid). This method is best suited for this study 
as there was a need to collect details about the different sections of the 
population and analyze their responses to certain questions related to 
media habits and voter behavior.

Focus group is a form of qualitative research in which a group of 
people are asked about their perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and attitudes 
towards a product, service, concept, advertisement, idea, or packaging. 
Questions are asked in an interactive group setting where participants 
are free to talk with other group members. The first focus groups were 
created at the Bureau of Applied Social Research in the USA by associate 
director sociologist Robert K. Merton (Kaufman, 2003). The term itself 
was coined by psychologist and marketing expert Ernest Dichter (Ames, 
1998). Focus groups have a long history and were used during the Second 
World War to examine the effectiveness of propaganda.

Focus group data provides the opportunity to analyze the strength with 
which an individual holds an opinion. If they are presented with opposing 
opinions or directly challenged, the individual may either modify their 
position or defend it. Bringing together all the comments that an individual 
makes in order can enable the researcher to determine whether their view 
changes in the course of discussion and, if so, further examination of the 
transcript may reveal which contributions by other focus group members 
brought about the change.

At the collective level, focus group data can sometimes reveal 
shared understandings or common views. However, there is a danger 
that a consensus can be assumed when not every person has spoken: 
the researcher will need to consider carefully whether the people who 
have not expressed a view can be assumed to agree with the majority, 
or whether they may simply be unwilling to voice their disagreement 
(Harding, 2013). Each and every opinion will be given a chance to speak 

and present their views even if it does not match up with the majority 
opinion. The research questions were best answered through the use 
of focus group discussions.

The reason for taking up the two above-mentioned methodologies is 
that the research objectives were best achieved by these methods. Such 
a triangulation method facilitates research and dissolves any margin of 
error in getting the results. Triangulation is a method where two or more 
methods are used to check the results. It has been said:

The concept of triangulation is borrowed from navigational and 
land surveying techniques that determine a single point in space with 
the convergence of measurements taken from two other distinct points 
(Rothbauer, 2008).

Figure-7: Triangulation 
Focus group discussionsurvey questionnaires

It gives the researcher confidence that two methods yield the same 
results.

Cohen and Manion (2000) define triangulation as an ‘attempt to map 
out, or explain more fully, the richness and complexity of human behavior 
by studying it from more than one standpoint’. Altrichter et al. (2008) 
contend that triangulation ‘gives a more detailed and balanced picture of 
the situation.’ According to O’Donoghue and Punch (2003), triangulation 
is a ‘method of cross-checking data from multiple sources to search for 
regularities in the research data’.

Denzin (2006) identified four basic types of triangulation
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	 •	 Data triangulation: involves time, space, and persons
	 •	 Investigator triangulation: involves multiple researchers in an 

investigation ·
	 •	 Theory triangulation: involves using more than one theoretical scheme 

in the interpretation of the phenomenon
	 •	 Methodological triangulation: involves using more than one method 

to gather data, such as interviews, observations, questionnaires, and 
documents.
Here survey-questionnaires and focus group discussions have been 

used as a methodological triangulation.

3.3.2 Population and sample
The survey is conducted in Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency where 

the total number of electors are 17, 66, 778 (ECI, online). In each of the 
five Vidhan Sabha constituencies respondents are picked based on simple 
random sampling. It is an unbiased representation of a group. This involves 
taking a sample of 500 respondents from a population of size 17, 66, 778 
as shown in Figure 8 below:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Statistical consultants, online 
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stratified or cluster sampling. The reason for choosing simple random sample is the simplicity 
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schedule for the focus group discussion. These are used as these questions are simple to be 
understood by the respondents. 
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Figure-8: Simple random sample  
Source Statistical consultants, online

One advantage is that this form of sampling is simple, however, it may 
not be as accurate as stratified or cluster sampling. The reason for choosing 
simple random sample is the simplicity of procedure in conducting the 
survey. The survey questionnaire has been conducted to avoid the pitfalls 
in other forms of sampling in a region where it is usually difficult to reach 
by a good transport. The questionnaires were distributed to 100 people 
from each sub-group of the main constituency.

3.3.3 Tools and techniques
The tools and techniques used are simple- questionnaire for the survey 

and focus group schedule for the focus group discussion. These are used 
as these questions are simple to be understood by the respondents.

A questionnaire is simply a ‘tool’ for collecting and recording 
information about a particular issue of interest (Kirklees, online). It is mainly 
made up of a list of questions, but should also include clear instructions 
and space for answers or administrative details. Questionnaires should 
always have a definite purpose that is related to the objectives of the 
research, and it needs to be clear from the outset how the findings will 
be used. Respondents also need to be made aware of the purpose of the 
research wherever possible, and should be told how and when they will 
receive feedback on the findings.

Advantages and disadvantages of a questionnaire are given below:

Table-26: Advantages and disadvantages of a questionnaire

Advantages Disadvantages

Can contact a large number of people 
at a

Response rates can be low (postal) and

relatively low cost (postal and 
telephone)

refusal rates high (telephone, Face-
to-face FTF)

Easy to reach people who are spread 
across a

There is little control over who 
completes a

wide geographical area or who live in 
remote locations (postal and phone)

postal questionnaire, which can lead 
to bias

Respondents are able to complete 
postal

Postal questionnaires are 
inappropriate for

questionnaires in their own time 
and call backs can be arranged at a 
specific convenient time

people with reading difficulties and 
those who do not read English
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Advantages Disadvantages

F2F questionnaires makes it easier 
to identify the appropriate person to 
complete the questionnaire

F2F and phone questionnaires require 
trained interviewers

F2F questionnaires allow the use 
of visual aids and collect more 
information

F2F questionnaires are time-
consuming for respondents, more 
costly and more labour intensive than 
other methods

Source: Kirklees, online

The questionnaire was designed keeping in mind the equalities issue. 
Each respondent has been asked to keep the information revealed to the 
interviewer confidential.

Focus group schedule for FGDs (Focus Group Discussions) is prepared 
as an important tool for collecting qualitative data. Participant consent 
forms have been signed by all participants for the sake of ethical obligations 
towards the participants. All FGDs have been conducted with due consent 
of the participant assuring them these will not be used out of context or 
for the disadvantage of the participants.

Morgan (2013, online) says that planning lies at the heart of focus 
group interviews. In particular, the number of groups in the project will 
be the primary determinant of how much data the research produces. 
Among other discussions on homogeneity and the types of participants, 
a ‘funnel approach’ has been touted as the best way of structuring a 
schedule.

3.3.4 Procedure of data collection
3.3.4.1 Primary data collection through focus group discussions

Twelve focus groups (see Appendix 4) were conducted with the rural 
representatives of each of these groups-
	 •	 Grassroots workers of Uttar Pradesh Congress Committee
	 •	 Grassroots workers of Samajwadi Party
	 •	 Grassroots workers of Communist Party of India (Marxist)(CPI-M)
	 •	 Grassroots workers of Aam Admi Party
	 •	 Members of Islamic Peace Foundation
	 •	 Members of Sri Guru Singh Sabha
	 •	 Members of Sangha Vichar Parishad

	 •	 Members of ‘Parivartan’, a Non-Governmental Organisation (N.G.O.)
	 •	 Members of Hunter Sena and Mahila Social Action Committee
	 •	 Group of illiterate adult voters
	 •	 Group of educated youth
	 •	 Group of young professional educated women
Figure 9: Focus groups 
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Source: Self 
 
Grassroot workers of four different political parties were chosen due to them being in touch 
with the voters of all groups. Such party workers are dedicated towards building the political 
party and understand the feelings, emotions and various attributes associated with the voter 

behaviour due to their experience of interacting with the voters. 

 
Social organisations were picked up for focus group discussions for the reason that they 

contribute susbstantially in forming a vibrant, vigilant and aware society. These social 

organisations, Islamic Peace Foundation, Sangh Vichar Parishad and Shri Guru Singh Sabha 

work towards promoting harmony and peace in society and betterment of all citizens. The 

NGO Parivartan works with people across the city in cleanliness drive and making them 

aware about how a single individual can make a difference around her. 

 
It was important to take up a group of women activists for the purpose of answering the 
research question on how women candidates and voters fare in the elections. Similarly it was 
equally important to take up a group of illiterate voters in order to be able to understand the 
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Figure-9: Focus groups 
Source: Self

Grassroot workers of four different political parties were chosen due 
to them being in touch with the voters of all groups. Such party workers are 
dedicated towards building the political party and understand the feelings, 
emotions and various attributes associated with the voter behaviour due 
to their experience of interacting with the voters.

Social organisations were picked up for focus group discussions 
for the reason that they contribute susbstantially in forming a vibrant, 
vigilant and aware society. These social organisations, Islamic Peace 
Foundation, Sangh Vichar Parishad and Shri Guru Singh Sabha work 
towards promoting harmony and peace in society and betterment of 
all citizens. The NGO Parivartan works with people across the city in 
cleanliness drive and making them aware about how a single individual 
can make a difference around her.
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It was important to take up a group of women activists for the purpose 
of answering the research question on how women candidates and voters 
fare in the elections. Similarly it was equally important to take up a group 
of illiterate voters in order to be able to understand the growing important 
problems of the illiterate voter and how were they affected by media 
coverage. On similar lines groups of educated youth and professional and 
educated women voters were studied with a view to understand how these 
groups are affected positively or negatively by the media.

Focus groups were conducted and facilitated single-handedly by the 
researcher as an onlooker was asked to video-record the interview. The 
interviews were then transcribed and information was collected.

3.3.4.2 Primary data collection through survey questionnaires
Within various Vidhan Sabha constituencies, details of villages, wards 

and Qanoongo circles visited by the researcher for the purpose of data 
collection are as follows:
 1. Akbarpur-Rania (206)- Akbarpur Mati, Raniya, Rura, Shivli Qanoongo 

circles and Shivli area, Akbarpur Nagar area and Rura Nagar area.
 2. Bithoor (210)- Bhitargaon Qanoongo circle and within Kanpur Sadar 

Pali, Bidhnoo, Sachendi, Bithoor Qanoongo circles, Bithoor Nagar 
Panchayat.

 3. Ghatampur (SC-218)- Within Ghatampur tehsil Revna, Pataraa, 
Ghatampur, Baripaal Qanoongo circles, and Ghatampur Nagar Palika 
Parishad.

 4. Kalyanpur (211)- This comes within Kanpur Nagar district so visited 
within Kanpur SADARTEHSILKANPURNAGARNIGAM’SWARD
NOS. 3,5,6,8,14,20,21,25,27,30,32,33,47,66,68,74 and 104.

 5. Maharajpur (217)- Within Kanpur tehsil Maharajpur, Narwal Qanoongo 
circles, Chakeri and Kanpur Nagar Nigam ward circles 9, 24, 31, 35, 
38, 40, 41, 53 and 77.
Every house within each Vidhan Sabha constituency was chosen at 

random. The questionnaires were distributed to the young members of 
the family living in these constituencies. The questionnaires were filled 
by people from all classes- working and government servants, illiterate 
and uneducated voters and housewives as well.

The questionnaire (see Appendix 3) has been used as the survey tool in 
which there are five sections (based on voter behaviour survey of The Asia 
Foundation report). The first section mentions the demographic profile. In 

order to understand the profile of respondents, different variables chosen 
are: age, gender, Vidhan Sabha constituency, occupation, residential area, 
education, language spoken, marital status, caste, average income.

Next section in the questionnaire is based on media habits of 
respondents- questions framed are: hours of use of radio, internet, television 
and newspapers, hours of use of electronic devices like mobile phones, 
smart phone, ownership of such electronic media gadgets. Third section of 
the questionnaire relates to general awareness among the respondents about 
genereal election 2014. Important questions were asked like: how much 
information did they have about the election; through which medium did 
they get to know about election; what influenced them to vote; reasons for 
not voting, etc. Fourth section dealt with questions relating to evaluation 
of the Lok Sabha election: was the recently held 2014 general election 
free, fair and impartial. Fifth section dealt with questions pertaining to 
the role of the Election Commission: were these elections satisfactory 
or not; how can the role of Election Commission be improved. In short 
what sort of electoral reforms are required. Sixth and final section of the 
questionnaire was related to media effects of the recent election: learning 
effects of the media coverage; representation of candidates and parties in 
these elections; should media have greater access to election booths for 
a more free and fair conduct of elections. Answers to such questions are 
sought in detail and analysed.
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Chapter-4

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION

4.1 QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

4.1.1 Media influence on personal voting habit
People were affected by the media coverage of elections but only to 

an extent and not entirely
as responses to the main question indicated :

	 •	 What did you learn from the media about the recently held elections 
and did it influence your voting pattern for a candidate or a party?
There were diverse responses from political party workers and those 

of various other groups.
Kalim-Ullah of Islamic Peace Foundation said:

It is not important that whichever candidate is shown in the media 
and appears on television is going to deliver. It is very important 
that every and any candidate who comes on television or appears 
in the media should perform. Arvind Kejriwal is one such leader 
who by giving up his chief ministership and by coming back to 
power as an elected chief minister of Delhi has shown that he has 
substance. Yes, definitely, if the leader is like Arvind Kejriwal I will 
be influenced to vote for a dynamic candidate.

Some respondents were of the opinion that such a media coverage of 
election as was seen in. Lok Sabha election 2014 is something that can 
impact only an upper middle-class voter and not an illiterate voter or a 
voter with an uneducated background. Kareem Ahmed Siddiqui,.

Acting Convenor of Aam Admi Party said:

There is definitely an influence of media coverage and mediatised 
elections on the upper middle-class voter but not so much on the 
lower middle-class one which constitute about 60-65% of India’s 
population. However there is a marketing and increasing influence of 
consumerism on today’s voters who get affected by advertising that 

goes on in the media, even if it is political advertising..for example 
during the 2014 Lok Sabha election every child was shouting the 
slogan ‘Abki baar Modi sarkaar’ even if she did not understand the 
meaning of it. So media affects the process but people even get dist 
racted or misguided by this. Media coverage of election can thus 
even be an anti-democratic process if it misleads the electorate. 
Since I am an aware and responsible politician I do not base my 
vote on who or what I see in the media alone.

However illiterate voters think differently and say that media play a 
role of informing them about which candidates are in the fray which assists 
them in making an ‘informed choice’ during elections. Shiv Kumari, a 
daily wage labourer who is illiterate strongly believes this:

I earn Rs.200-250 per day for which I work hard all day and barely get 
time to access the media in any way. However, I do listen to the radio 
from morning till evening while I am working and that helps me get 
access to some or minimal information about who are the candidates 
contesting elections in my area. Also, pre-election campaigns with 
the candidate coming outside my hut makes a difference in who my 
vote goes to. I will definitely vote for the candidate who has come 
and met me and made a personal communication and interaction 
with me before election. Media surely helps in informing about the 
parties and candidates and my vote depends on that.

Supporting this, another respondent says that voter awareness has 
increased and it is difficult not to believe the media. Media is the ‘fourth 
pillar of democracy’ so it is an important source of information. Sushil 
Mishra of ‘Parivartan’ says:

Awareness has definitely increased since couple of years ago. Today’s 
voter cannot easily be hoodwinked into voting for one party or 
one candidate blindly. People today easily believe or disbelieve 
the promises made by a candidate in the elections. These are the 
two sides of the same coin. Whether it is Narendra Modi or Arvind 
Kejriwal people want change in leadership. I don’t think they can 
be easily affected by seeing something in the media. Change is a 
constant. I personally don’t vote based on media coverage.

In addition to the above comments more respondents believed that 
media coverage of election affects them directly, especially as they were 
involved in campaigning. Sangh Vichar Parishad member Mr. Bhadauria says:
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I am involved in campaigning each time elections are held. I 
personally vote based on my own beliefs and a candidate who 
shares similar views and ideology. It is definitely not based on 
media coverage. However media campaigning directly affects the 
voters. Few people out there don’t care about what goes on in the 
media but with the elections in 2014 media campaigning changed 
in a big way and was more technology-oriented. We have seen a 
voter change his mind due to this. So it does affect the psyche of 
the voter.

In opposition to this Shah Alam of Samajwadi Party differs about the 
media coverage on election. He vehemently says:

Definitely not, I am not affected by the media nor are my neighbours 
or anybody close to me. I vote based on my own opinion. We don’t 
care about what the media says or shows about other parties and 
candidates. We exercise our own discretion without any influence.

4.1.2 Effects of election campaign strategies
Respondents gave a mixed opinion of this question. There were 

similar responses on other questions on the focus group schedule. Another 
question was:
	 •	 Did an election campaign (billboard, pamphlet, banner, opinion leader) 

affect your voting pattern?
Some strongly refuted this saying that election campaign did not 

affect them at all.
Shammimul Siddiqui of Samajwadi Party says:

I have not been affected by it but there is definitely an impact of 
campaigning and communication of elections. It creates an awareness 
among the voters. In India more than 65% people are illiterate so 
they are unable to read or write. They understand by what they 
hear and see. Television and campaigning through radio makes a 
huge difference.
Not only this the uneducated people are the ones who are gullible 
and can easily be misguided and misled even by mouth canvassing. 
They are not vigilant by watching the media but rely upon campaign 
strategies by political parties. Hence they are our target voters. But 
I personally vote for the one whose manifesto has some weightage 
and is strong.

In order to further support this claim Maqbool Akhtar of Islamic 
Peace Foundation believed that people from affluent families are the 
ones who stand for elections, the poor are very vulnerable. They will 
vote for anybody who offers them a few freebies and monetary help. 
He adds:

I vote for the one who is respected in his or her community irrespective 
of what goes on in campaigning. I feel that the person of my choice 
and the candidate I choose must be of a good standing and must 
essentially command respect among his own supporters and within 
his or her community. The follower of true dharma is the one who 
supports the welfare of all and we support positively ‘Dharmic 
people’. By Dharma we mean the one who seeks the ‘good of all’. 
The candidate should keep his head held high and those of his 
brothers and sisters too. We know everybody’s true thoughts. We 
don’t need political campaigning to inform us.

Additionally Kareem Ahmed Siddiqui of Aam Admi Party says that 
the party ideology is important not the campaigning and canvassing by 
them. He says that it is important to understand the ideology of the party, 
their social and economic policies and then of course the candidate’s 
clean image.

Kuljeet Kaur, President and Convenor, Mahila Social Action Committee 
says that it is important to understand the party ideology and candidate 
image but more important than that as a grassroot worker of Congress 
party is to reach out to the voter who remains at home and mostly indoors. 
She adds that there are a lot of voters who don’t step out at all and don’t 
even follow outdoor advertising or any form of political advertising by 
the media. Door-to-door campaigning helps them reach out to such voters. 
This is true specially for the housewives who stay at home most of the 
time. So even though she didn’t vote based on campaigning she feels it 
affects voters’ opinions.

Satish Rao of Samajwadi Party feels that election campaigning, 
like media coverage, tends to get dominated by the coverage of one or 
few candidates more than others. It seems that parties have their pet 
candidates. He says that there seems to be a sort of partiality when it 
comes to the portrayal of candidates by various parties. There is biased sort 
of campaigning which does not affect the voter because there is excessive 
campaigning and voters lose interest by the end of it. He said he deleted 
his messages that he received on his mobile phone from various parties. 
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He also said that he removes all pamphlets and wallpapers from the walls 
of his house. He voted strictly according to his discretion based on a few 
editorial articles and maybe personal opinions formed after discussions 
with friends, definitely not campaigning.

A more informed opinion was that of Sushil Mishra of Parivartan who 
says that there isn’t a single political party that has not used the media and 
various campaigning strategies for its benefit. It is good for information but 
harmful when it is used by some to promote and propagate their specific 
agendas before the public. However, he strongly believes in people power 
and says that people smartly reject the candidate which does not use the 
media campaign strategies for the right end.

4.1.3 Learning effects of media coverage of elections
Findings have so far indicated a positive role of the media where 

respondents are affected by it, especially the literate and the upper-class 
urban voter even though in most cases people like to exercise their own 
discretion in exercising their franchise. However question looms large 
whether people have actually picked up information from such elections. 
The question posed was:
	 •	 What did you learn from these elections, did this affect your knowledge 

base-awareness, information, knowledge, attitude change?
Sushil Mishra of Parivartan says that media has a huge role to play as 

every candidate cannot run from pillar to post canvassing and promoting his 
agendas to the public. In that respect media coverage helps in understanding 
every individual candidate’s point of view. It provides them the platform 
to speak out to the public.

Muhammad Ali of Islamic Peace Foundation agrees that media 
coverage of election increases information about total number of 
candidates standing for election. However, he thinks that more often 
than not media is used by the ruling party to promote the agendas of 
the party in power. There is more discussion of leadership, issues and 
election debates tend to revolve around supremacy of candidates in 
their respective areas. Core issues of debate and development are left 
out of such coverage.

Sangh Vichar Parishad member Mr. Arjun Naik said that he only 
watched television or stayed tuned to any form of media so long as it 
suited his purpose and so long as it was of interest to him. The moment a 
radio discussion or a television debate revolved around anything that he 
did not like he switched off the television or the radio set. In the recently 

held election coverage, all he understood was that Modi was a popular 
leader and he thought the coverage was too heavily focussed around one 
political leader and his rallies.

Jyoti, a domestic worker feels that as she has a busy day to start in 
the morning, she rarely watches television until in the evening. At that 
time it is good to watch whatever is shown on television. She said she 
barely learnt anything through the media. She saw a lot of new political 
candidates being featured everyday in order to discuss what was going to 
be the discussion about. However after a couple of minutes the discussion 
turned into a heated argument without any head or tail. So she turned off 
the television.

This was argued by most viewers and voters. Ramesh, an illiterate 
voter said he had nothing to learn from the debates and discussion on 
elections on television at home,, which is the medium he mainly used. He 
said it was mostly about mindless debates. However whenever there was 
an interview with one person on radio sometimes, which was rare, it was 
still good to hear in detail about details of the manifesto, issues of public 
interest and leaders voicing people’s concerns just before elections. It did 
not, however, lead to any attitudinal change or prompted one to definitely 
vote or otherwise.

Pawan, yet another illiterate voter, supported his brother by saying that 
media was not about good debates. There were mindless discussions. There 
were a few advertisements about various government schemes. He said he 
learnt about the government trying to reach out to the poor through post-
Matric scholarship schemes or through MGNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi 
National Rural Employment Guarantee Programme). It interested him 
because he was a daily wage labourer but he has suffered a lot trying 
to get benefit from it and it did not provided any assistance to the poor 
people. He remained left out of such beneficial schemes and remained 
disillusioned.

Shariq Khan, member Aam Admi Party, said that the election was 
important for his knowledge that it made him realize the power of the 
media. He said before this elections had been fought on the streets but 
this time elections were fought in the media. This was a watershed 
election for him as he as a party worker decided that lot needs to be 
done by their political party in the field of media, campaign strategies 
and reaching out to the individual voter. Equally important was for the 
political candidate to be aware of the media strategies. This was an 
attitudinal shift in him.
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4.1.4 Role of social media
Election have seen an increasing role not just of media strategies but 

also of various types of media- for example the social media. The next 
question was: ·
	 •	 How important was the role of social media in these elections? Did 

you vote influenced by facebook, twitter, social blogging, etc.?
Narendra Sharma, Nagar President of Samajwadi Party said that he 

doesn’t believe social media has a very important role to play as only 3% 
of the Indian electorate understands the media and its role. According 
to him a huge section of the voter is still left out of the media be it 
television, print or social media. Although social media has reached out to 
an unprecedented working class, he does not remain glued to it. He says 
that there must be people who use the media for different purposes but 
when it comes to elections, they don’t care and therefore only 3% of the 
people watch election coverage. He said he didn’t vote influenced by social 
media. However in the days to come social media will play a major role.

Kareem Ahmed Siddiqui of Aam Admi Party said that social media 
has played an important role in increasing voter percentage. Secondly 
through social media voters got to know more about election and their 
right to vote. So definitely social media played a crucial role in making 
people come out and vote. He said he didn’t vote due to the influence of 
social media.

Satyawati Pandey of Mahila Social Action Committee said that she was 
not very impressed by the increasing role of social media on these elections. 
Social media and its use completely invades privacy and makes one too 
available for the public. She criticised the role of social media it tries to 
reach out to the voter at the expense of their privacy. Moreover there was 
not much to gain unless one had a knowledge of a candidate prior to the 
friend request on various sites. Various candidates try to befriend the voters 
without knowing who they are, this is a breach of personal security as well. 
Social media has made the voters more vulnerable to personal attacks as 
well. An individual should not expose one’s life so much to a candidate or 
to a party. She didn’t vote due to the influence of social media.

Both the groups of illiterate voters and of professional uneducated 
domestic women workers said they are not so active on social media. 
They have heard from friends and kids that it is a very interesting field but 
have never got the time to gain access to it. They said that social media 
cannot reach out to one who is not educated. It is a complete failure in 
that respect. Ramesh said:

I don’t know what is social media. I am there only on mobile phone 
but I don’t have a single account on Facebook, Twitter or blogs.

Thus social media is far from becoming a reality in a country where a 
large number of people live in rural areas or do not have access to technology 
so easily. Sangh Vichar Parishad member, Batuk Tiwari, believed that 
it was going to be difficult to reach out to the voter through just social 
media. The social media is used more for entertainment by people. The 
best way to reach out to the voter was still traditional form of election 
campaigning through door-to-door marketing techniques. Social media 
cannot be completely so influential. He said he didn’t vote based on what 
is written in social media.

Shyamji Shukla, a lawyer by profession and a social activist believed 
that social media was indeed a potent tool for election and political marketing. 
These days people use technology and among the urban middle-class voter 
it is very easy to use social media to advantage. In villages, he said. It is 
difficult to gather people’s attention. Villagers are busy with their daily 
chores and rarely use technology for their political knowledge. Social 
media among rural people is still not an established practice. But among 
urbans-class voters it works wonders. People can easily be befriended and 
messages reach out to such people easily. He, too, voted for a candidate 
who had a good presence in the social media.

4.1.5 Role of gender in elections
Yet another question was related more with the research questions 

asked in Chapter 1 and chapter 3. The question was:
	 •	 Do you think there were more women voters than men voters? Did 

you vote for the candidate (male or female) based on their gender?
This is a very sensitive topic because as equality with men is concerned, 

women are becoming more visible. As women are doing every work 
rubbing shoulders with men, some men become wary of women who are 
rather educated, aware, awakened and dynamic citizens.

Maqbool Akhtar of Islamic Peace Foundation said:

At the time when I was young women used to walk barefoot at home 
and only followed men like sheep. They were not even allowed 
to work outside and had to be satisfied with daily chores indoors. 
But now women are moving ahead in all fields, including politics. 
However some discrimination still exists between men and women 
candidates. It is good that in the recently held elections more women 
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came forth and voted. We need to take steps to promote more women 
candidates standing for elections.

Pawan, an uneducated daily wage labourer says:

I work with women all day. They are as powerful and strong as men 
in every field. However if I have to vote for a woman candidate I 
will think twice not because I have less confidence in her abilities 
but for the simple reason that alongside house work will she be able 
to handle the pressures of being a leader and politician. Otherwise 
there is no discrimination these days.

Sheela Sharma, member of Mahila Social Action Committee was 
vociferous and said that there was more participation by women than 
previous elections. She said that she has been a grassroot worker of the 
Congress for a long time and everytime there was a need to go on a protest 
rally or marches, all the women unhesitantly took to the roads. There was 
rarely any opportunity missed because of their gender. Women can thus 
make a huge change.

Kuljeet Kaur of the same organisation said it was indeed a pleasure 
to work with women who have always shown full support and enthusiasm 
for any political work. Women are equally ready for lathicharges or even 
when being arrested in a protest march against the government of the ruling 
party in the state. Infact, women are more sincere than men.

Rani Kashyap again of the same group said she used to live in the 
slum area of Kanpur towards Old Kanpur. She said while being brought 
up she was never made to feel handicapped or less privileged because 
of her gender. She said she completed her studies and became a social 
activist. She saw that women have to fight their way even to vote in her 
family. Some of her relatives still held a feudal mindset towards women. 
But her success in helping in running such an organisation came quite 
easy as she was a dynamic young woman from the beginning. There was 
more participation by women and there were more women candidates. 
She said her role model was Smriti Irani, the lady who contested elections 
from Amethi against Rahul Gandhi and Kumar Vishwas.

Shiv Kumari said that in her community too women had equal power 
as men. In her family from the beginning she was asked to work and earn 
a living for the family. Her sisters too work and make a living. Incase of 
voters it is the middle-class women who rarely come out and stay indoors 
as housewives or daughters. The women voters are encouraged to come 
and media has played an important role. She infact votes for women 

candidate incase she knows a woman is contesting election in her area. 
But right now there are few women candidates.

Kareem Ahmed Siddiqui of Aam Admi Party said:

Media has played an important role in encouraging women to come 
out and vote. Media portrayal of women candidates can sometimes be 
biased but work towards the advantage of a political party. He, too, 
cites the example of Smriti Irani who contested the elections from 
Amethi saying her image as a ‘good bahu’ based on her role in the 
popular soap ‘Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi’ worked wonders 
for her candidature. This shows how important media is and how 
it can play a significant role in shaping opinions favourable to the 
candidate. Media is important in pulling out more women during 
elections and making their vote count.

4.1.6 Role of education in elections
Next question was related to increased or less participation by the 

illiterate voter. The question was:
	 •	 How was the participation of illiterate voter as compared to the literate 

voter?
The participation of voters was more in these elections as report 

by Election Commission showed. In almost every constituency voter 
turnout was a lot more in these elections. In villages the voter who was 
uneducated and illiterate also participated in huge numbers. Ramesh, an 
illiterate voter, said:

I vote every year but this time a lot of my friends who never vote 
voted. There was a fierce competition among political parties and 
that showed in the media. Among the poor class what matters is 
who they see on television or what names do they hear on the 
radio. This time media was completely taken over by various parties 
and various candidates. In that sense my other uneducated friends 
who are labourers came out to vote. They took special pains to get 
their voter-cards made, something they used to ignore earlier. The 
competition was great and there was a strange enthusiasm not only 
among party workers who approached us but also among the voters. 
Moreover advertisements by the government insinuating people to 
vote also paid dividends.

Pawan, Ramesh’s brother and another illiterate voter, said that he 
found it more convenient this time to vote as he was being approached 
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various parties to get his voter-card made even in the last minute. He 
says he never used to vote but went with flow and got his card made and 
exercised his franchise. He said he was too busy earning money daily but 
took time out to vote.

Pooja, another illiterate voter said that she was rarely allowed to 
step out during elections. She is a domestic worker and only ran chores 
from house to house. But this time the lady she worked for got her 
voter-card made. Moreover this time Modi wave was very strong. As 
Modi’s candidature gained momentum more and more political parties 
increased their effort in campaigning door-to-door and reaching out to the 
voter through mouth canvassing. She said she was encouraged to vote due 
to radio and television all being filled with political advertisements. There 
was unprecedented campaigning ; therefore people came out and voted.

Shivavati, another illiterate voter said she never voted. Her friends 
too stayed away from politics which is called a ‘dirty game’. But more 
and more educated people have started joining politics. Ever since Arvind 
Kejriwal stepped into politics, things have changed drastically. Those people 
who would shy away from politics earlier now became more inspired and 
encouraged to vote. She voted for the first time in her life even though 
she is twenty-one years old.

Snehlata, an illiterate domestic help said that she, too, voted this 
time and had never voted earlier in the last twenty-five years. Politics 
has changed a lot in the last two decades. Earlier all she used to do was 
run from house to house doing errands and working and earning a living. 
But she realises that if she votes policies get affected by governments. 
She, too, got inspired by the advertisements on MGNREGA. This time, as 
compared to previous election coverage, there was more focus on issues 
and every leader seemed to want to reach out to the poor. Congress party’s 
housing schemes like the advertisement on Rajiv Gandhi Awas Yojana 
for the urban poor and other such schemes made her feel a part of the 
changing social scenario. She felt more responsible and accountable as 
in turn the candidates seemed to behave more responsibly.

Naili, another domestic help and illiterate voter said that she always 
voted so it was nothing new. But a lot of her other friends voted for the 
first time. She said the person walking on the street, from a beggar to an 
unemployed youth felt the need to get a government that would be more 
accountable to them and political advertising helped them make a choice 
of their candidate. Election campaigning played a major role in getting 
better voter turnout.

4.1.7 Media effect on voter turnout
Voter turnout thus had increased in these elections. There was yet 

another question on voter turnout:
	 •	 Did it affect overall turnout in the election?

Shri Prakash, Congress party worker, said that media coverage of election 
definitely influenced voter turnout. It led to an increase in total number of 
voters. Ever since Arvind Kejriwal stepped in, people have become a lot 
more aware about their rights and the need to use that right to elect a good 
candidate. Even though media debates around issues and manifestos are 
few, voters at least listen to and watch such political debates. Out of all 
the voters they reached out to, there was a large turnout in these elections.

Brajesh Mishra of Congress party reiterated similar views on media 
and voter turnout. It seems there is a direct relationship between media 
coverage and voter turnout- greater the media coverage of elections, 
greater is the turnout in elections. He voted each time so it didn’t matter 
to him but he said that he was given to canvass in and around P. Road and 
Bajariya Thana. More people voted because party workers went around 
campaigning from door-to-door and stuck wall posters and distributed 
leaflets from one house to another.

Sardar Harvinder Singh Lord of Shri Guru Singh Sabha agreed that 
there was more voter turnout. He said:

There was great impact of media. More Modi’s campaigning took 
place, more participation was there by various other parties in the fray. 
There was a lot more marketing, horse-race coverage by the media. 
What worked in these elections was the political advertising which 
made people feel they must exercise their right to vote. Moreover 
each voter is influenced by their family members, by friends and 
relatives who go out and vote. People around you inspire you to 
vote. Thus there was a subtle role by neighbours, family and friends 
and this factor counted most while voting.

Sardar Gurcharan Singh Pachnanda, senior president of Shri Guru 
Singh Sabha, said that even though urban voters increased among rural 
voters media has not made good penetration whichnegatively affects the 
turnout. There was lesser participation by voters in rural areas. Media 
is watched and consumed by a handful few. The poor and the voters 
living in rural or slum areas are still left out and they did not come out 
and vote due to indifference or disillusionment as their problems didn’t 
get addressed.
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Sardar Sukhwinder Singh Bhatkal, Vice-president, Shri Guru Singh 
Sabha said that he went and voted everytime but lower middle-class 
voters remained unaffected. There might have been better turnout if 
the poor voter was convinced their problems would be addressed. 
They feel that political advertising is just a political gimmick which 
does not pay dividends. They therefore refuse to vote every year. It is 
important that manifestos be discussed in election coverage. If issues 
and problems of people are discussed, politicians need to keep their 
promises. For example, Samajwadi Party promised free laptops in the 
previous Assembly elections and distributed these to people after coming 
to power, so people feel that work is done in their state. Similarly more 
action needs to be taken on various government schemes. If houses 
are allotted under housing schemes and employment is guaranteed 
under MGNREGA, people will come out and vote. Some sections still 
remained disillusioned.

Shyamji Shukla, an educated youth said:

I live in Ghatampur which is a completely rural area and benefits 
rarely reach the voters there. That section of society is left out of 
media coverage. These people simply voted based on discussions 
with their friends and relatives and members of their community. 
Media had nothing to do with it. Yes, their friends and relatives may 
have been affected by the media. Moreover the younger generation 
like me doesn’t vote. We are not only busy with our studies but 
politicians rarely introduce any new schemes related to the youth. We 
have to find our own jobs and our own sources of income. Elections 
for some of us are like a sport event which comes and goes. There is 
no revolutionary change by elections where false promises are made 
by each candidate. My friends did not vote for this simple reason.

Virendra Pratap Singh, another young graduate from Akbarpur-Rania 
said that elections fail to attract much of the voters of the rural areas. Media 
campaigning techniques revolve around middle-class voters. The poor 
who come and vote probably belong to the constituency of a particular 
candidate where food and transportation is provided by that political party 
for whom they will vote. Voter turnout is also arranged by political parties 
so elections are rarely fair and free. The marginalised sections of the society 
vote due to their party support.

Atar Singh of Communist Party of India-Marxist, said that voter 
turnout used to be very good in the olden days in 1960s when mills used to 

work in Kanpur. People were more aware and parties knew their electoral 
base among the workers. Media had little role to play then. Today voter 
turnout does not get affected by the media because a lot of working class 
do not benefit with elections. This time the working class and the poor 
voter still remained unaffected by those debates and discussions in the 
media. Media coverage influences the educated and upper- class voter not 
the lower-class and unemployed voter. Their struggles remain just as they 
were before and after the elections.

4.1.8 Suggestions for better coverage and the Election Commission
So voter turnout in rural areas remains unaffected by the media. Due 

to lot of disillusionment the questions was asked:
	 •	 How should conduct of election be improved and what can be done 

to improve the role of media in election coverage?
Muhammad Ali of Islamic Peace Foundation said that people are 

a lot more aware today. Citizens want to play a responsible role in the 
government they choose. So electoral reforms are really needed to make 
this country a better place to stay and so that people may have faith in 
the government and party they bring to power. One thing is certain that 
people vote ad want change. Samajwadi Party is in power not because 
it may be better than others but simply because people wanted change 
in 2012. Education is very important for upliftment of the electorate. He 
said that the role of media has changed drastically in making and breaking 
a candidate so some people feel that media is partial to a few parties or 
candidates. Such a role of the media must change in elections. It needs to 
become more unbiased and impartial.

Kareem Ahmed Siddiqui feels that media has played a major role in 
increasing awareness among the public about elections. This was specially 
evident in the elections of 2014 for Lok Sabha and 2015 elections for 
Delhi assembly. People have started feeling that their vote is important 
and through the power to vote they can change the way their city, area or 
country looks like. He said:

There is an urgent need for electoral reforms in the country. The 
Election Commission will have to make basic changes- media 
discussions should definitely take place but only about policies of 
different parties and governments- different employment policies of 
the parties, social-economic policies and educational policies of the 
parties and the basic concepts around these. Similarly candidates must 
be discussed but their policies must be brought before the public. 
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Unfortunately we do not discuss the socio-economic background 
of candidates which people must know.

Daulat Ram of CPI-M said that the Election Commission must take 
steps to improve the way elections are held especially in rural or backward 
areas. There is still booth-capturing that takes place in these areas. One 
thing that would help is that voting be made online; e-voting should be 
started. Voter cards should be made online. This will avoid duplication 
of voter cards. However this may not affect the rural and the poor voter 
who still does not have access to such technology. But e-voting will help 
the NRI voters who don’t come and vote from overseas.

Sushil Mishra of Parivartan said that the role of media should 
change drastically. The local media is more responsible for election 
coverage from remote areas. The media should be able to give every 
detailed background detail of the candidate to the public. Elections 
should be held here like they happen in the United States of America; 
their Presidential debate culture must be adopted by all media in India 
as well. Debates should take place on each and every topic so that those 
views are conveyed to the public who then vote for their candidate 
based on those rich debates.

Girish Kumar Awasthi of Congress Committee said that the Election 
Commission plays a very important role in the conduct of elections which 
should be improved drastically. Media must be allowed greater access to 
certain areas where polling goes on as every person contesting the elections 
comes into contact with the media. This will increase accountability and 
lessen corruption or electoral crimes like booth capturing, etc. Media 
freedom must be made use of. Media must get more hand in covering the 
conduct of elections in various areas.

Mahadeo Agnihotri of Congress Committee repeats this by saying 
that power of the media must not be curtailed. Media itself should regulate 
itself and show better quality of debates on election news coverage. Media 
is the fourth pillar of democracy so it is as responsible as a government 
servant in the conduct of elections. Reporting must be unbiased. The 
Election Commission should intervene if media covers the elections partly 
or in a biased way. The EC should adopt means to check the media just 
like the political parties.

This moves us to the quantitative findings through the questionnaire.

4.2 QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS

Here data is divided on the basis of each Vidhan Sabha constituency.

4.2.1 Profile of respondents
Age
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Among a total of 500 respondents, hundred in each Vidhan Sabha constituency were 

interviewed in the survey and it was found that in Akbarpur-Raniya 60% of the respondents 

fell in the category of 18-29 years, 34% were between the age of 30 and 49 while 6% were 

above fifty years of age. In Bithoor Vidhan Sabha constituency, 61% were between the age of 

18 and 29 while 27% were in the age 30 and 49 and 12 % were above fifty years of age. In 

Ghatampur, which is a constituency reserved for a candidate belonging to Scheduled Caste 

community, 64% were youngsters in the 18-29 age group, 29% were in the age bracket 30-49 

and only 7% were above fifty. In Kalyanpur the youth in the age group 18-29 were 45% while 

54% in Maharajpur, 39% were in the age group 30-49 and 18% were in the age-group fifty 

years or above. In Maharajpur, 39% were in the age-group 30-49 while 7% were fifty years or 

above. 
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Among a total of 500 respondents, hundred in each Vidhan Sabha 
constituency were interviewed in the survey and it was found that 
in Akbarpur-Raniya 60% of the respondents fell in the category of 
18-29 years, 34% were between the age of 30 and 49 while 6% were 
above fifty years of age. In Bithoor Vidhan Sabha constituency, 61% 
were between the age of 18 and 29 while 27% were in the age 30 and 
49 and 12 % were above fifty years of age. In Ghatampur, which is a 
constituency reserved for a candidate belonging to Scheduled Caste 
community, 64% were youngsters in the 18-29 age group, 29% were 
in the age bracket 30-49 and only 7% were above fifty. In Kalyanpur 
the youth in the age group 18-29 were 45% while 54% in Maharajpur, 
39% were in the age group 30-49 and 18% were in the age-group fifty 
years or above. In Maharajpur, 39% were in the age-group 30-49 while 
7% were fifty years or above.
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As far as gender equations are concerned among 500 respondents, 79% were men and 21% 

women in Akbarpur-Raniya, in Bithoor 70% men and 30% were women, 59% men and 41% 
women in Ghatampur, 57% men and 43% women in Kalyanpur and 63% men and 37% 
women in Maharajpur. 
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As far as profession of the respondents is concerned, out of 500 responses 28% were farmers 
in Akbarpur-Raniya, 11% were in government or semi-government jobs, 19 % people either 
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As far as gender equations are concerned among 500 respondents, 
79% were men and 21% women in Akbarpur-Raniya, in Bithoor 70% 
men and 30% were women, 59% men and 41% women in Ghatampur, 
57% men and 43% women in Kalyanpur and 63% men and 37% women 
in Maharajpur.
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As far as profession of the respondents is concerned, out of 
500 responses 28% were farmers in Akbarpur-Raniya, 11% were in 
government or semi-government jobs, 19 % people either belonged 
to an NGO or had their own private business, 23% were housewives, 
househusbands or unemployed without earning anything for the house 
while 19% were working in other professions with majority of them 
being students who were graduates and postgraduates still looking for 
jobs while studying.

In Bithoor a large number of people interviewed were either housewives, 
househusbands and unemployed persons with little earning (38%), 33% 
were government servants, 15% were in NGOs or in private businesses 
of their own, 11% were students and only 3% were farmers.

In Ghatampur students were a majority with 30% of the respondents of 
this constituency, 26% were unemployed, housewives or househusbands, 
19% were farmers and 14% had their own businesses while 1% worked 
in the government sector.

In Kalyanpur 37% had their own businesses, 30% were unemployed 
without a job while 14% worked in the government sector and 10% were 
farmers and 9% students.

In Maharajpur 38% were unemployed, housewives or househusbands, 
30% were in businesses of their own, 12% worked in the government 
sector, 11% in farming and 9% were students.

Residential area
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students. 
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Among 500 respondents from the Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency, 342 (68%) respondents 
lived in rural or village areas, which includes villages even along the main road or the 
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Among 500 respondents from the Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency, 
342 (68%) respondents lived in rural or village areas, which includes 
villages even along the main road or the national highway while 158 
respondents (32%) lived in cities and Kanpur Nagar area under Kanpur 
Nagar Nigam.

Marital status

national highway while 158 respondents (32%) lived in cities and Kanpur Nagar area under 
Kanpur Nagar Nigam. 
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Among all respondents 56% in Akbarpur-Raniya were single while 44% were married, 71% 

of those interviewed in Bithoor were married while 29% were single, 66% of those in 
Ghatampur were married while 34% were single, 61% of the respondents in Kalyanpur were 
single while 39% were married and 55% were married in Maharajpur while 45% were single. 
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Among all respondents 56% in Akbarpur-Raniya were single while 
44% were married, 71% of those interviewed in Bithoor were married 
while 29% were single, 66% of those in Ghatampur were married while 
34% were single, 61% of the respondents in Kalyanpur were single 
while 39% were married and 55% were married in Maharajpur while 
45% were single.
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of those interviewed in Bithoor were married while 29% were single, 66% of those in 
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113 Most of the respondents were well-educated with 55% in Akbarpur-

Raniya having gone to college, 40% had passed Class XII examination 
while 5% had studied uptil Class V. In Bithoor 39% of respondents had 
studied uptil college, 35% had passed Class XII and 26% had passed the 
primary examination. In Ghatampur 53% people had gone to college, 
36% had studied uptil Class XII while 11% had studied uptil Class V. 
In Kalyanpur, too, 51% of the respondents had completed their college 
studies, 34% had studied uptil Class XII and 15% of the respondents had 
studied uptil Class V. In Maharajpur 45% of respondents studied uptil 
college, 34% uptil Class XII and 21% uptil Class V.

Language spoken
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Of all 500 respondents, 426 (85%) spoke in Hindi while 74 (15%) spoke other languages 
including English and other local dialects. Majority was of Hindi-speaking people. 
 
Caste 
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Of all 500 respondents, 426 (85%) spoke in Hindi while 74 (15%) 
spoke other languages including English and other local dialects. Majority 
was of Hindi-speaking people.

Caste
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Out of all the 500 respondents, majority of them (155, 31%) are Brahmins, 111 (22%) were 
from other backward classes, 54 (11%) were from the Vaish community, 46 (9%) were from 
other upper castes, 45 (9%) were Kurmis or Koeris and others belonged to other scheduled 
castes, Jatavs, Yadavs, Thakurs or Rajputs and Musli community. 
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Out of all the 500 respondents, majority of them (155, 31%) are 
Brahmins, 111 (22%) were from other backward classes, 54 (11%) were 
from the Vaish community, 46 (9%) were from other upper castes, 45 (9%) 
were Kurmis or Koeris and others belonged to other scheduled castes, 
Jatavs, Yadavs, Thakurs or Rajputs and Musli community.
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Among all 500 respondents, 126 (25%) persons earned between Rs. 
2000 and Rs. 5000 per month, 117 people (23%) earned from Rs. 500-2000, 
113 persons (23%) earned less than Rs. 500 per month which included 
mostly students, 19% earned between Rs. 5000 and Rs. 10000 while 10% 
earned about Rs. 10000 and more.
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4.2.2 Media habits of respondents
Maximum use of media

Among all 500 respondents, 126 (25%) persons earned between Rs. 2000 and Rs. 5000 per 
month, 117 people (23%) earned from Rs. 500-2000, 113 persons (23%) earned less than Rs. 
500 per month which included mostly students, 19% earned between Rs. 5000 and Rs. 10000 
while 10% earned about Rs. 10000 and more. 
 
4.2.2 Media habits of respondents 
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Of all the 500 respondents, in Akbarpur-Raniya 43% watched television the most out of all 
other media, 33% read the newspapers, 17% used the internet and 7% listened to the radio. 
 
In Bithoor, 38% watched television, 32% read the newspapers, 15% listened to the radio and 
15% of respondents used the internet. 
 
In Ghatampur, 45% respondents read the newspaper, 33% listened to radio, 18% watched 
television and 4% used internet. 
 
In Kalyanpur 47% respondents watched television, 33% used internet, 11% listened to the 
radio while 9% read the newspapers. 
 
In Maharajpur 39% watched television, 34% read newspapers, 21% listened to radio and 6% 
used internet. 
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Of all the 500 respondents, in Akbarpur-Raniya 43% watched television 
the most out of all other media, 33% read the newspapers, 17% used the 
internet and 7% listened to the radio.

In Bithoor, 38% watched television, 32% read the newspapers, 15% 
listened to the radio and 15% of respondents used the internet.

In Ghatampur, 45% respondents read the newspaper, 33% listened 
to radio, 18% watched television and 4% used internet.

In Kalyanpur 47% respondents watched television, 33% used internet, 
11% listened to the radio while 9% read the newspapers.

In Maharajpur 39% watched television, 34% read newspapers, 21% 
listened to radio and 6% used internet.

Maximum use of electronic device
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Among 500 respondents 348 (69%) persons use their mobile phone the most, 58 (12%) 
people use the television set while 33 people (7%) use a laptop or a personal computer and 25 
persons (5%) listen to radio and others use various other electronic devices like the music 

player, smartphone, etc. 
 
Daily use of newspapers 
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 414 persons (84%) read the newspaper for one to three 
hours while 59 respondents (12%) do not read the newspaper at all and 19 (4%) people read 
the newspaper daily for four to six hours. 
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Among 500 respondents 348 (69%) persons use their mobile phone 
the most, 58 (12%) people use the television set while 33 people (7%) 
use a laptop or a personal computer and 25 persons (5%) listen to radio 
and others use various other electronic devices like the music player, 
smartphone, etc.
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 414 persons (84%) read the newspaper 
for one to three hours while 59 respondents (12%) do not read the newspaper 
at all and 19 (4%) people read the newspaper daily for four to six hours.

Daily use of radio
Daily use of radio 
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Among 500 respondents 288 people (58%) do not listen to the radio at all while 197 persons 
(39%) listen to it for about one to three hours and 13 persons (3%) use the radio for four to six 
hours and two persons use it for seven hours or more. 
 
Daily use of television 
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 358 people (71%) watch television for anywhere between 
one to three hours, 111 people (22%) do not use the television at all and 28 persons (6%) use 
it for four to six hours daily while 3 persons use it for seven hours or more. 
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Among 500 respondents 288 people (58%) do not listen to the radio 
at all while 197 persons (39%) listen to it for about one to three hours 
and 13 persons (3%) use the radio for four to six hours and two persons 
use it for seven hours or more.

Daily use of television
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 358 people (71%) watch television 
for anywhere between one to three hours, 111 people (22%) do not use 
the television at all and 28 persons (6%) use it for four to six hours daily 
while 3 persons use it for seven hours or more.
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Of all 500 respondents 289 persons (58%) use the internet for one to three hours, 171 

respondents (34%) don‘t use it at all while 24 persons (5%) use it for four to six hours and 16 

people (3%) use it for seven hours or more. 
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Out of 500 respondents 88% in Akbarpur-Raniya said they had a newspaper at home which 
they shared with their families, relatives or colony while 12% said they did not read the 
newspaper at all. 
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Of all 500 respondents 289 persons (58%) use the internet for one to 
three hours, 171 respondents (34%) don’t use it at all while 24 persons (5%) 
use it for four to six hours and 16 people (3%) use it for seven hours or more.

Pattern of newspaper reading
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they shared with their families, relatives or colony while 12% said they did not read the 
newspaper at all. 
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Out of 500 respondents 88% in Akbarpur-Raniya said they had a 
newspaper at home which they shared with their families, relatives or 
colony while 12% said they did not read the newspaper at all.

In Bithoor 76% said they had a anewspaper they had at home or in 
the colony while 24% said they did not get a newspaper at all.

In Ghatampur 66% said they did not have a newspaper at all while 
34% said they did.

In Kalyanpur 65% said they did not get a newspaper while 35% 
shared one with their family members, relatives and friends in the colony.

In Maharajpur 65% people said they had a newspaper which they 
shared with their friends and family and 35% of the respondents said 
they did not have one.

Pattern of radio listening
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they did not get a newspaper at all. 
 
In Ghatampur 66% said they did not have a newspaper at all while 34% said they did. 
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members, relatives and friends in the colony. 
 
In Maharajpur 65% people said they had a newspaper which they shared with their friends 
and family and 35% of the respondents said they did not have one. 
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Among a total of 500 respondents 78% in Akbarpur-Raniya said that they had a radio at 

home which they shared with their families and friends while 22% said they did not have a 
radio. 
 
In Bithoor 75% of respondents did not have a radio while 25% had a radio. 
 
In Ghatampur 57% respondents did not have a radio while 43% said they had a radio which 
they mostly used on their mobile phone. 
 
In Kalyanpur 82% respondents said had a radio and 18% said they did not have a radio at all. 
 
In Maharajpur 92% said they had a radio mostly on their mobile phones while 8% did not use 
a radio at all. 
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Among a total of 500 respondents 78% in Akbarpur-Raniya said that 
they had a radio at home which they shared with their families and friends 
while 22% said they did not have a radio.

In Bithoor 75% of respondents did not have a radio while 25% had 
a radio.

In Ghatampur 57% respondents did not have a radio while 43% said 
they had a radio which they mostly used on their mobile phone.

In Kalyanpur 82% respondents said had a radio and 18% said they 
did not have a radio at all.

In Maharajpur 92% said they had a radio mostly on their mobile 
phones while 8% did not use a radio at all.

Pattern of television watching
Pattern of  television watching 
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Out of a sample of 500 respondents 88% in Akbarpur-Raniya had a television which they 
either shared with their family, friends or relatives while 3% did not have a television at 
home. 
 
In Bithoor on the contrary 63% did not have a television and 37% had one. 
 
In Ghatampur 68% respondents did not have a television and 32% had one. 
 
In Kalyanpur 74% did not have a television and 26% had a television at home. 
 
In Maharajpur 76% had a television which they shared while 24% did not have one. 
 
Computer or laptop 
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Out of a sample of 500 respondents 88% in Akbarpur-Raniya had a 
television which they either shared with their family, friends or relatives 
while 3% did not have a television at home.

In Bithoor on the contrary 63% did not have a television and 37% 
had one.

In Ghatampur 68% respondents did not have a television and 32% 
had one.

In Kalyanpur 74% did not have a television and 26% had a television 
at home.

In Maharajpur 76% had a television which they shared while 24% 
did not have one.
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In Akbarpur-Raniya 70% of the respondents did not have a computer or their own laptop 
while 21% had one. 
 
In Bithoor 58% respondents had their own family computer while 42% did not have one. 
 
In Ghatampur 72% did not have a computer and 28% had a computer which they shared with 
their families and relatives. 
 
In Kalyanpur 66% of respondents had a computer or a laptop while 34% respondents did not 
have one. 
 
In Maharajpur 56% did not have their own computer while 44% respondents had a computer 
around in their family or colony. 
 
Habitual use of social media 
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In Akbarpur-Raniya 70% of the respondents did not have a computer 
or their own laptop while 21% had one.

In Bithoor 58% respondents had their own family computer while 
42% did not have one.

In Ghatampur 72% did not have a computer and 28% had a computer 
which they shared with their families and relatives.

In Kalyanpur 66% of respondents had a computer or a laptop while 
34% respondents did not have one.

In Maharajpur 56% did not have their own computer while 44% 
respondents had a computer around in their family or colony.

Habitual use of social media 
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As far as the daily use of social media is concerned, 273 (55%) respondents out of the total 

sample of 500 said they use the social media for one to three hours while 162 respondents 
(32%) said they did not use social media 7% used it for four to six hours a day and 6% for 
seven hours or more. 
 
Which social media is used 
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 318 persons (64%) use Facebook, 89 people (18%) do not 
use any site at all, 80 persons (16%) use other social networking websites. 
 
4.2.3 General awareness about 2014 Lok Sabha election 
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As far as the daily use of social media is concerned, 273 (55%) 
respondents out of the total sample of 500 said they use the social media 
for one to three hours while 162 respondents (32%) said they did not 
use social media 7% used it for four to six hours a day and 6% for seven 
hours or more.
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Out of a total of 500 respondents 318 persons (64%) use Facebook, 
89 people (18%) do not use any site at all, 80 persons (16%) use other 
social networking websites.

4.2.3 General awareness about 2014 Lok Sabha election
Information on election
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Out of 500 respondents 72 % people in Akbarpur-Raniya had little information about the 
elections through the media while 16% of the people had a lot of information and 3% people 
said they had no information. 

 
In Bithoor 65% of the people said they had little information, 34% people felt they had a lot 
of information and 1% of the respondents said they had no information. 
 
In Ghatampur 89% of the respondents feel they had little information, 7% of the respondents 
said they had a lot of information and 4% people felt they had no information. 
 
In Kalyanpur 67% respondents felt that they had little information, 23% of them felt they had 
a lot of information while 10% felt they had no information. 
 
In Maharajpur 74% of the respondents had little information, 21% respondents said they had a 
lot of information while 5% respondents said they had no information. 
 
Medium used for election-related information 
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Out of 500 respondents 72 % people in Akbarpur-Raniya had 
little information about the elections through the media while 16% of 
the people had a lot of information and 3% people said they had no 
information.

In Bithoor 65% of the people said they had little information, 34% 
people felt they had a lot of information and 1% of the respondents said 
they had no information.

In Ghatampur 89% of the respondents feel they had little information, 
7% of the respondents said they had a lot of information and 4% people 
felt they had no information.

In Kalyanpur 67% respondents felt that they had little information, 
23% of them felt they had a lot of information while 10% felt they had 
no information.

In Maharajpur 74% of the respondents had little information, 21% 
respondents said they had a lot of information while 5% respondents said 
they had no information.

Medium used for election-related information 
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Of the 500 respondents 46% in Akbarpur-Raniya watched television to get news on election, 
31% of respondents used other means of increasing their knowledge about election, 10% used 
internet for gaining knowledge about elections. 

 
In Bithoor 56% people got their information about election from television, 21% listened to 
radio to get their election news, only 4% used the internet for the purpose, 9% of the 
respondents got their news from friends, relatives or village elders. 

 
In Ghatampur 43% people got their election news from television, 29% from radio, 19% from 
friends, relatives and family members and 6% from other sources. 
 
In Kalyanpur, 43% of the respondents watched television for election-related information, 
20% listened to the radio, 19% people used the internet and 18% people got their election 
news from other sources. 

 
In Maharajpur 45% of respondents got their news on elections from television, 30% from 
friends, relatives and family, 11% from the radio and 14% from internet and other sources. 
 
Did she vote 
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Of the 500 respondents 46% in Akbarpur-Raniya watched television to 
get news on election, 31% of respondents used other means of increasing 
their knowledge about election, 10% used internet for gaining knowledge 
about elections.

In Bithoor 56% people got their information about election from 
television, 21% listened to radio to get their election news, only 4% used 
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the internet for the purpose, 9% of the respondents got their news from 
friends, relatives or village elders.

In Ghatampur 43% people got their election news from television, 
29% from radio, 19% from friends, relatives and family members and 
6% from other sources.

In Kalyanpur, 43% of the respondents watched television for election-
related information, 20% listened to the radio, 19% people used the internet 
and 18% people got their election news from other sources.

In Maharajpur 45% of respondents got their news on elections from 
television, 30% from friends, relatives and family, 11% from the radio 
and 14% from internet and other sources.

Did she vote 
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In Akbarpur-Raniya 75% of the respondents voted, in Bithoor 68%, 93% voted in Ghatampur, 
 

60% voted in Kalyanpur and 78% voted in Maharajpur. 
 

Motivation to vote (in %) 
 
  ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP 
       

i) To serve my country and build its future 95% 64 37 54 45 
       

ii) Everyone else was voting 0 0 1 0 12 
       

iii) It‘s my national responsibility and duty 0 5 5 0 2 
       

iv) Having my own representative in power 0 3 3 1 5 
       

v) Peace and security 1% 7 7 10 8 
       

vi) Acquiring  money  and  other  sops  or 0 3 0 0 0 

 freebies      
       

vii) It is my right 1% 7 31 25 28 
       

viii) Candidate belonged to my community 0 3 1 5 0 
       

ix) Strengthening democracy 2% 1 5 5 0 
       

x) For area‘s development 1 7 6 0 0 
       

xi) Other reasons 1 0 6 0 0 
       

ABP- Akbarpur-Raniya 
 

BTR- Bithoor 
 

GTP- Ghatampur 
 

KLP- Kalyanpur 
 

MJP-Maharajpur 
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In Akbarpur-Raniya 75% of the respondents voted, in Bithoor 68%, 
93% voted in Ghatampur, 60% voted in Kalyanpur and 78% voted in 
Maharajpur.

Motivation	to	vote	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) To serve my country and 
build its future

95% 64 37 54 45

(ii) Everyone else was voting 0 0 1 0 12

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(iii) It’s my national 
responsibility and duty

0 5 5 0 2

(iv) Having my own 
representative in power

0 3 3 1 5

(v) Peace and security 1% 7 7 10 8

(vi) Acquiring money and other 
sops or freebies

0 3 0 0 0

vii) It is my right 1% 7 31 25 28

(viii) Candidate belonged to my 
community

0 3 1 5 0

(ix) Strengthening democracy 2% 1 5 5 0

(x) For area’s development 1 7 6 0 0

(xi) Other reasons 1 0 6 0 0

	 •	 ABP-	Akbarpur-Raniya
	 •	 BTR-	Bithoor
	 •	 GTP-	Ghatampur
	 •	 KLP-	Kalyanpur
	 •	 MJP-Maharajpur

Out of 500 respondents 95% said they voted in order to serve 
their country and build its future and only the rest 6% said they were 
motivated to vote because it was their right or due to peace and security, 
or because the candidate belonged to their community or for area’s 
development.

In Bithoor 64% of the people were motivated to vote in order to 
serve their country and build its future while the rest believed in area’s 
development or because it is their right to vote.

In Ghatampur 37% of the respondents were motivated to vote in 
order to serve their country and build its future and 31% felt it was their 
right, hence they voted.

In Kalyanpur 54% voted in order to serve their country and 24% 
thought it was their right.

In Maharajpur 45% people voted because they wanted to serve their 
country and build its future while 28% of the respondents voted because 
they thought it was their right to do so.
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Reasons	for	voting	for	the	candidate	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Was well-educated, 
experienced and servant 
of people

69 33 53 50 61

(ii) My friends and family told 
me so

0 5 1 1 2

iii) Was a good Brahmin 
and Hindu, an honest 
individual

0 11 0 10 7

(iv) He defends women’s 
rights

2 0 5 5 0

(v) He defends rights of lower 
castes

0 0 0 0 5

(vi) Was from a lower caste 0 0 0 0 0

(vii) He built a school/temple 
for us

0 0 11 0 0

(viii) He has helped us 
financially

1 0 2 0 4

(ix) Was an influential 
community leader

10 34 5 5 0

(x) He supports and loves the 
poor

15 11 9 9 9

(xi) He paid special attention 
to school & education

1 6 11 0 12

(xii) Other reasons 2 0 2 20 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya 69% of respondents voted for their candidate 
because he was well-educated, experienced and servant of the people 
while 15% voted for him because they thought he supported and loved 
the poor.

In Bithoor 34% voted for their desired candidate because they thought 
he was an influential community leader, while 33% felt he was well-
educated, experienced and servant of the people.

In Ghatampur 53% of the people voted for their desired candidate 
because he was well-educated, experienced and servant of the people 

while 11% said they voted for him because he built a school and temple 
for them in the area and another 11% said they voted for the candidate 
because he paid special attention to school and education.

In Kalyanpur 50% of the people voted because they thought the 
candidate was well-educated, experienced and servant of the people while 
20% had other reasons like he belonged to their favourite party, 10% voted 
for him because he was a good Hindu and 9% voted for him because he 
supported and loved the poor.

In Maharajpur 61% of the people voted for the candidate as he was 
well-educated, experienced and served the people well while 12% voted 
for him because he paid special attention to school and education.

Did the candidate win?

In Akbarpur-Raniya 69% of respondents voted for their candidate because he was well-
educated, experienced and servant of the people while 15% voted for him because they 
thought he supported and loved the poor. 
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experienced and served the people well while 12% voted for him because he paid special 
attention to school and education. 
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Out of 500 respondents  332 people (66%) had voted for the candidate 
who won and 168  persons (34%) voted for the candidate who lost.

Reasons	for	failure	of	candidate	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Had less support or people did 
not support him

0 14 14 0 15

(ii) Did not have or did not spend 
enough money

1 9 0 4 9
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ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(iii) The Election Commission 
committed fraud

0 0 0 0 0

(iv) Didn’t have the knowledge and 
understanding

0 5 5 0 24

(v) Was not associated with some 
big politician

20 34 3 37 20

(vi) Was not affiliated with a 
political party

28 25 78 21 15

(vii) There were differences and 
disunity

50 2 0 33 0

(viii) Security wasn’t good 0 1 0 0 0

(ix) Other dabangs/henchmen 
interfered

1 0 0 5 17

(x) Other reasons 0 0 0 0 0

Out of those 168 persons whose candidate did not win question was 
asked as to why they thought their candidate lost. In Akbarpur-Raniya 
50% respondents felt there were differences and disunity within the party, 
28% felt the candidate lost because he was not affiliated with any political 
party and 20% felt he lost because he was not associated with some big 
politician.

In Bithoor 34% of 168 persons felt the candidate had lost because of 
not being associated with any big politician, 25% felt he lost because of 
not being affiliated with a political party and 14% of respondents felt the 
people did not support him.

In Ghatampur, 78% said that the candidate was not affiliated with 
any political party, 14% said the candidate did not have support from 
the people, 5% felt the candidate did not have the knowledge and 
understanding.

In Kalyanpur 37% respondents felt the candidate should have been 
associated with some big politician, 33% felt that there were differences 
and disunity within the party while 21% felt that the candidate was not 
affiliated with a political party.

In Maharajpur 24% of the respondents felt the candidate did not have 
the knowledge and understanding, 20% felt the candidate failed to garner 
votes as he was not associated with some big politician, 17% felt that the 

henchmen had interfered and that is why the candidate lost the election 
while 15% felt he had less support of the people.

Reasons	for	not	voting	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) I didn’t have a voter i-card 100 43 83 78 25

(ii) I am not interested in election 
and my vote doesn’t make a 
difference

0 1 0 12 0

(iii) Women are not permitted to vote 0 0 0 0 0

(iv) Due to security problems 0 5 0 0 0

(v) No candidate was of my choice 
or they were all dishonest thugs 
or feudal

0 3 0 5 32

(vi) There weren’t any polling 
stations or transportation 
problems

0 0 0 0 0

(vii) I didn’t have awareness and 
information about voting

0 0 0 0 0

(viii) Personal engagements: 
travelling, business, sickness

0 5 13 1 14

(ix) Fear of the henchmen of the 
opposition party I was going to 
vote for

0 13 4 0 14

(x) Because there was theft and 
fraud involved (booth capturing)

0 24 0 0 15

(xi) Other reasons 0 6 0 4 0

Out of 106 respondents who did not vote, they cited various reasons 
for not casting their vote. In Akbarpur-Raniya all those who did not vote 
did not have their voter i-card ready.

In Bithoor 43% said they did not have their voter i-cards, 24% said 
there was theft and fraud involved in the election, 13% said they feared 
the henchmen of the opposition party they were going to vote for while 
5% said they had their personal engagements or jobs in other cities.
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In Ghatampur 83% of respondents said they did not have their voter 
i-cards, 13% people had personal engagements and 4% feared the henchmen 
of the party opposite to whom they would vote for.

In Kalyanpur 78% of respondents did not have their voter i-cards, 
12% people had developed a cynical attitude towards elections saying 
their vote did not make a difference while 5% respondents said that no 
candidate was of their choice as they were all thugs.

In Maharajpur 32% of the people said they did not like the candidates 
in elections who they thought were either thugs or like feudal, 15% did 
not vote because theft and rigging was involved, 25% did not have voter 
i-cards and 14% had personal engagements.

4.2.4 Evaluation of Lok Sabha election 2014
It is said that transparent elections are those that take place in the 

middle of observers, media and monitors. Questions were asked as to the 
transparency of the recent Lok Sabha election.

Transparency of election

In Bithoor 43% said they did not have their voter i-cards, 24% said there was theft and fraud 
involved in the election, 13% said they feared the henchmen of the opposition party they were 
going to vote for while 5% said they had their personal engagements or jobs in other cities. 
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Out of 500 respondents 376 persons (75%) felt the elections were held in a transparent 
manner while 124 respondents (25%) felt they were not transparent. 
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Out of 500 respondents 376 persons (75%) felt the elections were 
held in a transparent manner while 124 respondents (25%) felt they were 
not transparent.

Reasons	for	transparent	election	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) There was no fraud 82 12 24 27 36

(ii) There were no duplicate voter 
i-card holders

0 1 0 0

(iii) All voters were genuine 0 5 26 0 23

(iv) National media was present 19 34 13 1 14

(v) No one had a complaint 0 3 6 11

(vi) Everyone took part freely 0 7 16

(vii) The election was conducted in 
accordance with the law

8 23 13 56 0

(viii) Security was good 0 15 13 7 0

(ix) Because my candidate 
succeeded

1 0 11 3 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya 82% respondents felt the election were transparent 
as there was no fraud, 19% cite the presence of media as a reason for 
transparent election and 8% feel the election was conducted in accordance 
with the law.

In Bithoor 34% felt the presence of national media as an important 
reason for elections being transparent, 23% said the election was conducted 
in accordance with the law, 15% respondents said there was good security 
and 12% respondents said there was no fraud.

In Ghatampur 26% respondents feel all voters were genuine, 24% felt 
there was no fraud, 13% of the respondents said that the national media was 
present, another 13% said there was good security and yet another 13% of 
respondents feel the election was conducted in accordance with law.

In Kalyanpur 56% of respondents feel the elections were held in 
accordance with law, 27% feel there was no fraud and 7% respondents 
feel the security was good, 6% respondents said there was no complaint 
by the voters and 3% felt there were transparent elections simply 
because their candidate won who had fairly and responsibly contested 
the election.

In Maharajpur 36% respondents felt there was no fraud, 23% felt the 
voters were genuine, 16% said that elections took part freely while 14% 
said that the presence of national media made the elections transparent 
and 11% said that nobody had a complaint.
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Reasons	for	election	not	being	transparent	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) The whole process was 
fraudulent

70 0 3 9 32

(ii) Use of force, money & bribery 
took place

0 24 4 45 12

(iii) Polling station staff supported 
one candidate

0 19 1 10 1

(iv) Underage and holders of illegal 
voter cards have voted

0 12 33 0 12

(v) Election was associated with one 
political party

0 0 0 5 3

(vi) Observers and the media 
werenot present

19 13 10 2

(vii) Security was bad 11 24 13 8 3

(viii) Reporters were offered gifts and 
bribe for ‘good coverage’ by 
officers

0 0 33 5 15

(ix) Women werenot given the right 
to vote

0 0 7 0 2

(x) There was great casteism (only 
upper class voted)

0 0 4 5 16

(xi) Elections were not representative 
of the whole population of the 
area

0 8 2 3 2

Out of 124 respondents (25%) who feel the elections were not transparent, 
in Akbarpur-Raniya 70% of the respondents felt that there was electoral fraud 
and that was the main reason why elections were not transparent, 19% feel 
observers and the media were not present, and 11% feel the security was bad.

In Bithoor 24% felt there was use of force, money and bribery, another 
24% felt security was bad, 19% respondents felt that the polling station 
staff supported one candidate and 13% felt there were not enough observers 
and the media.

In Ghatampur 33% felt that underage and holders of illegal voter 
cards have also voted, another 33% felt that election reporters were offered 

gifts and bribe for good coverage, 13% felt security was bad, 7% said 
that women were not given the right to vote, 4% said there was great 
casteism involved and other 4% felt there was use of force and bribery 
at the voting venue.

In Kalyanpur 45% respondents feel that use of force, money and bribery 
was there during election, 10% said that the polling staff supported one 
candidate, another 10% felt that observers and media were not present, 
9% said the whole election process was fraudulent, 8% felt security was 
bad, 5% feel election was associated with one political party and another 
5% said reporters were offered ‘gifts and bribes’ for good coverage by 
officers, and another 5% said there was great casteism.

In Maharajpur 32% respondents feel the whole election was fraudulent, 
16% felt there was great casteism in favour of the upper castes, 15% said 
that reporters were offered gifts and bribes for ‘good coverage’, 12% 
said there was use of force, black money and bribery and another 12% 
said underage and holders of illegal voter cards had voted, the others said 
various things among many like elections were associated with only one 
or two political parties.

Free and fair election
It is said that free elections are those where all people had the right 

and chance to vote as they wished.
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Out of 500 respondents 381 respondents (76%) felt the elections were held in a free 
environment and without any bias and 119 respondents (24%) felt elections were not free. 

 
Reasons for free election 
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Out of 500 respondents 381 respondents (76%) felt the elections 
were held in a free environment and without any bias and 119 respondents 
(24%) felt elections were not free.

Reasons for free election

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) All people used their right to vote 
and nobody was withheld

65 32 14 20 22

(ii) There was peace and no booth 
capturing 134

0 0 2 1 2

iii) Everyone voted for their desired 
candidate

10 27 23 5 26

(iv) Elections were in accordance 
with the law

15 15 34 54 43

(v) National and EC observers and 
polling officers were present

5 0 0 10 5

(vi) Everyone cast their vote of their 
own free will

5 26 27 10 2

Out of 381 persons who said the elections were free in Akbarpur-
Raniya 65% of those said that all the people used their right to vote and 
nobody was withheld, 15% felt the elections were in accordance with law, 
10% said that everybody voted for their desired candidate and that is why 
the elections were free, another 5% said that the national and Election 
Commission observers and polling officials were present and the rest 5% 
said everyone cast their vote of their own free will.

In Bithoor 32% felt all the people used their right to vote and nobody 
was withheld, 27% said that everyone voted for their desired candidate, 
26% said that everybody cast their vote of their own free will, and another 
15% felt the elections were in accordance with the law.

In Ghatampur 34% felt that elections were in accordance with the 
law, 27% felt everyone cast their vote of their own free will, 23% said 
that everyone voted for their desired candidate, 14% felt that all people 
used their right to vote and nobody was withheld and 2% of respondents 
felt there was peace and no boothcapturing.

In Kalyanpur 54% of respondents felt that elections were in accordance 
with law, 20% persons felt all the people used their right to vote and 
nobody was withheld, 10% felt that the national and Election Commission 

observers and polling officers were present, another 10% felt everyone 
cast their vote of their own free will, 5% felt everyone voted for their 
desired candidate and 1% said there was peace and no boothcapturing.

In Maharajpur 43% persons felt elections were in accordance with 
the law, 26% felt everyone voted for their desired candidate, 22% people 
felt all the people used their right to vote and nobody was withheld, 5% 
felt that national and Election Commission officers and observers were 
present while 2% felt everyone cast their vote of their own free will and 
another 2% said there was peace and no boothcapturing.

Reasons for election not being free

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) People were threatened 0 0 2 5 2

(ii) Threat by Naxals 0 0 0 0 0

(iii) Threat by lower caste men 0 0 0 0 0

(iv) Threat by upper caste men 0 0 0 0 5

(v) Threat by ruling party 
henchmen

10 5 3 15 15

(vi) Security wasn’t good 0 46 19 5 25

(vii) Election were illegal and 
without a monitoring system

15 3 12 0 0

(viii) Interference of some parties in 
the election process

7 2 9 10 34

(ix) No one could vote as they 
wished

25 5 21 0 5

(x) Women weren’t allowed to vote 3 1 2 5 4

(xi) Lower caste people weren’t 
allowed to vote

0 4 5 0 9

(xii) My favourite candidate didn’t 
win

1 2 4 0 1

(xiii) There were major caste-based 
problems

25 0 18 0 0

(xiv) Major bribery took place 10 10 3 15 0

(xv) Everyone didn’t participate 4 22 2 45 0
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Out of 119 respondents who said elections were not free several 
reasons were cited, important ones being- in Akbarpur-Raniya 25% said 
nobody could vote as they wished, another 25% felt there were major caste-
based problems, 15% said elections were illegal and without a monitoring 
system, 10% said there was threat by ruling party henchmen, another 10% 
said major bribery took place while 4% said everyone didn’t participate, 
3% said women weren’t allowed to vote and 1% said that their favourite 
candidate didn’t win.

In Bithoor 46 % felt the security wasn’t good, 22% felt everyone 
didn’t participate, 10% said that major bribery took place, 5% felt that 
there was a threat by ruling party henchmen, 4% felt that their favourite 
candidate did not win, 3% said that elections were illegal and without a 
monitoring system, 2% felt there was interference of some parties in the 
election process and 1% said that women were not allowed to vote.

In Ghatampur 21% said nobody could vote as they wished,19% said 
security was not good, 18% felt there were major caste-based problems, 
12% felt elections were illegal and without a monitoring system, 9% felt 
there was interference of some parties in the election process, 5% people 
said lower caste people were not allowed to vote, 4% said their favourite 
candidate did not win, 3% said that major bribery took place, 2% said 
everyone didn’t participate, another 2% said women were n, ot allowed 
to vote, yet another 2% respondents said people were threatened.

In Kalyanpur, 45% respondents said everyone did not participate, 
15% people said there was threat by ruling party henchmen, another 15% 
said that major bribery took place, 10% said that there was interference 
of some parties in the election process and 5% said that women were not 
allowed to vote.

In Maharajpur 34% respondents felt there was intereference by political 
parties in the election process, 25% said security was not good, 15% 
said there was threat by ruling party henchmen, 9% said that lower caste 
people were not allowed to vote, 5% respondents said there was threat by 
upper-caste men, another 5% said nobody could vote as they wished, 4% 
said women were not allowed to vote and 1% respondents said everybody 
did not participate.

Lawful and legal election
‘Legitimate’ elections are those in which there is strict adherence to 

laws and regulations are properly followed, observed, implemented and 
enforced.
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Yes 83% Out of 500 respondents 413 persons (83%) felt that elections 
were legitimate and legal, but 87 people (17%) feel that elections were 
not legitimate.

Reasons for lawful conduct of election

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Activities were well-organised 
and laws were implemented and 
observed

56 44 83 13 43

(ii) No force was used at the polling 
stations

10 0 0 0 1

(iii) Boxes were all locked and empty 
at first

0 12 0 0 11

(iv) Security was well-ensured 15 41 11 22 21

(v) Entire nation has accepted the 
electoral verdict and result

5 3 6 31 15

(vi) Because every candidate was an 
Indian national

14 0 0 34 7

(vii) Women had adequate participation 
in the election

0 0 0 0 2
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Out of 413 persons who believed that elections were legitimate, in 
Akbarpur-Raniya 56% felt that activities were well-organised and laws 
were implemented and observed, 15% felt security was well-ensured, 
14% felt that every candidate was an Indian elections were legitimate, 
10% said that no force was used at the polling stations and 5% said that 
entire nation accepted the electoral verdict and result.

In Bithoor 44% felt activities were well-organised and laws were 
implemented and observed, 41% said that security was well-ensured, 
12% said that boxes were all locked and emptied at first, 3% said that the 
entire nation had accepted the verdict and result.

In Ghatampur 83% felt that activities were well-organised and in 
accordance with law while 11% said that security was well-ensured and 
6% said that the entire nation accepted the electoral verdict and result and 
this led to elections being lawful and legal.

In Kalyanpur 34% said that every candidate was an Indian national, 
31% said that the entire nation accepted the electoral verdict and result, 
22% said that security was well-ensured, and 13% said that security was 
well-ensured and these were the reasons that elections were legal.

In Maharajpur 43% said that activities were well-organised and in 
accordance with law, 21% said that security was well-ensured, 15% 
said that entire nation accepted the electoral verdict and result, 11% 
said that boxes were all locked and empty at first, 7% said that every 
candidate was an Indian national, while 2% said women had adequate 
participation in the election and 1% said that no force was used at the 
polling stations. There were enough reasons to prove that elections 
were held lawfully and legally.

Reasons for election not being lawful

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Laws were not observed 0 12 13 10 21

(ii) Site officials were bought 0 5 0 22 1

(iii) People from outside the area 
came and voted

0 57 87 23 46

(iv) There was fraud 0 10 0 11 1

(v) All votes were sold 0 0 0 13 5

(vi) There wasn’t security 85 11 0 21 15

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(vii) Transportation limitations 0 0 0 0 0

(viii) Elections are against the 
Hindu law

0 0 0 0 5

(ix) Didn’t like any candidate who 
were all criminals

15 5 0 0 5

(x) Voting stations were less in 
number

0 0 0 0 1

Several reasons were cited for elections not being legal and lawful- in 
Akbarpur Raniya 85% said that there was not enough security while 15% 
said that they did not like any candidate who were all criminals.

In Bithoor 57% said that people from outside came and voted, 
12% said that laws were not observed, 11% said that there was not 
enough security, 10% said there was fraud, 5% said site officials were 
bought and another 5% said that they did not like any candidate who 
were all criminals.

In Ghatampur 87% of the people said that people came from 
outside the area and voted while 13% persons said that laws were 
not observed.

In Kalyanpur 23% of the people felt that people came from outside 
the area and voted, another 22% said that site officials were bought, yet 
another 21% said that there was not enough security, 11% said there was 
fraud, 10% said that laws were not observed and these were the main 
reasons why elections were not lawful.

In Maharajpur, several reasons were cited by people for elections not 
being held lawful- 46% said that people came from outside the area and 
voted, 21% said that laws were not observed, 15% said that there was not 
enough security, 5% said that all votes were sold, another 5% said that 
elections are against the Hindu law and another 5% said that they did not 
like any candidates who were all criminals, 1% said that site officials were 
bought, another 1% said that there was fraud and yet another 1% said that 
voting stations were less in number.

4.2.5 Role of the Election Commission
Respondents were asked as to what was the role of the Election 

Commission during the elections.
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Role of the Election Commission
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Among all 500 respondents 77% said that its role was satisfactory, 18% 
said that it was very satisfactory and 5% said that its role was unsatisfactory.

Reasons for very satisfactory role
Respondents cited several reasons for a very satisfactory role of the 

Election Commission.

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Security was good 72 54 64 35 34

(ii) There was no fraud, fake 
votes were eliminated

9 11 11 9 21

(iii) There was no complaint 3 15 8 10 5

(iv) All the polling booths 
were adequate and 
well-represented

3 0 0 0 4

(v) Everybody got an 
opportunity to vote

1 8 13 44 32

(vi) All complaints were 
understood and problems 
were solved

12 12 4 2 2

(vii) Any other reason 0 0 0 0 2

Out of all 500 respondents in Akbarpur-Raniya 72% said that 
security was good while 12% said that all complaints were understood 
and problems were solved, 9% said that there was no fraud and fake 
votes were eliminated.

In Bithoor 54% said that security was good, 15% said there was no 
complaint, 12% said all complaints were understood and problems were solved 
and 11% said there was no fraud and fake votes were eliminated and these were 
the reasons for the the role of Election Commission being very satisfactory.

In Ghatampur 64% said security was good, 13% said everybody 
got an opportunity to vote, 11% said there was no fraud and fake votes 
were eliminated and 8% said there was no complaint while 4% said all 
complaints were understood and problems were solved.

In Kalyanpur 44% said everybody got an opportunity to vote, 35% 
said security was good, 10% said there was no complaint, 9% said there 
was no fraud and fake votes were eliminated while 2% said all complaints 
were understood and problems were solved.

In Maharajpur 34% said security was good, 32% said everybody 
got an opportunity to vote, 21% said there was no fraud and fake votes 
were eliminated, 5% said there was no complaint, 4% said all the polling 
booths were adequate and well-represented, 2% said all complaints were 
understood and problems were solved and another 2% gave other reasons 
for a very satisfactory role of the Election Commission.

Reasons for satisfactory role
Several reasons were cited for a satisfactory role of the Election 

Commission.

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Security was good 11 46 33 19 12

(ii) There was no fraud, laws were 
followed 141

29 0 5 26 11

(iii) There was no complaint by the 
voters

15 0 7 26

(iv) All polling stations were 
adequately equipped

17 0 9 19 0

(v) All voters got a chance to vote 13 13 44 23 14

(vi) All complaints were heard and 
problems were resolved

11 21 2 13 21
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ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(vii) People’s vote was wasted 0 0 0 0 12

(viii) Casteism persisted 0 11 0 0 4

(ix) Our electricity problems did 
not end

0 9 0 0 0

(x) Any other reason 4 0 0 0 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya out of 500 respondents, 29% said there was no 
fraud and laws were followed, 17% said all polling stations were adequately 
equipped, 15% said there was no complaint by the voters, 13% said all 
voters got a chance to vote, 11% said security was good and another 11% 
said all complaints were heard and problems were solved while 4% gave 
other reasons for the same.

In Bithoor 46% said security was good, 21% said all complaints 
were heard and problems were solved, 13% said all voters got a chance 
to vote, 11% said casteism persisted, 9% said our electricity problems 
did not end.

In Ghatampur 44% said all voters got a chance to vote, 33% said 
security was good, 9% said all polling stations were adequately equipped, 
7% said there was no complaint by the voters, 5% said laws were followed 
and there was no fraud and 2% said all complaints were heard and 
problems were resolved.

In Kalyanpur 26% said there was no fraud and laws were followed, 
23% said all voters got a chance to vote, 19% said security was good and 
another 19% said all polling stations were adequately equipped, 13% said 
all complaints were heard and problems were resolved.

In Maharajpur 26% said there was no complaint by the voters, 21% 
said all complaints were heard and problems were resolved, 14% said all 
voters got a chance to vote, 12% said security

was good while another 12% said people’s vote was wasted, 11% said 
there was no fraud and laws were followed, and 4% said casteism persisted.

Reasons for unsatisfactory role of the Election Commission

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Security wasn’t good 0 9 44 49 1

(ii) There was fraud, laws were 
not followed

6 20 7 31 3

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(iii) There were complaints by the 
voters

11 23 10 0 4

(iv) All polling stations were 
inadequately equipped

16 0 0 0 0

(v) All voters did not get a 
chance to vote

9 0 0 0 1

(vi) All complaints were not 
heard and problems were not 
resolved

0 12 0 0 0

(vii) People’s vote was wasted 34 0 17 0 32

(viii) Casteism persisted 13 24 21 11 25

(ix) Our electricity problems did 
not end

11 25 1 9 34

(x) Any other reason 0 0 0 0 0

Several reasons were cited for reasons being unsatisfactory as far as 
the role of the Election Commission was concerned. In Akbarpur-Raniya 
34% said people’s vote was wasted, 16% said all polling stations were 
inadequately equipped, 13% said casteism persisted, 11% said there were 
complaints by the voters, another 11% said their electricity problems did 
not end, 9% said all voters did not get a chance to vote, and 6% said there 
was fraud and laws were not followed.

In Bithoor, 25% said their electricity problems did not end, 24% 
said casteism persisted, 23% said there were complaints by the voters, 
20% said there was fraud and laws were not followed, 12% said all 
complaints were not heard and problems were not resolved, 9% said 
security was not good.

In Ghatampur 44% said security was not good, 21% said casteism 
persisted, 17% said people’s vote was wasted, 10% said there were 
complaints by the voters while 7% said there was fraud and laws were 
not followed.

In Kalyanpur 49% said security was not good, 31% said there was 
fraud and laws were not followed, 11% said casteism persisted and 9% 
said their electricity problems did not end.

In Maharajpur, 34% said their electricity problems did not end, 32% 
said people’s vote was wasted, 25% said casteism persisted, 4% said there 
were complaints by the voters, 3% said there was fraud and laws were not 
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followed, 1% said security was not good and another 1% said all voters 
did not get a chance to vote.

4.2.6 Media effects of recent Lok Sabha election
Who did she vote

there was fraud and laws were not followed, 1% said security was not good and another 1% 
said all voters did not get a chance to vote. 
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Out of 500 respondents, 313 persons (78%) said they voted for the current Member of 
Parliament Mr. Devender Singh Bhole of the Bharatiya Janata Party while 87 people (22%) 
voted for other candidates who contested the election. 
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Out of 500 respondents, 313 persons (78%) said they voted for the 
current Member of Parliament Mr. Devender Singh Bhole of the Bharatiya 
Janata Party while 87 people (22%) voted for other candidates who contested 
the election.

Factors	that	influenced	the	vote

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Horse-race coverage on 
television

0 32 36 5 4

(ii) Coverage in the newspapers 8 26 23 13 14

(iii) Talks on the radio 1 24 12 13 29

(iv) Coverage in the social media 12 7 11 1 11

(v) Issue coverage 9 0 12 1 1

(vi) Campaign coverage 7 0 5 1 12

(vii) Candidate coverage 7 0 0 14 1

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(viii) Campaign strategy through 
pamphlets, billboards and door-
to-door campaigns

19 9 0 23 21

(ix) Opinion leaders 8 2 0 3 0

(x) Family members- husband or 
relative

17 3 1 15 7

(xi) Community in which you lived 12 3 0 11 0

(xii) Any other reason 0 0 0 0 0

Out of 500 persons in Akbarpur-Raniya there are several factors that 
influenced the vote. 19% of respondents said that the campaign strategy of 
the political parties influenced their vote where they were influenced by the 
pamphlets, door-to-door campaigns and billboards and such strategies of 
the parties; 17% said that they were influenced by their family members-
husbands or other relatives as to whom they should vote; 12% said that 
coverage in the social media influenced their vote while another 12% said 
they were influenced by the community in which they lived- their mohalla 
or residential colony; 8% of the people were influence by the coverage in 
the newspapers and another 8% were influenced by opinion leaders and 
such leaders around them who told them about a particular candidate or 
a party, 7% were influenced by the campaign coverage, another 7% were 
influenced by the candidate coverage and the coverage of the candidate 
in the newspapers and media and 1% of respondents were influenced by 
talks on the radio.

In Bithoor 32% were influenced by horserace coverage in the media 
where media discussed various poll issues and leadership in parties, 26% 
were influenced by coverage in the newspapers, 24% were influenced by 
talks on the radio, 9% were influenced by campaign strategies through 
pamphlets, billboards and door-to-door campaigns, 7% were influenced 
by coverage in the social media, 3% were influenced by the community 
in which they lived, another 3% were influenced by family members- 
husbands or relatives, and 2% were influenced by opinion leaders or such 
people who generated opinion about a particular candidate among people.

In Ghatampur 36% people were influenced by horse-race coverage 
on television or various discussions about candidates on television, 23% 
were influenced by coverage in the newspaper, 12% were influenced by 
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talks on the radio and another 12% were influenced by coverage of certain 
issues on television, 11% were influenced by coverage in the social media, 
5% were influenced by campaign coverage and 1% were influenced by 
family members- husband or relative.

In Kalyanpur 23% were influenced by campaign strategies through 
pamphlets, door-to-door campaigns and billboards, 15% were influenced 
by family and relatives, 14% were influenced by coverage of candidates, 
13% were influenced by coverage in the newspapers, another 13% were 
influenced by talks on the radio, 11% were influenced by the colony and 
the community in which they lived or resided, 5% were influenced by 
television discussions of polls and leadership, 3% were influenced by 
opinion leaders, 1% were influenced by coverage in the social media, 
another 1% were influenced by coverage of issues and yet another 1% 
were influenced by coverage of campaigns on television.

In Maharajpur 29% were influenced by the talks on the radio, 21% 
were influenced by campaign strategies through pamphlets and billboards, 
14% were influenced by coverage in the newspapers, 12% were influenced 
by coverage of campaigns on television, 11% were influenced by coverage 
in the social media like Facebook, etc., 7% were influenced by family 
and relatives, 4% were influenced by horse-race coverage on television, 
1% were influenced by issue coverage in the media and another 1% were 
influenced by coverage of candidates in the media.

Learning effect of recent election coverage of 2014
There were several learning effects of election coverage of election 

of 2014.

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Learnt about the total number of 
candidates in fray

5 21 12 19 21

(ii) Learnt about the total number of 
political parties in fray

23 25 3 12 12

(iii) Which were the main political 
philosophies

18 34 15 22 37

(iv) What topics did the main debates 
revolve around

29 11 1 17 1

(v) Understood the role of new 
media in this election

2 7 1 5 13

(vi) Was encouraged to start my own 
social media account

0 0 0 0 0

(vii) Understood the main issues in 
my area on which elections were 
contested

11 0 23 18 11

(viii) There was little media bias and it 
was impartial and free

12 2 45 4 6

(ix) Any other effect 0 0 0 3 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya several respondents felt (29%) that they learnt 
about the main topics that the main debates revolved around; 23% learnt 
about the total number of political parties in election, 18% learnt about 
which were the main political philosophies, 12% learnt that there was 
little media bias and that it was impartial and free, 11% understood the 
main issues in their respective area on which elections were contested, 
5% learnt about the total number of candidates in fray, and 2% understood 
the role of new media and technology in the election.

In Bithoor 34% learnt about the main political philosophies during the 
election, 25% learnt about the total number of political parties in the election, 
21% learnt about the total number of candidates in election, 11% said that they 
learnt about what topics did the main debates revolve around, 7% understood 
the role of new media and technology during the election while 2% voters 
learnt that there was little media bias and media was free and impartial.

In Ghatampur, 45% of the respondents learnt that there was little 
media bias and that media was free and impartial, 23% of respondents 
understood the main issues in their area on which elections were contested, 
15% learnt about the main political philosophies, 12% learnt about the total 
number of candidates during election, 3% learnt about the total number of 
political parties during election, 1% learnt about the main debates around 
which political discussions revolved while another 1% learnt about the 
role of new media in the election.

In Kalyanpur 22% of the respondents learnt about the main political 
philosophies, 19% learnt about the main political parties in fray, 18% 
understood the main issues in their area on which elections were contested, 
17% learnt about the main topics on which debates revolved around, 12% 
learnt about the total number of political parties in fray, 5% understood 
the role of new media in the elections, 4% learnt there was little media 
bias and media was free and impartial while 3% learnt that there were 
other media effects of elections.
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In Maharajpur, 37% learnt that what were the main political 
philosophies, 21% learnt about the total number of candidates in fray, 
13% understood the role of new media in election, 11% understood 
the main issues in their area on which elections were contested, 12% 
learnt about the total number of political parties during the elections, 
6% said there was little media bias and media was impartial and free 
while 1% learnt about what are the main topics around which political 
debates revolved.

Representation of parties in election
It is said that media coverage of election should be ‘fair and unbiased’ 

when every political party gets equal coverage and there is no significant 
amount of coverage given to one political party or candidate.

It is said that media coverage of election should be ‗fair and unbiased‘ when every political 
 
party gets equal coverage and there is no significant amount of coverage given to one political 
party or candidate. 
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It was asked how was the representation of parties in these election. Out of 500 respondents 
352 people (70%) said the representation of parties was satisfactory, 93 people (19%) said 
that the representation was very satisfactory while 55 people (11%) people said that the 
representation was unsatisfactory. 
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It was asked how was the representation of parties in these election. 
Out of 500 respondents 352 people (70%) said the representation of parties 
was satisfactory, 93 people (19%) said that the representation was very 
satisfactory while 55 people (11%) people said that the representation 
was unsatisfactory.

Reasons	for	very	satisfactory	media	coverage	(in	%)
Several reasons were cited for very satisfactory coverage of parties 

in the media.

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) All parties got fair 
representation

2 12 0 27 19

(ii) All candidates got fair 
representation

2 0 0 3 19

(iii) Media was impartial, free and 
fair in coverage

72 43 89 66 62

(iv) Media treated elections 
seriously

0 0 2 0 0

(v) Media covered elections like a 
sport

8 4 2 0 0

(vi) Media covered speculations 
more than reality

7 10 7 2 0

(vii) Media discussed certain issues 
over others

9 7 0 0 0

(viii) Media was unbiased towards 
one or the other candidate and 
party

0 24 0 0 0

(ix) Any other reason 0 0 0 2 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya, out of 93 people who said representation was very 
satisfactory, 72% said that media was impartial, free and fair in coverage 
and that was the reason why media coverage was very satisfactory, 9% 
people said that media discussed certain issues over others, 8% respondents 
said that media covered elections like a sport, 7% people felt that media 
covered speculations more than reality and this was a positive reason for very 
satisfactory coverage, 2% people felt that all parties got fair representation 
while another 2% felt that all candidates got fair representation.

In Bithoor, 43% respondents felt that media was impartial, free and 
fair in coverage, 24% respondents felt that mediab was unbiased towards 
one or the other candidate or party and that is why coverage was very 
satisfactory, 12% respondents felt all parties got fair representation, 10% 
felt media covered speculations more than reality, while 7% felt that media 
discussed certain issues over others.

In Ghatampur, 89% felt that media was impartial, free and fair in coverage 
which was a reason for very satisfactory media coverage, 7% said media 
covered speculations more than reality, 2% said media treated elections 
seriously while another 2% said that media covered elections like a sport.
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In Kalyanpur, 66% said that media was impartial, free and fair in 
coverage, 27% said all parties got free and fair representation, 3% said 
all candidates got fair representation, 2% said media covered speculations 
more than reality, while another 2% said there could be other reasons for 
very satisfactory coverage of parties.

In Maharajpur, 62% said media was impartial, free and fair in coverage, 
19% said all parties got fair representation while 19% said all candidates 
got fair representation.

Reasons	for	satisfactory	media	coverage	(in	%)

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Few parties got preference over 
others

43 0 0 74 25

(ii) Few candidates got preference 
over others

23 0 0 3 37

(iii) Media was impartial, free and 
fair in coverage

26 48 0 1 12

(iv) Media treated elections 
non-seriously

1 21 34 5 11

(v) Media covered elections like a 
sport

1 11 46 3 5

(vi) Media covered speculations 
more than reality

1 20 11 6 3

(vii) Media deliberately discussed 
certain issues over others (TRPs)

4 0 4 5 4

(viii) Media was biased towards one or 
the other candidate and party

1 0 5 3 3

(ix) Any other reason 0 0 0 0 0

There are several reasons for satisfactory media coverage of parties during 
the election- in Akbarpur-Raniya 43% felt that few parties got preference 
over others, 26% felt that media was impartial, free and fair in coverage, 
23% felt that few candidates got preference over others, 4% said media 
deliberately discussed certain issues over others for TRPs, 1% said media 
treated elections non-seriously, 1% said media covered elections like a sport, 
1% said that media covered speculations more than reality while another 
1% said that media was biased towards one or the other candidate or party.

In Bithoor 48% said that media was impartial, free and fair in coverage, 
21% said that media treated elections non-seriously, 20% said that media 
covered speculations more than reality while 11% said media covered 
elections like a sport.

In Ghatampur 46% said that media covered elections like a sport, 
34% said that media treated elections non-seriously, 11% said that media 
covered speculations more than reality, 5% said that media was biased 
towards one or the other candidate or party while 4% said that media 
deliberately discussed certain issues over others for TRPs.

In Kalyanpur, 74% said that few parties got preference over others, 
6% said media covered speculations more than reality, 5% said media 
treated elections non-seriously, another 5% said that media deliberately 
discussed certain issues over others for TRPs, 3% said that few candidates 
got preference over others, another 3% said that media covered elections 
like a sport, while another 3% said that media was biased towards one or 
the other political party or candidate.

In Maharajpur, 37% respondents said that few candidates got preference 
over others, 25% said that few parties got preference over others, 12% said that 
media was impartial, free and fair in coverage, 11% said that media treated 
elections non-seriously, 5% said that media covered elections like a sport, 4% 
said that media deliberately discussed certain issues over others for TRPs, 3% 
said that media covered speculations more than reality while another 3% said 
that media was biased towards one or the other political party or candidate.

Reasons	for	unsatisfactory	media	coverage	(in	%)
There are several reasons cited for unsatisfactory media coverage of 

parties in these election.
ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Few parties got preference over 
others

2 0 0 0 0

(ii) Few candidates got preference 
over others

4 0 4 0 0

(iii) Media was not impartial, free 
and fair in coverage

1 0 0 0 0

(iv) Media treated elections 
non-seriously

66 0 1 43 0

(v) Media covered elections like 
a sport

23 29 1 36 31
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(vi) Media covered speculations 
more than reality

3 7 34 21 65

(vii) Media deliberately discussed 
certain issues over others 
(TRPs)

1 38 38 8

(viii) Media was biased towards one 
or the other candidate and party

0 26 19 2 4

(ix) Any other reason 0 0 3 0 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya 66% said that media treated elections non-
seriously, 23% said that media covered elections like a sport, 4% said 
that few candidates got preference over others, 2% said that few parties 
got preference over others, 3% said that media covered speculations more 
than reality while 1% said that media deliberately discussed certain issues 
over others for TRPs.

In Bithoor, 38% said that media deliberately discussed certain 
issues over others for TRPs, 26% said that media was biased towards 
one or the other candidate and party, 29% said that media covered 
elections like a sport while 7% said that media covered speculations 
more than reality.

In Ghatampur, 38% said that media deliberately discussed certain 
issues over others for TRPs, 34% said that media covered speculations 
rather than reality, 19% said that media was biased towards one or the 
other candidate and party, 4% said that few candidates got preference 
over others, 3% gave other reasons for unsatisfactory media coverage of 
parties, 1% said that media treated elections non-seriously while another 
1% said that media covered elections like a sport.

In Kalyanpur, 43% said that media treated elections non-seriously, 
36% said that media treated elections like a sport, 21% said that media 
covered speculations more than reality, 8% said that media deliberately 
discussed certain issues over others for TRPs, while 2% said that media 
was biased towards one or the other candidate or party.

In Maharajpur, 65% respondents said that media covered speculations 
rather than reality, 31% said media treated elections like a sport, 4% said 
that media was biased towards one or the other candidate or party.

Ideal	role	of	media	during	elections	(in	%)
There were several factors cited as to how can media play an ideal 

role during elections.

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) There should be more 
impartial, free and fair 
coverage

32 21 24 53 0

(ii) Media should give due 
coverage to all political parties

15 11 12 2 43

(iii) Election reporters should be 
given greater access in polling 
booths

0 9 7 1 21

(iv) Election reporters must be 
present to avoid fraud and 
rigging

2 9 0 0 23

(v) Opinion polls must be banned 
as that influences the voters

16 11 11 22 2

(vi) Political candidates must be 
banned from interviewing in 
media

32 11 15 13 5

(vii) Political advertisements must 
be banned in the media

4 3 11 0 0

(viii) Issues and manifestos must be 
covered more by the media

1 2 0 0 5

(ix) Campaign strategies of parties 
must be more transparent

0 0 0 0 0

(x) Electoral fraud should be 
exposed before voters

0 16 20 2 0

(xi) Presiding officers must not be 
given access to the media

0 0 0 0 0

(xii) All campaigning must be 
stopped one week before 
voting

0 7 0 5 1

(xiii) All campaigning must be 
stopped during the voting dates 
in the whole country

0 0 0 2 0

(xiv) Any other step 0 0 0 0 0

In Akbarpur-Raniya, 32% said that there should be more impartial, 
free and fair coverage, another 32% said that political candidates must be 
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banned from interviewing in the media, 16% said that opinion polls must 
be banned as that influences the voters, 15% said that media should give 
due coverage to all political parties, 4% said that political advertisements 
must be banned in the media while 1% said that issues and manifestos 
must be covered more in the media.

In Bithoor, 21% said that there should be more impartial, free and 
fair coverage, 16% said that electoral fraud should be exposed before 
voters, 11% said media should give due coverage to all political parties, 
another 11% said that opinion polls must be banned, yet another 11% 
said that political candidates must be banned from interviewing in the 
media, 9% said that election reporters should be given greater access 
to booths, another 9% said that elections reporters should be allowed to 
avoid fraud or rigging, 7% said that all campaigning must be stopped 
a week before voting, 3% said that political advertisements must be 
banned in the media while 2% said that issues and manifestos must be 
covered more in the media.

In Ghatampur, 24% said there should be more impartial, free and fair 
coverage by the media, 20% said that electoral fraud should be exposed 
before voters, 15% said that political candidates must be banned from 
interviewing, 11% said opinion polls must be banned while another 11% 
said political advertisements must be banned in the media, 12% said media 
should give due coverage to all political parties, and 7% said election 
reporters should be given greater access in election booths.

In Kalyanpur 53% said there should be more impartial, free and fair 
coverage, 22% said opinion polls must be banned, 13% said political 
candidates must be banned in interviewing in the media, 5% said all 
campaigning must be stopped a week before the voting, 2% said all 
campaigning must be stopped on all voting dates throughout the country, 
while another 2% said electoral fraud should be exposed before the 
voters, 2% said that media should give due coverage to all political 
parties and 1% said that election reporters should be given greater 
access to polling booths.

In Maharajpur 43% said media should give due coverage to all political 
parties, 23% said election reporters must be present to avoid electoral 
fraud and rigging, 21% said that election reporters should be given greater 
access to polling booths, 5% said political candidates must be banned from 
interviewing, another 5% said issues and manifestos should be covered 
more by the media, 2% said opinion polls must be banned while 1% said 
all campaigning must be stopped one week before voting.

Scope	for	improvement	in	the	role	of	media	in	elections	(in	%)
There is a lot of scope for improvement in the role of media in election. 

Several reasons have been cited below:

ABP BTR GTP KLP MJP

(i) Free and fair elections must be 
conducted

51 16 34 64 43

(ii) Voter card must be made online 
to avoid duplication

2 7 11 8 11

(iii) E-voting must be started so 
everybody can vote

13 5 15 11 14

(iv) Candidates in the election 
should not cast their votes

0 0 0 0 1

(v) Voting must be done through 
mobile phones too

7 3 5 4 16

(vi) Social media must be checked 
during voting

0 5 4 4 5

(vii) The EC must upgrade its 
system to monitor better

11 0 0 0 0

(viii) Media must expose corrupt and 
criminal politicians in election

9 11 8 0 2

(ix) Criminals must be banned from 
contesting election

9 21 4 0 2

(x) Political debates must be 
open to all public during 
campaigning

0 11 11 0 2

(xi) Separate queues for men and 
women during voting

0 0 0 0 2

xii) Media access be allowed in 
polling booths during voting

0 21 8 0 2

In Akbarpur-Raniya 51% said free and fair elections must be 
conducted, 13% said e-voting must be started, 11% said the Election 
Commission must upgrade its system to monitor better, 9% said that 
media must expose corrupt and criminal politicians, another 9% said 
criminals must be banned from contesting election, 7% said voting must 
be done through mobile phones, too while 2% said voter card must be 
made online to avoid duplication.
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In Bithoor, 21% said criminals must be banned, another 21% 
said media access be allowed in polling booths during voting, 16% 
said free and fair elections must be held, 11% said political debates 
must be open to all public during campaigning, another 11% said 
media must expose corrupt and criminal politicians, 5% said social 
medi must be checked during voting, 3% said voting must be done 
through mobiles, while another 5% said e-voting must be started so 
everybody can vote.

In Ghatampur, 34% said free and fair elections must be conducted, 15% 
said e-voting must be started, 11% said voter cards must be made online, 
11% said political debates must be open to public during campaigning, 
8% said media access be allowed in polling booths during voting, another 
8% said media must expose corrupt officials, 4% said criminals must be 
banned, another 4% said social media must be checked while 5% said 
voting must be done through mobile phones, too.

In Kalyanpur 64% said free and fair elections must be conducted, 11% 
said e-voting must be started, 8% said voter card must be made online, 
4% said voting must be done through mobiles, another 4% said social 
media must be checked.

In Maharajpur, 43% said free and fair elections must be conducted, 
16% said voting must be done through mobiles, 14% said e-voting 
must be started, 11% said voter cards must be made online, 5% said 
social media must be checked, 2% said media must expose corrupt and 
criminal politicians, another 2% said criminals must be banned from 
contesting polls, another 2% said political debates must be open to all 
public, yet another 2% said there should be separate queues for men 
and women during voting while 2% said media access be allowed in 
poll booths during voting.

Additional	findings
Since the main aim of this study was to find out whether media 

coverage of election influences voting behaviour, it is important to 
find out the correlation between media used and the votes cast. The 
question is:
	 •	 Did the use of media (newspapers, radio, television, internet and 

social media) lead to greater or lesser voter turnout?
Here coding was done and Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient 

was calculated for media coverage and voter turnout. In this the 
value maybe anywhere between 0 and 1 where 1 means a perfect 

correlation between two variables and 0 indicates the total absence 
of any relationship and -1 depicts a negative relationship. Correlation 
can be either positive or negative. In a negative correlation, too, 1 
indicates a perfect relationship but if its -1, there is a perfectly inverse 
relationship between the two variables. The same test was also done 
for p-value where alpha=.05. If the level of significance or p-value 
is less than. 05 then the correlation is statistically significant. In this 
case the result is shown below:

Correlation between media use and voter turnout

voter

media use turnout

media use 1

voter turnout 0.71388727 1

Pearson’s	r	correlation	coefficient	is	0.713
Here Pearson’s r correlation coefficient is 0.713. There is a positive 

correlation between media use and voter turnout.
For those who responded to this survey, greater media use were 

correlated with greater voter turnout, r=.713 which can be considered a 
large effect.

P-value

SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.7139 r=.713

R Square 0.5096

Adjusted R

Square 0.5087 alpha=.05

Standard

Error 0.307

Observations 500 4.34>. 05
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ANOVA INSIGNIFICANT

Significance

df SS MS F F

Regression 1 48.78125 48.78125 517.6 4.345E-79

Residual 498 46.93675 0.094251

Total 499 95.718

Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and p-value have been shown above. 
Here p-value 4.34 is greater than. 05, the correlation is insignificant. There is 
an insignificant relationship between media use and voter turnout according 
to the data above.

Since we want mean and standard deviation only for such items, these 
have been tabulated below thus:

Habits respondents of N Mean Standard Deviation

Media use 500 4.158 0.084

Voter turnout 500 .742 0.0195

However there is a relationship between media use and voter turnout 
hence this can be better understood by a scatter chart shown below:
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This shows that as media use increases, voter turnout increases. This answers the second 
research question thus: 
 

RQ2: Did media exposure affect voter turnout? 
 
It is clearly evident that media exposure increases voter turnout. 
 
Correlation between newspaper use and radio use 
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This shows that there is a negative correlation between the use of newspaper in hours and 
radio use in hours. 
 
Here Pearson‘s r correlation coefficient is -0.820841819. There is a negative correlation 

between newspaper use and radio use. 

 
For those who responded to this survey, greater newspaper use were negatively correlated 
with radio use, r=-.820 which can be considered a large negative effect. The greater use of 
newspapers led to lesser use of radio. 
 
It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus: 
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This shows that as media use increases, voter turnout increases. This 
answers the second research question thus:

RQ2: Did media exposure affect voter turnout?
It is clearly evident that media exposure increases voter turnout.

Correlation between newspaper use and radio use

newspaper radio
newspaper 1
radio -.820841819 1

This shows that there is a negative correlation between the use of 
newspaper in hours and radio use in hours.

Here Pearson’s r correlation coefficient is -0.820841819. There is a 
negative correlation between newspaper use and radio use.

For those who responded to this survey, greater newspaper use were 
negatively correlated with radio use, r=-.820 which can be considered a 
large negative effect. The greater use of newspapers led to lesser use of 
radio. It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus:
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This clearly shows that as the use of newspapers increases, radio use declines. 
 
Correlation between television and internet use 
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Here again there is a negative correlation between television use and internet use. 

 
Here Pearson‘s r correlation coefficient is -0.508. There is a negative correlation between 

television use and internet use. 

 
For those who responded to this survey, greater television use was negatively correlated with 
internet use, r=-.508 which can be considered a large negative effect. The greater use of 
television led to lesser use of internet. 
 
It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus: 
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This clearly shows that as the use of newspapers increases, radio 
use declines.

Correlation between television and internet use

television nternet

television 1

internet -0.50844

Here again there is a negative correlation between television use and 
internet use.
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Here Pearson’s r correlation coefficient is -0.508. There is a negative 
correlation between television use and internet use.

For those who responded to this survey, greater television use was 
negatively correlated with internet use, r=-.508 which can be considered 
a large negative effect. The greater use of television led to lesser use of 
internet.

It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus:
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Greater the use of television, lesser the use of internet. 
 
Correlation between internet use and social media use 
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This shows a positive relationship between internet use and the use of social media. Here 
 
Pearson‘s r correlation coefficient is 0.394. There is a positive correlation between internet 
 
use and social media use. 
 
For those who responded to this survey, greater internet use was positively correlated with 
social media use, r=0.394 which can be considered a fairly large positive effect. The greater 
use of internet led to more use of social media. 
 
It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus: 
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Greater the use of television, lesser the use of internet.

Correlation between internet use and social media use

social

internet media

internet 1

social

media 0.394304 1

This shows a positive relationship between internet use and the use 
of social media. Here Pearson’s r correlation coefficient is 0.394. There is 
a positive correlation between internet use and social media use.

For those who responded to this survey, greater internet use was 
positively correlated with social media use, r=0.394 which can be considered 
a fairly large positive effect. The greater use of internet led to more use 
of social media.

It can be shown with the help of a scatter chart thus:
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This trend line clearly shows that with greater use of the internet, there is greater use of social 
 
media among 500 respondents. 
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This trend line clearly shows that with greater use of the internet, 
there is greater use of social media among 500 respondents. 
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Chapter-5

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

The purpose of this study is to find whether media coverage of election 
influences voting behaviour. Findings indicate that media coverage of 
election does not influence voting behaviour. However in areas where 
media penetration is good, media coverage influences voting behaviour. 
The study tests the null hypothesis:
	 •	 Ho= Media coverage of election does not influence voting behavior

The findings indicate that the null hypothesis is accepted. Media 
coverage of election does not influence voting behaviour. Analysis of 
this is presented below.

5.1.1 Media Exposure of Voters
Few responses suggest that despite good media exposure media 

did not influence their voting behaviour. Results show that media is 
used by the electorate to increase their knowledge and awareness but 
their	voting	behaviour	doesn’t	get	influenced. Candidate knowledge is 
important to be able to vote. Vote does not get influenced but if candidate 
on television or in the media is good, then vote will be based on media 
coverage of the candidate. In short candidate must be good. Some said 
that media coverage of election influences the voting behaviour but of 
the upper middle-class not of the illiterate voter. They remain ignorant 
due to no media exposure or little media exposure. Sometimes media 
misleads so it negatively influences the voter who sometimes is more 
like the consumer.

Learning effect is at play- media helps make ‘an informed choice’. 
Personal communication of candidate is more important. Traditional 
door-to-door campaigning fetches better results any day. A major learning 
effect is that awareness has increased. People are not affected by what 
they see in media. Media campaigning affects the voters. General 

election 2014 saw the widespread use of mediatised strategies by the 
parties and that helped changed the voters’ minds. The knowledge 
about voters and parties increases. It creates an awareness. Campaign 
strategies work more powerfully than mainstream media coverage. 
Election and voting is a weapon of an enlightened social citizen. As 
a social being, media does not assist in changing voter behaviour but 
candidate image matters in elections. Some respondents are of the 
opinion that the one who supports welfare of the people gets voted 
to power instead of any mediatised strategy. Campaigning strategy of 
the political party matters rather than the media coverage of election.
There is no influence of media coverage on voters. In a few occasions 
voters tend to become cynics by the end of it. There is biased coverage 
of candidates by the media where only a select few candidates are 
projected from each political party.

5.1.2 Media Campaign Strategies
Some respondents were influenced by neighbours, family and friends. 

Media coverage is good and bad. People power is paramount and media 
should not be used to promote and propagate personal agendas as it is 
done by some today. If media is not used properly people reject the 
candidate. Media facilitates the campaigning being done by various 
parties. It is a platform to present the knowledge to the public. There are 
unwarranted and extended discussion of leadership, issues and debates 
which need not be covered. Issues need more focus. A respondent said 
that he watched television during the election but used it more as an 
entertainment tool so skipped watching election news; instead switched 
to soaps and serials. Working women have barely any time to watch 
television so remain uninfluenced. A group of illiterate voters said media 
coverage of election does not influence them because of the debates 
which are more like game shows. They said they would like to hear more 
about how bank accounts are opened, where to find easy employment 
and increased salary for workers. There was yet another respondent who 
said political advertising influenced him. But mere advertising happened 
and does not believe in media coverage of elections. He learnt a lot 
from the media. After 2014 election he realized that he needs to work 
on important campaign strategies as those influence people more than 
anything else. Political candidate, however, needs to be aware. A lot of 
people are left out of the purview of media. Mainstream media coverage 
is watched less as social media use influenced the voter.
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Some even had a cynical view towards elections. Due to excessive use 
of social media by parties some people did not vote. Social media is good 
for the party that uses it but a lot of people make friends blindly which 
is a bad use of the media. Social media use susceptible to web crimes. 
Illiterate voters do not use social media so there is no question of being 
influenced. Social media is used by people for their entertainment so for 
elections it is difficult to reach out to the voter. Traditional campaigning 
helps more than anything else. The group of youth voters said that social 
media is an important tool for political marketing. However it is not an 
established tool among voters.
5.1.3 Women Versus Men Voters

Yes there were more women in these elections. But there is a bias among 
a few men towards women candidates. Illiterate voters feel that women are 
competent but people think twice before voting for her wondering whether 
women will be able to manage home and work together after getting the 
responsibility of an MP. This answers another research question:

RQ4: How many women as compared to men voters and candidates 
were influenced by media?

Women are steering ahead in every field. It is little wonder that they 
perform as women are the frontrunners in any political rally or march. 
Women are equally hard-working and nothing can stop them as even in 
lathicharges they are way ahead than men. They are fearless and dynamic. 
Feudal mindset exists towards women who were not allowed to vote in her 
family. However women MPs like Smriti Irani are changing the rules and 
have created a precedent that women can equally well contest elections 
and do a good job in politics. Women among the middle-class are the ones 
who shy away from voting or participating in such an important social 
exercise like voting. She prefers women candidates to men.

Media plays an important role in shaping public opinion in favour 
of women sometimes. For example Smriti Irani used her ‘bahu image’ 
to contest the elections. Media can play an important role in more 
participation from women. Illiterate voters watch people on television or 
hear names in the radio and then vote. Political advertising and marketing 
help them know about their candidate. All voters were encouraged to 
participate by various political parties who took interest in getting voter 
cards made for the illiterate voters; whoever approaches them gets their 
vote. Political parties approached voters and got their cards made if 
they voted for the candidate of that party so there was more vote for 

the candidates. Political advertising, marketing and mouth canvassing 
helped in getting their votes. More and more illiterate voters were inspired 
to vote after the famous ‘anti-corruption’ dharna in Delhi under Anna 
Hazare and Arvind Kejriwal. They all exercised their vote. This is the 
first time there was more voting. Women voters got inspired to vote by 
the Congress advertisement on MGNREGA and Rajiv Gandhi Awas 
Yojana. People wanted to be a part of the social change that’s going on. 
Voting is after all more of a social exercise than a political one.

5.1.4 Illiterate Versus Literate Voters
Illiterate voters had more mature responses than literate ones. This 

answers another research question:

RQ5: How many illiterate as compared to educated and literate men 
and women were influenced by media?

Accountability of the candidate towards them made them vote. Media 
coverage of election influenced their voter turnout. More media coverage 
of election meant more voting. Media exposure definitely had a direct 
relationship with voter turnout. Greater media coverage, greater was the 
voter turnout among them. Media campaign strategies taken up by various 
parties helped and personalization helps more than just campaigning with 
the help of mainstream media. Greater campaigning by Modi meant more 
competition for other parties. Media, however, does unnecessarily project 
few candidates and issues in the media talking about dates of elections, 
etc. This leads to horse race coverage.

Media penetration is not much in rural voters and that is a negative 
for the parties. Lesser participation by rural voters in these elections. 
Voters also become cynical and disillusioned towards elections. Media 
was being used for promotion of party agendas which made the voters 
feel it is a political gimmick so didn’t come out and vote. Manifestos 
and issues should be discussed more so it increases accountability 
of the candidates towards the voters. Rural areas are left out of the 
benefit of policies so there is little media penetration due to which 
voters are sometimes left out of that influence. Elections even today 
fail to have an impact on the rural voter. People only worry about the 
schemes which benefit them. Voter turnout can be framed by parties 
and use it to their advantage. A respondent said that voter turnout of 
workers was better in the 1960s when mills were active and policies 
of the government directly affected the mill worker. Debates and 
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discussions on television fail to impress the voters who did not vote 
in such large numbers.

Islamic Peace Foundation respondent said that people want change 
and that is why the contest becomes interesting. It is not dependent upon 
the work of the party. Since people have a choice and have the power to 
change the government, they like to use their right to vote. Education 
is important for this socio-political exercise. Media needs to become 
more unbiased and impartial. There is a need for electoral reforms- more 
discussion is required on policies of different parties related to employment, 
educational policies, etc. Socio-economic background of the candidates 
must be discussed in detail than other aspects of the candidate. Voter cards 
should be made online. This will avoid duplication of voter cards across 
the country. There are people who have two voter i-cards. E-voting should 
be brought about soon.

5.1.5 Suggestions for Improvement of the Conduct of Elections
Presidential debate culture of the US must be followed here unlike 

only mindless discussions on television. Debates on each and every 
topic should be done instead of personalized attacks on candidates as 
happen these days. Media must be allowed in and around the booths 
so there will be greater impartiality in the conduct of elections. The 
electoral officer can be bribed or booth capturing can be done due to 
invisibility of media at the booths.Reporting must be unbiased as it 
is the ‘fourth pillar’ of democracy. The Election Commission should 
interfere if media is impartial as they did in the case of opinion polls 
and exit polls.

It is thus important to note that the findings have tilted towards media 
coverage not influencing voter behaviour at large due to little media 
penetration and little media exposure of the electorate. In India elections 
are held to the parliament, the state legislative assemblies and various 
municipalities. The President is elected by the system of proportional 
representation. In such a combination of electoral forms, the majoritarian 
vote counts but media role may not be magnified as there are other factors 
more important than the role of media- knowledge of the candidate, 
popularity of the candidate, work done by the ruling can didate or party 
in an area among others. The table shows how media is independent of 
government control in a few other countries around the world and the 
intertwining of media and government is indeed complex. There are many 
variations in this relationship among the countries.

Table-28: Electoral and Media Systems

Country (Direct)	Presidential	
Elections held Electoral system Press 

freedom*

United States Yes Majority vote Free

Australia No Majority vote Free

Brazil Yes Proportional
representation Partly free

Britain No Majority vote Free

Bulgaria Yes Proportional
representation Partly free

Canada No Majority vote Free

France Yes Majority vote Free

Germany No Combination Free

Greece No Proportional
representation Free

Hungary No Combination Free

India No Combination Partly free

Israel No Proportional
representation Free

Italy No Proportional
representation Free

Japan No Combination
Free

Mexico Yes Combination

The Netherlands No Proportional
representation Free

Poland Yes Proportional
representation Free

Russia Yes Combination Not free

Serbia No Proportional Partly free

South Africa No Proportional
representation Free

Spain No Proportional
representation Free

Sweden No Proportional Free

European Union No Proportional Free

* based on press ratings of Freedom House (2007)  
Source: Stromback & Kaid, 2008: 422
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5.1.6 Type of Coverage in the Media
Respondents point to the fact that the election coverage was more of a 

horse-race coverage where the coverage was more on polls, leadership and 
candidate image instead of other more serious concerns. Some candidates 
get more coverage, some states get more coverage and there is an overall 
unequal coverage of issues and candidates and even parties (Kahn, 1991;

Ramsden, 1996; Fletcher, 1987; Smith III & Veral, 1985). They say 
that often journalists’ point of view is subjective and the electorate is 
forced to think about the type of coverage that suits the journalists and 
the journalists want the electorate to believe their subjective viewpoint on 
elections. There is not enough support provided to the voters to make their 
own objective viewpoint because those issues are not brought up and the 
journalists’ version of ‘reality of elections’ is forced upon the viewer and 
the electorate (Okigbo, 1992). Some voters tend to become cynics and due 
to hearing about the elections which is not a true picture are dissuaded from 
voting (Jackson, 1983; Temin & Smith, 2002; Ladd, 2010). People start 
developing a more distrust for political institutions and bodies because of 
the media (Forgette & Morris, 2006). People, however, were prompted to 
vote only after hearing about the candidate on television or in the radio 
(Della Vigna & Kaplan, 2007; Lupia, 1994; Abramowitz, 1984; Abbe et 
al, 2003). So there were occasions where people were prompted to vote 
due to unfair coverage of elections or even if the coverage of elections 
was a horserace coverage focussing only on candidates and a few parties.

5.1.7 Framing of Election News in Media
The framing of election news in Indian media has focussed more on 

agenda-setting and game-frames. Some respondents said that elections were 
contested on television and in the radio as though it were a competition, 
contest and game (Cappella and Jamieson, 1997: 37-57; Fletcher, 1981; 
Fletcher and Everett, 1991; Gilsdorf and Bernier, 1991; Mendelsohn, 1996; 
Patterson, 1994: 53-93; Taras, 1990: 152-54; Wilson, 1980-1981). This 
left several voters disillusioned and did not want to cast a vote as they 
felt that elections were not a serious issue but a ‘fun’ exercise. It diverted 
the voters towards concentrating on their daily chores rather than being a 
part of this political and social exercise. In the election coverage of 2014, 
media played up certain issues and items more than others and seemed 
to decide on an agenda for the public and for the politicians (Abbe et al, 
2003; Weaver, 1996; Palshikar, 2014; Stromback & Kaid, 2008; McCombs, 
2013; Iyengar, 1991; Reese et al, 1991; Weaver et al, 2004). A lot of times 

the negative news was covered of the Opposition parties and that sort of 
priming effect showed on television coverage of elections (Sheafer & 
Weimann, 2005b).

It is noticed that qualitatively the findings suggest that media coverage 
of elections was biased and media logic existed more than anything else in 
these elections (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). Media logic refers to the coverage 
of game-frames and agenda-setting rather than substantive policy issues. 
It was thus important to conduct the quantitative analysis for answering 
further research questions.

5.1.8 Impact of Elections on Voters
This election was similar to what Temin and Smith found in their study 

of the 2000 Ghanaian elections- that the media played a pivotal role in 
the election coverage, but the impact of the media at the grassroots level 
is minimal. Media outlets are consumed very differently across different 
parts of the constituency. The media have a significant effect on a particular 
class of Indian- the urban elites the class that matters. In this case, however, 
the impact of such coverage has reached the urban voters and rural voters 
are still left out of this sort of media blitzkrieg.Temin and Smith say:

Given the poor state of the transportation network, it is difficult and 
time-consuming for many parliamentarians representing more remote areas 
to return to their constituencies; thus many end up spending large portions 
of their time in Accra. Certainly, these decision-makers devote significant 
attention to the media. It is this aspect of the media - influencing people 
in import ant positions - that might be the most powerful (2002: 604).

They also find out that Ghana’s media are maturing, not yet completely 
developed which holds true of Indian media as well. There is no single 
lingua franca, there islow literacy rate, communications network are not too 
widespread and there are legal protections on free speech and expression.

5.2 QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Quantitative data findings answer some and most of our research 
questions and indicate that media coverage of elections does not influence 
voter behaviour.

5.2.1 Demographic Profile
The demographic profile of candidates is such that majority of the 

respondents are from the age group of 18 to 29 years followed by those in the 
age bracket 30 to 49 years and least respondents who were fifty years or above.
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Moreover most of the candidates were males, with hundred 
respondents each from Akbarpur-Raniya, Bithoor, Ghatampur, Kalyanpur 
and Maharajpur Vidhan Sabha constituencies. In different constituencies 
different occupations remained predominant among respondents-farmers 
were a majority in Akbarpur-Raniya, unemployed and housewives remained 
a majority in Bithoor, in Ghatampur students were a majority while in 
Kalyanpur those in private businesses remained in a majority and in 
Maharajpur again unemployed and housewives remained a majority.

Most of the residents were from rural or village areas and lesser from 
the cities. As far as the marital status of respondents is concerned there 
were more single men and women from Akbarpur-Raniya and Kalyanpur 
while from Bithoor, Ghatampur and Maharajpur there were more married 
respondents. In all the constituencies most respondents were educated upto 
college and above. Hence most of them were graduates.

Majority of the respondents spoke in Hindi while the rest spoke other 
local dialects. Majority of the respondents belonged to the upper caste 
especially Brahmins followed by Other Backward Classes. The rest of 
the respondents were Muslims, Koeris, Kurmis, Yadavs, Jats, Scheduled 
Castes and Jatavs.

Majority of them had an average monthly income of Rs. 2000 to Rs. 
5000 while the others earned between Rs. 500 to Rs. 2000 and another 
lot that earned less than Rs. 500. It was mainly the student community 
that earned less than Rs. 500.

5.2.2 Media Habits
In Akbarpur-Raniya, Bithoor, Kalyanpur and Maharajpur the majority 

of the respondents watched television while in Ghatampur majority of the 
respondents read the newspaper.

Majority of the respondents used the mobiles phone the most as an 
electronic device. As far as media habits of respondents were concerned, 
majority of them read the newspaper for one to three hours in a day, they 
also used the television for one to three hours in a day, as with the use of 
the internet in a day. However majority did not use the radio at all. Infact 
they used 0 hour of radio in a day.

As far as the ownership of newspaper was concerned, in Akbarpur-
Raniya, Bithoor and Maharajpur majority of the respondents owned the 
newspaper while in Ghatampur and Kalyanpur they did not have ownership 
of the newspaper. In Akbarpur-Raniya, Kalyanpur and Maharajpur they 
owned the radio while in Bithoor and in Ghatampur they did not own 

the radio at all.In Akbarpur-Raniya and Maharajpur the majority owned 
the television while in Bithoor, Ghatampur and Kalyanpur the majority 
of the respondents did not own the television. In Bithoor and Kalyanpur 
the majority owned the computer or a laptop while in Akbarpur-Raniya, 
Ghatampur and Maharajpur, the majority did not own the computer or 
the laptop. As far as the use of social media is concerned, majority of the 
respondents used social media for one to three hours daily where Facebook 
was the main social networking site used.

RQ1: To what extent voters are exposed to different media (radio, 
television, internet and social media)?

This tells us about the media habits of the voters. Voters, this explains, 
are exposed to the media to a large extent. This answers the first research 
question.

5.2.3 General Awareness About Lok Sabha Election 2014
Through the survey questionnaire it is learnt that majority of the 

people had little information about election through the media. Most of 
the knowledge about elections was received from television followed by 
internet and then friends, family, relatives and village elders and then the 
radio. Majority of the respondents had voted. Most of the respondents were 
motivated to vote by the urge to serve the country and build its future. 
There were other reasons that motivated the voters and this answers the 
third research question:

RQ3: Which other factors affected voter turnout?

The various factors that motivated one to vote are that it is one’s right, 
everybody else was voting, for peace and security, so that their candidate 
wins and comes to power, for sops and gifts from political parties after they 
win, the candidate was from their community, strengthening democracy, 
for the development of the area, and in order to end the problems of water, 
electricity and road construction.

There were several questions asked in order to gauge the awareness 
of the voters about the elections. They were asked as to the reasons why 
they voted for their favourite candidate. There were several answers to 
this- the candidate was an educated, experienced and a real servant of the 
people, the relatives of the respondents spurred him onto vote for their 
favourite candidate, the person was a good Hindu, the person defended 
women’s rights, the candidate built a school or a temple for the constituency, 
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the candidate assisted the respondents financially, the candidate was a 
great community leader, the candidate loves the poor and helps them, the 
candidate paid special attention to school and education and the candidate 
loved peace and development. There were several other reasons like the 
candidate belonged to the respondent’s family, etc.

Majority of the respondents said that their candidate was the winning 
candidate from Akbarpur Lok Sabha constituency- Mr. Devender Singh 
alias ‘Bhole’ of the Bharatiya Janata Party.

Among those respondents whose candidate they voted for did not 
win, several reasons were cited as to why their candidate failed to gather 
enough votes. The main reasons being- there was disunity and differences 
in the political party, the candidate was not affiliated with any political 
party but was contesting as an independent candidate, the candidate did 
not have adequate support of the people, the candidate did not have enough 
finances, there was fraud by the Election Commission, the person did 
not have enough knowledge about elections, the person was not a traitor, 
dishonest person and was not associated with a big politician, that the 
candidate was not affiliated to any political party, the candidate was not 
loved by the people, there were differences within the political party, 
security was not upto the mark, there was interference by henchmen and 
the powerful people and other reasons.

Then the question was asked as to why a few respondents did not vote. 
They cited several reasons for not voting- some did not have a voter i-card, 
others did not have interest in elections so they did not vote. Some did 
not vote thinking they are women and women don’t vote, due to security 
reasons and fear they did not go and vote, some did not vote because they 
thought the candidate was not to their liking or was dishonest, others in 
the rural areas said they did not have means to reach till the booths which 
were far away and they were lazy, some said they did not have knowledge 
about voting and elections so they did not vote, others said there were 
personal reasons like family or business because of which they could not 
vote, some did not vote because they feared that the party for which they 
do not vote, powerful people of that party will beat them, some said that 
due to theft and robbery they did not vote.

5.2.4 Assessment of the Lok Sabha Election
The survey found out about how these Lok Sabha elections were 

gauged by the electorate through the coverage in the media. Questions 
were asked regarding the conduct of elections and whether they were legal, 

free and fair election and completely lawful. Responses were varied and 
interesting – majority of the respondents said that elections were transparent 
on being asked about transparency of elections in various booths.

There were several reasons as to why people who voted or even those 
who did not vote thought elections were transparent- they said there was 
no fraud, then there were not more than one voter i-card holders, all voters 
were genuine, the media of the country was present at those booths, nobody 
had a complaint, everybody took part freely in these elections, elections 
were conducted lawfully, security was very strong and one person even 
said that he thought elections were transparent because his candidate won 
so they were fair.

Others who thought elections were not transparent had their own 
reasons- that there was fraud, corruption, horse-trading of votes, use of 
force, money and bribery, the staff had helped a candidate during election, 
there was voting done by illegal card holders and those younger, only 
one major political party had their candidates fielded in the election fray. 
Respondents said elections were not transparent because the media was 
not adequately present nor were there any observers, security was bad, 
media was ‘bribed’ for good coverage during election,

women did not come forth and vote, there was too much casteism 
(and only people from upper caste were allowed to vote socially), the 
entire region or the area was not represented during the election and there 
were no representatives from certain remote areas of the constituencies 
(in short constituencies were inadequately represented) and several other 
reasons for not casting vote in a free and fair manner.

Questions were also posed on the conduct of fair and free elections. 
Majority of the respondents said that elections were fair and free. Several 
reasons were cited as to why respondents felt elections were free- all the 
people had voted and nobody was stopped, booths were not captured and 
there was peace, everybody voted for their favourite candidate, elections 
were conducted as per the law and rules, the election officers and presiding 
officers were present at the booths, everybody voted without being forced 
to do so and several other reasons.

There were questions posed on why certain respondents felt that 
elections were not held in a free and fair manner and the reasons were 
many- people were threatened before elections, they were threatened by 
certain dacoits and anti-social elements, the lower caste people threatened 
the voters, certain upper-caste people also threatened the voters, respondents 
were threatened by powerful men of those already in power at that time, 
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security was not good, there was a lack of observers and lack of strict and 
vigilant officers, few parties intervened at the time of election, nobody could 
vote according to their wishes, few women voted, few lower caste men and 
women voted and certain respondents said that their favourite candidate did 
not win, so the elections were not fair. There were problems related to the 
caste and this was an important reason for restrictive elections, there was 
corruption and bribery, everybody did not vote in the area so the election 
was not truly representative of the populace and several other reasons.

‘Legitimate’ elections are those in which there is strict adherence to 
laws and regulations are properly followed, observed, implemented and 
enforced. Respondents were questioned on whether they thought elections 
were legitimate or not and the majority said that the elections were indeed 
legitimate- reasons for why the elections were legitimate were all rules were 
followed, voters were not forced, all ballot boxes were locked, security 
was good, the entire country accepted the verdict given out by the Election 
Commission, every voter was an Indian citizen, women participated to a 
large extent and other reasons.

Responses were also gauged on why the elections were not legitimate 
according to some. Reasons cited in that case were- there was no rule to be 
followed, the presiding officers and polling officers were bought, outsiders 
came and voted for some reason which went undetected by the polling 
officers, there was extreme fraud, all votes were bought by a certain party, 
there was no security at all, there were not enough means of conveyance to 
go to the venue and vote, the elections were against their age-old tradition 
of accepting leadership of the powerful, all candidates were criminals, there 
were few polling booths, there was booth-capturing in a few areas, certain 
voters who came did not have valid voter i-cards and this went undetected or 
ignored by the presiding officer, everyone did not get an equal opportunity 
to vote, certain political parties forcibly got voting done in their favour and 
this again went ignored or undetected by the presiding officer.

In each case there were different percentages of respondents citing 
different reasons for the conduct of free, fair and legitimate elections.

5.2.5 Role of the Election Commission
One of the research questions was :

RQ8: What was the role of the Election Commission?

The survey conducted also gauged people’s responses to a pertinent 
question related to the role of the Election Commission during the election 

coverage. Respondents had differing views and opinions. Majority of the 
respondents said that they thought the role of the Election Commission 
was satisfactory while some respondents said the role was very satisfactory 
and a few said the role was unsatisfactory.

Those who thought the role of the Election Commission during elections 
was very satisfactory thought it was due to security being good, there was 
no fraud and fake votes were eliminated, there was no problem during 
voting, all polling booths were there at the venue, all the voters got an 
opportunity to vote, all the complaints were being heard and solutions 
were found and other reasons.

There were reasons as to why the respondents felt the role of the Election 
Commission was only satisfactory and those reasons were- the security was 
good enough, there was less fraud and fake votes were eliminated, there 
was no problem during the elections, all polling booths were present, all 
voters got a chance to vote, all complaints were being heard and solutions 
were taken out, certain votes were wasted, people’s electricity problems 
did not end and other reasons.

Several reasons for the role of the Election Commission being 
unsatisfactory were security was not good, there was fraud and fake 
votes were not eliminated, there were complaints by voters, the polling 
booths were inadequately equipped, all voters did not get a chance to 
vote, complaints were not heard and there was nobody to listen to the 
woes of the voters, the people’s votes were wasted, casteism persisted, 
the electricity problems of people did not end among others.

5.2.6 Media Effects of Lok Sabha Election 2014
Majority of the respondents said they voted for the candidate who is 

currently in power. There are several reasons and factors that motivated 
one to vote and those factors were- television coverage and talks with 
politicians on television, after reading about it in the newspapers, hearing 
about elections on the radio, reading about elections in the social media 
and on Facebook, listening to the talks on elections, experiencing the 
election campaigning, reading the candidate coverage, some people were 
motivated to vote due to billboards and pamphlets and election leaflets, 
others by listening to neighbours and opinion leaders around, few others 
by talking to relatives, and others in their colony.

Questions were asked as to what did they learn from these elections and 
what were the possible learning effects of the election of 2014. Respondents 
gave various answers like- they learnt how many candidates had contested 
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the election in total, some learnt about the total number of political parties 
in fray, they learnt about the total number of political ideologies and 
political leanings, what were the main points of discussions and dispute, 
the role of the internet and the social media, some people were inspired 
to start their own Facebook account, a lot of people got to know what 
were the key issues and themes in their area on which elections were 
being contested, people said that media was not biased and all parties and 
candidates got equal coverage.

It is said that media coverage of election should be ‘fair and unbiased’ 
when every political party gets equal coverage and there is no significant 
amount of coverage given to one political party or candidate.

Respondents were asked about how they found the political parties were 
represented- was representation of parties, very satisfactory, satisfactory 
or unsatisfactory and a majority of them said that the representation was 
satisfactory, few found it very satisfactory and others unsatisfactory. 
There were several reasons why they thought the representation was very 
satisfactory- all parties got fair representation and media gave free and 
fair and impartial coverage of the elections. Some who found the role 
satisfactory said – media was covered like a sport, was free and fair in its 
coverage, few parties and candidates got preference over others and media 
was not very serious about the coverage of election. Few respondents 
found the representation of parties rather unsatisfactory and the main 
reasons for that were- media covered the elections non-seriously, media 
deliberately discussed certain issues over others for TRPs, media gave 
preferential coverage to few candidates or parties over others. This answers 
the research question below:

RQ6: Which type of coverage in the media (horse race, candidate, 
issue) prompted them to vote?

In other words, there was horse-race coverage in the media and 
candidates and parties were not treated at par and equally by journalists. 
This brings us to the next research question:

RQ9: How can the conduct and coverage of election be improved 
in future?

Respondents were asked the question as to what should be the role 
of the media ideally during election coverage. The answers were varied- 
media should be more unbiased and all parties should get due coverage, 
reporters should be allowed inside the polling booths for better and more 

impartial coverage, reporters should be present there to prevent fraud and 
bribery, etc., opinion polls should be banned, politicians should not all be 
allowed to feature very frequently in the media, political advertisements 
should be stopped in the media, there should be more coverage given to 
issues and manifestos, the methods of campaigning during elections should 
be made more transparent and visible in the media, presiding officers, etc. 
Should not be allowed to be in touch with the media in case they misuse it, 
all campaigning should be stopped one week before campaigning across 
the country as elections are held in phases, during voting there must be a 
check on the campaigning that went on in the pre-voting phase.

Another question was asked as to how should the election be improved 
in future so that its organisation is good, fair and legitimate and more 
credible. The responses were varied-elections should be free and fair, 
voter i-card holders should be registered online, there should be a system 
of e-voting as it may curb fake votes, those candidates contesting the 
elections should not be allowed to vote, people should be allowed to 
vote through mobile phones, too, during voting there must be measures 
taken to curb campaigning on social media or access to the internet 
should not be allowed during voting, the Election Commission should 
adopt better ways to make elections more accountable, media should 
expose those candidates who have a criminal background and follow 
illegal ways during elections, criminals should not be allowed to contest 
elections, there should be mandatory separate queues for men and women 
in polling booths, and media should be allowed to enter the booths to 
cover elections which would make it more transparent and accountable 
to the public.

After much analysis, it was found that media does not always give a 
positive coverage of elections in the media. This brings us to yet another 
research question:

RQ7: Which aspect of media coverage (agenda-setting, priming, 
framing, game frame) existed in this election coverage in 2014?

Contemporary research emphasizes various cognitive and affective 
processes through which news media indirectly influence citizens’ political 
participation and preferences (McLeod et al, 2002). News coverage of 
recently held parliamentary elections highlight this aspect even in the 
Indian scenario. These processes are central in four types of media effects 
that have recently received considerable attention in the election context: 
agenda-setting, priming, framing, knowledge gain.
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Agenda-setting effects are produced by frequent media coverage of 
certain issues prioritized by candidates and the public’s adoption of those 
issues as the most important in elections

(Weaver et al, 2004). Priming effects are considered to be a consequence 
of agenda-setting effects because the news media, by calling attention to 
some matters while ignoring others, set the standards and influence the 
criteria by which people evaluate and judge election candidates (Iyengar 
& Kinder, 1987). Framing effects result from media’s consistent use of 
various symbolic catchphrases and reasoning devices to focus public 
attention on particular aspects of the issues and problems and promote 
their corresponding definitions, interpretations, evaluations and treatment 
recommendations (Gamson, 1992; Entman, 1993).

In these elections several respondents of the survey said that such 
practices were to be found even in the Indian elections. Della Vigna & 
Kaplan (2007) talked about the Fox News effect which again applies to 
Indian elections where media bias tends to alter voting behaviour among 
voters. Moreover voting behaviour theories are not completely scientific 
nor do they have definite stages of progression. There are failed attempts 
to target problems of political behaviour implicit in the voting process, 
there is little research planning leading to integrated theory construction, 
most political scientists do not cooperate with other researchers in fields 
of social science in order to research into political behaviour, the research 
is often characterized by poor techniques or the rule of thumb improperly 
applied and that voting behaviour researchers have sometimes a peculiar 
conception of the meaning of verification.

However here it served as a good standard to understand the voters’ 
opinions and leanings based on the survey.

Having analysed the survey it may be said that election coverage 
models as proposed by Lopez-Escobar et al (2008) are quite true. After 
questioning the respondents and analysing their answers it may be said 
that there are a number of types of election news coverage-horse-race 
coverage, issues, coverage, personalization coverage, quoting coverage, 
civic journalism coverage, campaign strategies’ coverage, entrenched 
coverage (ibid). As the authors have rightly said the main focus of 
horse-race coverage is which candidate is ahead is the main thing that 
is covered, parties’ proposals are dealt with in the issues coverage, main 
focus of personalization coverage is the candidates’ image, statements and 
counterstatements are covered under quoting coverage, there is audience’s 
participation and lots of voxes are taken under civic journalism coverage, 

various candidates are interviewed about campaigns’ tricks and devices 
under campaign strategies’ coverage and certain amount of ‘militancy’ 
is shown by news reporters and anchors where sides are taken under 
entrenched coverage.

One more trend is noticed within these election vis-à-vis media 
logic. Media logic is one of the four phases of mediatisation identified 
by Stromback & Shehata (2007) when the mass media have become so 
important and independent that political actors and others begin to adapt 
to the predominant notion of newsworthiness and the so-called media 
logic in order to influence the news, gain visibility and use the news to 
send ‘signals’ to other political actors as part of the governing process 
(Cook, 2005). It is noticed that a lot of times Narendra Modi holding public 
rallies was targeted to reach out more to the opposition party through 
the mediatised campaigns and rallies rather than just reaching out to the 
voters. Even the voters at this time get so influenced by the media that 
they simply begin to view the candidate image and his policies through 
the media lens and not independent of it. The entire election process 
gets completely mediatised and media seems to be the prominent organ 
of the election.

It is also noticed that spiral of silence theory is at play here. 
The spiral of silence theory (Noelle-Neumann, 1974, 1984) stipulates 
that individuals have a fear of isolation, which results from the idea 
that a social group or the society in general might isolate, neglect or 
exclude members due to the members’ opinions. This fear of isolation 
consequently leads to remaining silent instead of voicing opinions. 
Media is an important factor that relates to both the dominant idea and 
people’s perception of the dominant idea. The assessment of one’s social 
environment may not always correlate with reality. At a time when 
Narendra Modi’s election campaigns were being organized across the 
country in various states by the Bharatiya Janata Party there seemed 
to be a wave completely in his favour with very few opinions and 
voices to the contrary.

One major feature of these elections that came to the forefront are 
paid political advertising. It was alleged by the opposition and a few in 
the media that there was immense use of ‘paid news’ in these elections in 
India, more than any other in the past. It is an important feature of televised 
news and the main question is whether televised political advertising 
allowed or not and whether it constitutes an important channel for political 
information and communication (Kaid &Holtz-Bacha, 2006). In the United 
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States Of America, television advertising typically accounts for almost 
60% of political campaign media spending (Stromback & Kaid, 2008). 
The question is: are we headed towards such a huge amount of television 
ad spending by political parties during elections and is it a positive in the 
evolution of media practices or a relegation of media to the economic and 
financial subsistence of the industry?

Chapter-6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.0 CONCLUSION

It is noticed through this research that among the rural voters and in the 
rural heartland of the country within the state of Uttar Pradesh, media 
coverage of elections may be sub-divided into categories- media penetration, 
media exposure, media campaigining and media coverage per se. Each 
term needs to be used differently and each concept is different from the 
other. These need to be discussed in detail:

6.1 MEDIA PENETRATION

It is observed that media penetration in India is not as required and is 
less. According to Registrar of Newspapers in India and various other reports 
the number of television news channels increased to 393 in 2014 from 241 
in 2009 (Verma & Sardesai, 2014). There are 12, 500 newspapers today as 
compared to 8, 500 in 2009. There has been a gradual increase in media 
penetration in the last six years (ibid). Internet subscription saw a massive 
increase from 12.8 million in 2009 to 21.6 million by 2013; 143 million 
people access the internet through mobile phones. Of a total of 246.7 million 
households, approximately 10% have computers/laptops, and one-third of 
those with computer/laptops are connected to the internet (ibid). As far as 
telephones are concerned tele-density increased from 2.86 per 100 people in 
2000 to 73.32 in 2013. There are 242 private FM radio stations in the country.

Due to limited media penetration, however, it is not possible that when 
media covers elections it will possibly have a significant impact on the 
voter behavior. Media, therefore, does not have a large impact on voter 
behavior or turnout at least in the rural areas of Kanpur.

6.2 MEDIA EXPOSURE

The purpose of this study was to find out the media habits of 
people which directed us towards the extent of media exposure in India. 
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Findings have indicated that people are exposed to radio, television and 
the internet but in a limited way. While substantial number of people 
agreed to the use of radio, only few watched television and a handful 
few were interested in reading the newspapers. As people watched 
television during elections, some of them did not watch news at all, 
rather continued to watch soaps and serials. This reduced their media 
exposure to the election news being telecast on television. In rural areas 
such media exposure was less. People listened to the radio more than 
any other media use.

6.3 MEDIA CAMPAIGNING

There was an interesting finding in this research that more than the 
mainstream media coverage which is quite expensive for a political party, 
media campaigns had a stronger influence on the voting behaviour. Voters 
said that the campaign strategies adopted by the main political parties, 
namely the BJP and the Congress through mobile phones, video-on-wheels, 
banners and pamphlets worked in favour of these parties. As Stromback 
& Kaid (2008) say that ‘campaign practices can often distort rather than 
realign political power in line with the wishes of the electorate’ (Stromback 
& Kaid, 2008). This means that campaign practices work towards the 
advantage of the political party and is not entirely a fair and impartial 
exercise. Campaigns are important means for a party to reach out to the 
voter and exhort him or her to vote for the specific political parties. But 
electorate does not realize this difference and blindly get influenced before 
casting their vote. It is, therefore, important to understand that media 
campaigns although affects voter turnout in a huge way it is not beneficial 
for the voter. It is a political gimmick that works in the interest of the 
party or the candidate.

6.4 MEDIA COVERAGE

Media coverage as we have learnt refers to the mainstream media 
coverage of elections- ways used by parties to promote their agendas and 
reach out to the public. During the elections parties and candidates use 
various means to reach out to the voters and in that sense ‘note-for-vote’ 
has been highly criticised. It is said that: ...about 70 percent of those who 
change or make up their voting choice in the last minute are influenced 
by anyone or a combination of these five factors - local pressures, lure 
of money, effective campaigns, coverage in news media and manifesto 
offer (Firstpost, online).

Coverage in news media affects to a large extent the minds of the 
voters. As discussed earlier, the greater the media exposure, greater the 
influence of media on voting behaviour.

6.5 MEDIA LOGIC

Media logic refers to the way of seeing and interpreting social affairs, 
in this case the elections. Altheide and Snow (1979) were the first to use 
the term ‘media logic’ to identify the specific frame of reference of the 
production of media culture in general and of the news in particular. Along 
with it, ‘political economy’ of media puts enough pressure on the media 
organizations that they often align their agendas with those of the parties 
in election fray. Most news items related to election are concerned less 
by what the electorate wants but is governed more by what agendas are 
set by the parties. The quantitative findings indicate that media logic is 
the main practice during election than anything else.

6.6 RECOMMENDATIONS

The research in future could hypothesize other media theories in the 
same scenario. However in this study this was not possible. Future research 
on a similar topic could look into other aspects of elections- campaigns, 
candidate coverage, usage of social media by various political leaders.

6.7 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study shows how electoral practices can be improved through 
the study on the scope for improved role of the Election Commission. 
The study has implications for NGOs working for electoral reforms and 
those who work towards better democratic practices. The study also 
is useful for media organizations to understand how media coverage 
can be improved. The study works on political parties on how can 
campaigning and their practices be made effective for electorate. It is 
useful for psephologists, political activists and academicians who can 
read and learn from this and form their opinions about how elections 
can be studied in a rural area with a diverse population and with limited 
media reach and exposure.
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Appendix-I

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
QUESTIONNAIRE (TICK THE CORRECT OPTION)

A. Target demographics

1. Name:………………………………………………………..

2. Age group:  18-29

 30-49

 50 and above

3. Gender:  Male

 Female

4. Vidhansabha constituency:

 Akbarpur – Rania

 Bithoor

 Kalyanpur

 Maharajpur

 Ghatampur (SC)

5. Main occupation:

 Farmer

 Civil servant
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 Non-Government Organisation

 Private business

 Housewife/husband Unemployed

6. Residential area:

 Village

 Urban

7. Educational status:

 Non-literate

 Up to primary

 Up to matric

 College and above

8. Languages spoken:

 Hindi

 Others (English, Awadhi, rural dialect)

9. Marital status:

 Single

 Married

10. Caste status:

 Brahmin

 Rajput/Thakur

 Vaish

 Other upper castes

 Jat

 Yadav

 Kurmi/Koeri

 Other OBCs

 Jatav

 Other SCs

 Muslims

11. Average monthly household income (in Rs.):

 Below 500

 500-2000

 2000-5000

 5000-10000

 10000 and above

 Media Habits

12. Which media do you use the most:

 Radio

 Television

 Internet

 Newspapers

13. What kind of electronic device do you use the most:

 Radio

 PC/laptop

 Mobile phone
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 Tablet pc

 TV

 Music player

 Smart phone

14. Which electronic device do you use the most nearly every day:

 TV

 Radio

 PC/laptop

 Mobile phone

 Music player

 Smartphone

15. How many hours a day do you spend reading the newspaper:

 None

 1-3

 4-6

 7 and above

16. How many hours do you spend listening to radio:

 None

 1-3

 4-6

 7 and above

17. How many hours do you spend watching television:

 None

 1-3

 4-6

 7 and above

18. How many hours do you spend on the internet

 None

 1-3

 4-6

 7 and above

19. Have you got your own newspaper:

 Yes

 No, I share with my brothers, sisters

 No, I share with my mohalla/colony

 No, it’s a family newspaper

20. Have you got your own radio:

 Yes

 No, I share with my brothers, sisters

 No, I share with my colony/locality

 No, it’s a family radio

21. Have you got your own television:

 Yes

 No, I share with my brothers, sisters
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 No, I share with my colony/locality

 No, it’s a family television

22. Have you got your own PC/laptop:

 Yes

 No, I share with my brothers/sisters

 No, I share with my colony/mohalla

 No, it’s a family PC

23. How often do you spend blogging or on social media:

 None

 1-3

 4-6

 7 and above

24. Which social networking site do you use the most:

 Facebook

 Twitter

 Blogs

 Myspace.com

 Others

B. General awareness and voting trends in Lok Sabha elections 2014

25. How much information did you have about the recent parliamentary 
elections:

 A lot of information

 Some information

 Little information

 No information

26. Which of the following sources did you use to get information about 
the recent elections the most:

 Newspaper

 Radio

 Television

 Internet

 Village elders

 Friends, family & villagers/neighbours

 Candidate campaigns (pamphlets, etc.)

 Meetings (other events, seminars

 Others

27. Did you cast your vote in the recently held elections:

 Yes

 No

 (If ‘No’, skip to Q 32)

28. Answer from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ based on your 
vote:

SA A N DA SDA

My vote was based on what I read, heard or 
saw in the media
I always watched opinion polls before casting 
my vote
I went on social media and then voted for the 
popular candidate
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My vote was dependent upon an SMS from a 
party
I saw who was popular on televisions and voted
I got to know about various candidates from 
various hoardings
People had living room discussions and it 
influenced me
I think opinion polls should be banned 
completely
I did not know about a candidate unless shown 
on media
My entire colony discussed before we went out 
to vote
I always vote in a group
Political parties collected groups of voters to 
the booth

29. What motivated you to vote:

To serve my country and build my and my country’s future

Everyone else was voting

It’s my national responsibility and duty

So that my favourite candidate wins/having own 
representation in LS

For peace and security

Acquiring money

It is my right

Candidate was of our tribe/ village/ community

Strengthening democracy

For the area’s development

For betterment and improved water/electricity and facilities

30. Why did you vote for your desired candidate:

Was well-educated, experienced and servant of people My 
friends and family told me so

Was a good Brahmin and Hindu, an honest individual He 
defends women rights

Has built a school/temple for us He has helped us financially

Was an influential community leader He supports and loves 
the poor

He paid special attention to school and education

He wanted peace & development

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

31. Did your desired candidate win:

 Yes

 No

32. If your candidate did not make it, what do you think were the 
reasons: 

Had less support or people did not support him/her

Did not have or did not spend enough money

The Election Commission committed fraud

Didn’t have the knowledge and understanding

Was not a dishonest, traitor or associated with some big 
politician Was not affiliated with a political party

Lack of popularity amongst the people There were 
differences and disunity

Security wasn’t good

Other dabangs/ henchmen interfered

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

33. Why did you not vote:

I didn’t have a voter i-card

I am not interested in election and my vote doesn’t make 
a difference

Women are not permitted to vote Because of security 
problems
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No candidate was of my choice or they were all dishonest 
thugs or

feudal

There weren’t any polling stations or transportation 
limitations or its lack

I didn’t have awareness and information about voting

Personal engagements: travelling, business, sickness

Fear of the henchmen of the opposition party I was going to 
vote for

I didn’t vote because there was theft and fraud involved 
(booth capturing)

I DON’T KNOW

I prefer not to say

C. Evaluation of the Recent LS Elections

It is said that transparent elections are those that take place in the 
middle of observers, media and monitors.
34. Do you think these parliamentary elections were transparent:

 Yes

 No
35. I n your opinion what reasons can prove the transparency of 

these election:

It is said that elections are ‘fair’ where all candidates/parties follow the rules 
and were given equal access to the public and votes were counted correctly 
and not manipulated.

40. Do you think the recent Lok Sabha elections were fair:

 Yes

 No

41. In your opinion what reasons can prove that the election was fair?

All people took part in voting

My candidate’s votes were not stolen

Qualified candidates were declared as winner

Everyone voted for their desired candidate No

one was prevented from participating

Electoral workers were present in all polling stations

There was no fraud

Circumstances were feasible for women

Security was good

There weren’t any problems

Because my candidate has succeeded

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

42. In your opinion what reasons can prove that the election was not

fair? Fraud took place

Votes were purchased

Larceny by candidates took place

Government officials interfered

Security wasn’t good enough

There was great caste-based partiality and nepotism

Ballot boxes at polling stations weren’t

adequate Women didn’t participate in it

People who voted were not genuine and voted for someone else

People weren’t aware of the

election I don’t know

I prefer not to say

‘Legitimate’ elections are those in which there is strict adherence to 
laws and regulations are properly followed, observed, implemented 
and enforced.

43. In your opinion were the recent elections legitimate?

 Yes

 No
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44. In your opinion what reasons prove that the recent election was 
‘legitimate’:

Activities were well-organized and laws were implemented and
observed

No force was used at the polling stations 

Boxes were all locked and empty at first 

Security was well-ensured

Entire nation has accepted the electoral verdict and result

Because every candidate was Indian national

Women had adequate participation in the election

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

45. In your opinion what reasons prove that the recent election was not

legitimate: Laws were not observed

Site officials were bought

People from outside the area came and 

voted There was fraud

All votes were sold

There wasn’t security

Transportation limitations

Elections are against the Hindu law

Didn’t like any candidate who were all 

criminals Voting stations were less in number

There was booth capturing

People didn’t possess voting cards

Everyone wasn’t given equal opportunity

People were coerced to vote by a particular political party

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

D. Role Of The Election Commission

46. (a) How do you assess the role of the EC during these elections:

 Very satisfactory

 Satisfactory

 Unsatisfactory

(b) What are the reasons for your opinion (very satisfactory):

Awareness was provided regarding the elections

Because candidates’ representatives were present

EC has appointed good workers 

Presiding officer was very professional 

Our favourite candidate won

Security was good

There was no complain, everyone did a good job 

There wasn’t fraud in the 

elections, laws were followed

There were sufficient ballot boxes and stations

Didn’t attend to people’s complaints

People were appointed based on their connections (nepotism)

Security was bad

Ballot box stuffing and rigging took place

There was no awareness and information about the elections

There were not sufficient ballot papers

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

(c) What are the reasons for your opinion (satisfactory):

Awareness was provided regarding the elections 

Because candidates’ representatives were present 

EC has appointed good workers

Presiding officer was very professional 

Our favourite candidate won
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Security was good

There was no complain, everyone did a good job

There wasn’t fraud in the elections, laws were followed 

There were sufficient ballot boxes and stations

Didn’t attend to people’s complaints

People were appointed based on their connections (nepotism) 

Security was bad

Ballot box stuffing and rigging took place

There was no awareness and information about the elections

There were not sufficient ballot papers

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

(d) What are the reasons for your opinion (unsatisfactory):

Awareness was provided regarding the elections

Because candidates’ representatives were

present EC has appointed good workers

Presiding officer was very professional

Our favourite candidate won

Security was good

There was no complain, everyone did a good job

There wasn’t fraud in the elections, laws were 

followed There were sufficient ballot boxes and stations

Didn’t attend to people’s complaints

People were appointed based on their connections (nepotism)

Security was bad

Ballot box stuffing and rigging took place

There was no awareness and information about the elections

There were not sufficient ballot papers

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

47. How do you assess the role of the Election Commission?

 Very satisfactory

 Satisfactory

 Unsatisfactory

(a) What are the reasons for your opinion (very satisfactory):

Because security was good

Fraud was prevented and fake votes were 

confiscated No problems were there

Polling stations were provided

There were representative of the candidates

Were attending and addressing the complaints

Didn’t address people’s complaints 

Rights of people is wasted

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

(b) What are the reasons for your opinion (satisfactory):

Because security was good

Fraud was prevented and fake votes were 

confiscated No problems were there

Polling stations were provided

There were representative of the candidates

Were attending and addressing the complaints

Didn’t address people’s complaints

Solve our electricity problems

Caste discrimination was immanent

There was fraud and fake voter cards were issued

Rights of people is wasted

I don’t know

Others
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(c) What are the reasons for your opinion (unsatisfactory):

Because security was bad

Fraud happened and fake votes were issued

No problems were there

Polling stations were provided

There were representative of the candidates

Were attending and addressing the complaints

Didn’t address people’s complaints

Rights of people is wasted

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

E. Media Effects of the Recent Lok Sabha Elections 2014

48. Who did you vote for in your constituency area?

 Current MP

 Any other candidate

49. What influenced you most before 

voting: Horse-race coverage on 

television Coverage in the newspapers

Talks on the radio

Coverage in the social 

media Issue coverage

Campaign coverage

Candidate coverage

Campaign strategy through pamphlets, billboards and door-to-door 
rallies

Opinion leaders

Family members- husband or relative

Community in which you lived

50. What learning effects did this election coverage and election 
have on

you: You learnt about the total number of candidates in the fray

You learnt about the total number of political parties in the fray 

Which were the main political philosophies

What topics did the main debates revolve around

You understood the role of new media in these elections You 

were encouraged to start your own social media account

You understood the main issues in your area on which elections were 
contested

There was little media bias and media was impartial and free

It is said that media coverage of election should be ‘fair and 
unbiased’ when every political

party gets equal coverage and there is no significant amount of 
coverage given to one political party or candidate.

51. How was media coverage of election in the recent Lok Sabha 
election 2014:

 Very satisfactory

 Satisfactory

 Unsatisfactory

52. In your opinion, what could be the reasons for the above-mentioned 
opinion: 

Few parties got preference over others

Few candidates got preference over others 

Media was impartial, free and fair in coverage 

Media treated elections non-seriously

Media covered elections like a sport

Media covered speculations more than reality

Media deliberately discussed certain issues over others (for TRPs) 

Media was biased towards one or the other candidate and party

53. In your opinion what should be the role of media present during 
election

coverage: There should be more impartial and free and fair coverage
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Media should give due coverage to all political parties

Election reporters should be given greater access in polling booths

Election reporters must be present to avoid fraud and rigging 

Opinion polls must be banned as that influences the voters 

Political candidates must be banned from interviewing in media 

Political advertisements must be banned in the media

Issues and manifestos should be covered more by the 

media Campaign strategies of parties must be more 

transparent Electoral fraud should be exposed before voters

Presiding officers must not be given access to the media All 

campaigning must be stopped one week before voting

All campaigning must be stopped during the voting dates in the 
country

54. In your opinion what actions must be taken to improve the conduct 
of election in future:

Free and fair elections must be conducted

Voter cards must be made online to avoid duplication

 e-voting must be started so everybody can vote 

Candidates in the election should not cast their vote Voting must be 
done through mobile phones too Social 

media must be checked during voting

The EC must upgrade its system to monitor better

Media must expose corrupt and criminal politicians in 

election Criminals must be banned from contesting elections

Political debates must be open to all public during campaigning 

Separate queues for men and women during voting

Media access be allowed in polling booths during voting

I don’t know

I prefer not to say

 

Appendix-II

FOCUS GROUP SCHEDULE

Name Of Constituency: Akbarpur Lok Sabha Constituency
Dates Of Focus Group Discussion: March 12-30, 2015

INTRODUCTION TO THE SESSION

I’m very grateful to you all for taking some time out and be willing 
to talk about your voting behavior in the General election 2014. The 
main aim of this session is to establish the hypothesis that media 
coverage	influences	voting	behavior	and	to	assess	your	own	voting	
behavior in the recently held Lok Sabha election 2014. The aim is 
also	to	find	answers	to	some	basic	research	questions	about	the	role	
of social media and the contribution made by women and men voters, 
illiterate	and	literate	voters	in	the	election.	I	would	first	discuss	voting	
behavior, then role of social media, thereon.

DISCUSSION 1: VOTING BEHAVIOUR

The main aim is to discuss the media coverage and media effects of 
elections- agenda-setting, priming, framing, learning, gameframes, etc. 
and assess the role of media campaigns taken up by various parties.
 1. What did you learn from the media about the recently held elections 

and did it influence your voting pattern for a candidate or a party? 
(prompt: leadership, discussions, etc.)

 2. Did an election campaign (billboard, pamphlet, banner, opinion leader) 
affect your voting pattern?

 3. What did you learn from these elections, did this affect your knowledge 
base-awareness, information, knowledge, attitude change?

DISCUSSION 2: RESEARCH QUESTIONS

 4. How important was the role of social media in these elections? Did 
you vote influenced by facebook, twitter, social blogging, etc.?
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 5. Do you think there were more women voters than men voters? Did 
you vote for the candidate (male or female) based on their gender?

 6. How was the participation of illiterate voter as compared to the literate 
voter?

 7. Did it affect your turnout in the election? 
 8. How should conduct of election be improved and what can be done 

to improve the role of media in election coverage?
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